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Chapter 1

Introduction
A team of researchers from Stanford and Google recently realized a breakthrough
in the field of machine learning, known as the Google Brain project [44]. They
built a deep neural network, a software model of a brain, with about a billion
connections. Roughly speaking, a billion connections is about the number of
connections in the brain of a honey bee. The neural network was trained over
the course of three days using an unlabeled set of 10 million images that were
taken from random YouTube videos and resized to 200 by 200 pixels. The most
remarkable part is that the learning process was completely unsupervised. After
three days of unsupervised learning, the model had discovered that there are
two concepts that frequently show up on the Internet: the model had learned to
recognize images of faces and cats. Training the model took about three days
on a computer cluster of a thousand servers, containing 2,000 CPUs in total.
This machine had cost about 5 million dollars to build and consumed about 600
kWatts.
Researchers from the same group at Stanford, together with a team of engineers at Nvidia, have worked on another approach to tackle the same problem, simulating deep neural networks on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [13].
Nvidia has reported that the entire training process of the Google Brain can now
be performed on 3 GPU servers, containing 4 Nvidia GTX Titan Z GPUs per
server [32]. The system, consisting of 12 GPUs in total, costs over a hundred
times less to deploy ($33,000) and consumes over a hundred times less energy
(4 kWatts). Because of this breakthrough, machine learning at the scale of the
Google Brain project has become accessible to research groups around the world
and opens the road for dramatically increasing the size of simulations.
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Scientific supercomputing with GPUs

A supercomputer is a high performance computing system built for specialized
applications that require state-of-the-art processing capacity. Supercomputers
typically consist of a large collection of processors and a high-speed network
interconnect. These systems are built to run large-scale scientific applications
that aim to solve scientific problems using mathematical simulations or analysis.
In recent years, supercomputers have been undergoing a major transformation
by equipping traditional cluster systems with graphics cards that contain GPUs.
These specialized processing units offer a large amount of compute power against
low costs and power consumption. This thesis focuses on understanding and
increasing the performance of large-scale scientific applications using graphics
processing units.
The fast growing video game industry has created an enormous economic
incentive for GPU vendors to meet the ever-increasing demands for more detailed
and more realistic computer graphics [5]. The GPU is responsible for rendering
complex scenes at high resolutions and computing the color of every pixel in every
frame at up to 60 frames per second. Such high demands can only be satisfied if
a large part of the chip area is devoted to performing floating-point calculations.
Fortunately, graphics workloads have a very high degree of data parallelism, as
the colors of all the different pixels that appear on screen can be computed in
parallel. This demand has motivated GPU vendors to design chips containing a
large number of small cores that are particularly suitable for performing massive
amounts of floating-point calculations per second in parallel.
The specific architectural characteristics of GPUs make these processors an
interesting platform for computationally intensive applications, even outside of
computer graphics. The first non-graphics related GPU applications still used
graphics libraries to program the GPU. However, the practice of running nongraphics related workloads on GPUs is currently also supported specifically by
GPU vendors. Several programming languages are available today that target
the use of GPUs for computing, rather than computer graphics. Currently, GPU
vendors even have special brands of GPUs, for example Nvidia’s Tesla [63], dedicated to high-performance computing rather than computer graphics.
GPUs offer a tremendous increase in compute performance against low costs
and power consumption. As such, GPUs have become a computing platform
that cannot be ignored by supercomputing applications. Therefore, the highlevel research question of this thesis is:
How can we simplify the use of GPUs in scientific supercomputing
applications, increase application performance, and increase our understanding of the performance of these GPU-enabled applications?

1.1. Scientific supercomputing with GPUs
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Many challenges and difficulties must be overcome when using GPUs for scientific computing. Developing GPU applications is generally considered to be
a very difficult task, as programmers have to deal with multiple levels of parallelism and a hierarchy of non-coherent memories. GPUs are massively parallel
devices that require existing software to be rewritten in a specialized programming model. GPU applications are separated in a host part, executing on the
CPU, and device functions (called GPU kernels) executing on the GPU. The host
code is responsible for managing device memory, transferring data between host
and device memory, and invoking device functions. GPU kernels are executed
by thousands of threads in parallel requiring that parallelism is expressed at a
fine-grained level within the computations, which in turn requires expertise of
both the algorithm and the underlying architecture. The optimization process
of GPU kernels is also very challenging. The underlying hardware and threading
model contain hard resource restrictions that affect performance and make the
optimization space discontinuous [73]. As a result, subtle interactions between
resource limitations may have a large impact on application performance.
Following our high-level research goal stated above, we have grouped the main
challenges into the following categories:
Challenge 1 How to lower the threshold for domain experts to use GPU equipped
computing systems?
Challenge 2 How to measure the impact of the use of GPUs on application
performance?
Challenge 3 How to efficiently integrate GPU kernels into large existing code
bases?
Challenge 4 How to maximize the efficiency of compute-intensive GPU kernels?

Challenge 5 How to optimize data transfers between CPU and GPU?
The challenges formulated here are applicable to GPU computing applications in
general and require much more work than is possible within the scope of this thesis
to be resolved completely. Instead we aim to gain more understanding of the
fundamental problems that give rise to these challenges and provide contributions
towards a general solution for each challenge. While the work presented in this
thesis focuses on scientific applications some of the presented solutions also have
more general applicability.
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Scope

In this thesis, we focus on scientific applications that perform large amounts of
floating-point calculations on dense data sets. This is to ensure that GPUs are a
realistic and efficient execution platform for the considered class of applications.
In our view, the landscape of floating-point intensive scientific applications can
be viewed as a spectrum of application types. One end of the spectrum contains
applications with compute-intensive workloads having high arithmetic intensities.
These applications are generally focused on analysis rather than simulation, as
the algorithm attempts to extract and infer information from the data set at
hand.
On the other end of the spectrum, we have applications with workloads that
are data intensive and have low arithmetic intensities. These applications do
perform large amounts of floating-point calculations, but the complexity of the
calculation per iteration is in general much lower, while the total number of iterations is much higher. These applications are in general more focused on simulation
than analysis, and typical examples of these applications aim to numerically solve
partial differential equations.
Between these extremes is a spectrum of applications where characteristics
from both ends can be combined to characterize applications. Therefore, we
focus on applications that are from both ends of the spectrum, in order to deal
with challenges that are representative for the entire landscape.
As shown in Table 1.1, this thesis considers two application domains from
either end of the spectrum, Multimedia Content Analysis and Climate Modeling. Multimedia Content Analysis is a representative application domain for
compute-intensive applications that perform many floating-point calculations per
data element, and is covered in Chapters 2 and 3. In these chapters we focus
on challenges concerning GPU computing in general and related to compute intensive applications in particular. Chapter 2 focuses on Challenges 1, 2, and
3, by investigating how GPU execution is integrated efficiently into a high-level
parallel programming model that can be used without requiring any knowledge
of GPU computing from the application programmer. Chapter 3 focuses entirely
on Challenge 4, kernel-level optimizations for compute-intensive operations.
The second application domain that we consider is Climate Modeling, which
is a representative domain for applications with data-intensive workloads. Chapter 4 focuses on Challenges 2 and 3 in the context of an ocean modeling application. Chapter 5 presents performance modeling techniques to solve Challenge 5
in a way that is applicable to GPU computing applications in general. We evaluate the performance models using GPU kernels from both Multimedia Content
Analysis and Climate Modeling. In the following, we present a brief summary of
the content of each chapter in this thesis.

1.3. Thesis outline
Chapter
2
3
4
5

5
Application Domain
Multimedia Content Analysis
Multimedia Content Analysis
Climate Modeling
Multiple domains

Challenges
1, 2, and 3
4
2, 3
5

Table 1.1: Overview of the applications domains and challenges covered by each
chapter.

1.3

Thesis outline

The chapters in this thesis are largely based on a collection of scientific articles
that have been published. This section describes the overall structure of the
thesis and provides a brief description of the challenges solved in each chapter.
Chapter 2 investigates how GPU execution can be integrated into high-level
parallel programming models that can be used directly by domain experts. It
is essential to develop efficient programming models that hide the intrinsic complexities of the underlying computing hardware, as it is unrealistic to expect
application domain experts to also become experts in high-performance computing. This is true for parallel computing on multiple compute nodes in a cluster
system, but the inclusion of GPUs at every node in a GPU cluster introduces an
additional level of complexity. Therefore, Chapter 2 investigates how an existing
user transparent parallel programming model for Multimedia Content Analysis
on traditional cluster systems can be extended to efficiently execute applications
on GPU clusters without requiring any additional parallelization or programming
effort from the application programmer. The content of this chapter is based on
the following publications:
Towards user transparent parallel multimedia computing on GPUclusters. B. van Werkhoven, J. Maassen, and F.J. Seinstra. In Proceedings of the first Workshop on Applications for Multi and Many
Core Processors, 37th ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA 2010), Pages 1-12, Saint-Malo, France, June
2010.
User transparent data and task parallel multimedia computing with
Pyxis-DT. T. van Kessel, B. van Werkhoven, N. Drost, J. Maassen,
H.E. Bal, and F.J. Seinstra. Future Generation Computer Systems,
Volume 29, Issue 8, Pages 2252-2261, October 2013.
Chapter 3 presents an extensive study of the optimization process of 2D Convolution, a compute kernel that is representative for the compute-intensive end
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of the spectrum and in particular for Multimedia Content Analysis. Convolutions are essential to signal and image processing applications, and are typically
responsible for a large fraction of the application’s execution time. This chapter
introduces a new optimization approach for implementing efficient GPU-enabled
library-based convolution operations called adaptive tiling. The optimization
techniques are also applied to other compute kernels from the image processing domain, such as separable convolution. The content of this chapter is based
on the following publications:
Optimizing Convolution Operations in CUDA with Adaptive Tiling.
B. van Werkhoven, J. Maassen, and F.J. Seinstra. In Proceedings
of the second Workshop on Applications for Multi and Many Core
Processors, 38th ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Computer
Architecture (ISCA 2011), Pages 1-12, San Jose, CA, June 2011. Best
paper award.
Optimizing Convolution Operations on GPUs using Adaptive Tiling.
B. van Werkhoven, J. Maassen, H.E. Bal, and F.J. Seinstra. Future Generation Computer Systems, Volume 30, Pages 14-26, January
2014.
Chapter 4 investigates whether and how data-intensive applications can benefit
from using GPUs. This chapter considers the Parallel Ocean Program (POP), a
representative climate modeling application that is used as the ocean component
of the coupled Community Earth System Model (CESM) [22]. We investigate
the performance characteristics of the Parallel Ocean Program to identify what
specific parts of the application can benefit the most from execution on GPUs.
In addition, this chapter describes how the existing software can be modified
to efficiently include GPU execution. Finally, we report the impact that the
use of GPUs will have on performance, also when using multiple GPU clusters
simultaneously. The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:
A distributed computing approach to improve the performance of the
Parallel Ocean Program (v2.1). B. van Werkhoven, J. Maassen, M.
Kliphuis, H.A. Dijkstra, S.E. Brunnabend, M. van Meersbergen, F.J.
Seinstra, and H.E. Bal. Geoscientific Model Development, Volume 6,
Pages 4705-4744, January 2014.
Chapter 5 presents techniques that are necessary to optimize data intensive
operations for performance. Many GPU applications perform data transfers to
and from GPU memory at regular intervals. For example because the data does
not fit into GPU memory or because of inter-node communication at the end of
each time step in a simulation. Overlapping GPU computation with CPU-GPU

1.4. Introduction to GPU Computing
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communication can reduce the costs of moving data. Several different techniques
exist for transferring data to and from GPU memory and for overlapping those
transfers with GPU computation. This chapter provides insight in the performance of GPU applications and proposes an analytical performance model that
includes PCIe transfers and overlapping computation and communication. The
content of this chapter is based on the following publications:
Performance models for CPU-GPU data transfers. B. van Werkhoven,
J. Maassen, F.J. Seinstra, and H.E. Bal. In Proceedings of the 14th
IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Cluster, Cloud and Grid
Computing (CCGRID 2014), Chicago, IL, May 2014. Best paper
nominee.
Performance models for overlapping GPU computation with CPUGPU data transfers. B. van Werkhoven, J. Maassen, F.J. Seinstra,
and H.E. Bal. In preparation, June 2014.
Chapter 6 abstracts the technical and low-level contributions presented in the
previous chapters into more generic considerations. This chapter aims to identify
the lessons learned from the work in this thesis that can be used as guidelines for
future research that addresses similar challenges.

1.4

Introduction to GPU Computing

In this section, we give a brief introduction to GPU Computing and explain some
of the terminology used in this thesis. Throughout this thesis, we will use the
CUDA programming model [62] and as such use CUDA terminology, although
our methods can easily be translated to OpenCL [39].
In CUDA, a system consists of a host (the CPU), and one or more devices
(the GPUs). The host is responsible for the memory management of the device
and can move application data between host and device memory. This means the
host thread must allocate and free the GPU memory when needed. Transferring
data between host and device memory proceeds using either explicit memory
copy statements or mapped memory. Data transfers between CPU memory and
GPU memory can be overlapped with computation on both the GPU and the
CPU using a combination of CUDA Streams and asynchronous memory copy
statements or by using mapped memory.
Compute operations on the device are most commonly invoked from the host
and are referred to as kernels. The kernels are designed to exhibit a large amount
of data parallelism, allowing the same arithmetic operation to be performed simultaneously on different parts of the data. Kernels are executed concurrently
on the device by extremely large numbers of threads. As CUDA threads are
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much more lightweight than traditional CPU threads, kernels can be executed by
millions of threads in parallel.
Threads executing the same kernel are organized in a two-level hierarchy,
threads are grouped into thread blocks, which are grouped into a grid. Thread
blocks typically contain hundreds of threads depending on the device. The builtin threadIdx and blockIdx variables provide the thread and thread block index,
which are used by threads to direct themselves to different parts of the data.
Threads in the same thread block are executed by the same streaming multiprocessor (SM) and are able to synchronize with each other. Contiguous sections of
32 threads in a thread block are grouped into warps, in which all threads execute
the same instruction in parallel. When threads in a warp take different execution paths, multiple passes with suppression of certain threads are required to
complete execution.
CUDA supports different memory types. Global memory is a large highlatency off-chip memory that is typically used to store large input and output data
structures. Global memory is the only device memory space that can be accessed
by the host. Although global memory bandwidth can be very high (177 GB/s
on a GTX480), it generally limits the performance of CUDA kernels if no other
memory types are utilized. Due to the design of modern DRAMs, the peak global
memory bandwidth can only be achieved if memory accesses are coalesced, that
is all threads in a warp access aligned and consecutive global memory locations.
Global memory is not coherent, that is the result of a write operation is not
guaranteed to be read by other threads until additional synchronization is used
or the kernel finishes execution.
Constant memory, resides in global memory space, but is mapped to a small
cached read-only memory, supporting low-latency, high bandwidth access. Constant memory is particularly useful for values that are needed by all threads in a
warp simultaneously.
Shared memory is an on-chip memory that each SM is equipped with. Shared
memory can be allocated to thread blocks and accessed at very high speed in a
highly parallel manner. As all threads in a thread block can read and write to
shared memory, it is an efficient way for threads to share input data and intermediate results. However, like global memory, shared memory is not coherent
and as such a thread block wide synchronization is required before written values become visible to other threads. Shared memory is aligned in a number of
memory banks, such that large arrays are wrapped row-wise across the banks. If
all threads in a warp access values in different banks the entire shared memory
bandwidth can be achieved. However, if different threads in a warp access different values in the same memory bank a shared memory bank conflict will occur
and the conflicting accesses are serialized.

1.5. Hardware setup
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Registers also reside at the SMs and are private to each thread. The number of
registers used by each thread differs per kernel and is determined by the compiler.
The register usage per thread block thus also depends on the number of threads
in each thread block.
The number of thread blocks that can execute in parallel on each SM is bound
by the dynamic partitioning of SM resources. Each SM has a maximum number
of thread blocks and threads that it can support simultaneously. In addition,
the register file and shared memory are partitioned among the thread blocks
executing on an SM. The occupancy is defined as the number of warps that can
execute in parallel on each SM. The partitioning of SM resources often results in
subtle interactions between resource limits, as a slight increase in resource usage
could reduce the occupancy and result in a dramatic reduction in the achieved
performance.
As we will see in this thesis, one of the most difficult aspects of implementing
efficient GPU kernels is finding a balance between these subtle interactions and
code optimizations.

1.5

Hardware setup

In this section we describe the hardware setup used for the experiments performed
in this thesis. For each system we provide a brief overview of the compute infrastructure and explain what types of GPUs are present in the system.

1.5.1

Lisa GPU Cluster

The Lisa GPU Cluster [47] is a collaboration of the VU University Amsterdam,
the University of Amsterdam, and SURFsara (Stichting Academisch Rekencentrum Amsterdam). The system has a total of 6 nodes available that are equipped
with GPU accelerators. Each of these nodes is equipped with two Quad-Core Intel Xeon CPUs running at 2.50 GHz, with 32 GB of host memory. The nodes
have 2 Nvidia Tesla M1060 GPUs connected over PCIe 2.0.
The M1060 is of the GT200 architecture that predates the well-known Fermi
architecture [58], which means that unlike its successors it does not have L1 or
L2 caches. The Tesla M1060 GPU has 30 SMs with 8 cores each (240 CUDA
cores in total) running at 1.30 GHz and has 4 GB of global memory. The M1060
supports compute capability 1.3, which means it supports up to 512 threads per
thread block and has a limited 16KB of shared memory. The shared memory is
divided among 16 memory banks and processes requests by half-warps.
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Huygens Supercomputer

The Huygens [33] is an IBM pSeries 575, a clustered SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessing) system. Each node contains 16 dual core IBM Power 6 processors
running at 4.7 GHz, resulting in 32 cores per node. As the cores support Simultaneous Multi Threading (SMT), every node appears to have 64 CPUs. Most
applications will perform better by using 64 MPI tasks per node (two MPI tasks
per processor core). Per node, 128 GB of memory is available (4 GB per core).
The nodes are connected using 8x(4xDDR) InfiniBand, resulting in a 160 Gbit/s
inter-node bandwidth.
Although Huygens does not contain GPUs, the system is used in Section 4.2
for the evaluation of different load balancing algorithms. Cartesius [10], which is
the successor of the Huygens as the Dutch national supercomputer, will contain
132 Nvidia Tesla K40 GPUs.

1.5.3

Distributed ASCI Supercomputer (DAS-4)

The DAS-4 (The Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 4) [16] is a six-cluster widearea distributed system designed by the Advanced School for Computing and
Imaging (ASCI). DAS-4 is funded by NWO (the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research) and the participating universities and organizations. The goal
of DAS-4 is to provide a common computational infrastructure for researchers
within ASCI, who work on various aspects of parallel, distributed, grid and cloud
computing, and large-scale multimedia content analysis.
Besides the 1 Gbit/s Ethernet (10 Gbit/s at the head nodes), DAS-4 also
employs Quad Data Rate (QDR) InfiniBand (IB) as an internal 20 Gbit/s interconnect. The DAS-4 cluster sites are connected over dedicated 10 Gbit/s
Ethernet lightpaths. Except for some multi-cluster experiments in Chapter 4, we
only use the DAS-4 cluster located at the VU University Amsterdam.
The DAS-4 VU cluster is a largely homogeneous system, but also has several
different accelerators in different types of nodes. The cluster contains 74 regular
nodes with 2 quad-core Intel Xeon E5620 running at 2.4 GHz, 24 GB of main
memory at each node. A number of regular nodes are equipped with one GPU
each: 22 Nvidia GTX480, two Nvidia Tesla C2050, and one Nvidia GTX680,
all connected over PCIe 2.0. The system also has eight fat nodes containing 2
six-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 running at 2.0GHz, 64 GB of main memory, and one
Nvidia Tesla K20m connected over PCIe 2.0 at each node. One special node in
the system contains the Nvidia GTX Titan GPU, having 2 six-core Intel Xeon
E5-2630 running at 2.3GHz with a PCIe 3.0 interconnect.
In the following we give a more detailed description of the GPUs within the
DAS-4 system that are used in the experiments of this thesis, in order of their
release date.

1.5. Hardware setup
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GTX 480
The GTX 480 is the flagship of the Fermi architecture [58] and the first Nvidia
GPU with a L1/L2 cache hierarchy. The GTX480 has 480 cores divided over
15 SMs with 32 cores each running at 1.40 GHz. Each SM also has 48 KB
of shared memory divided across 32 4-byte wide memory banks. The theoretical peak compute performance, computed as cores × f requency × 2, of the
GTX480 is 1344.96 GFLOP/s for single precision and 672.48 GFLOP/s for double precision. The theoretical peak global memory bandwidth, computed as
(buswidth × memoryclock)/8, is 177 GB/s.

GTX 680
The GTX680 is the first GPU of the Kepler architecture [59] (GK104). The
Kepler GPUs have significantly more compute cores per SM compared to Fermi
GPUs (192 in Kepler versus 32 in Fermi). The GTX680 has 8 SMs which totals
to 1536 cores that run at a relatively low clock frequency (1006 MHz) to improve
energy efficiency. The theoretical peak compute performance of the GTX680 is
3090.43 GFLOP/s for single precision and 1545.22 GFLOP/s double precision.
The theoretical peak global memory bandwidth, however, has not scaled up proportionally with the increased compute performance of the Kepler cards and is
192 GB/s for the GTX680. The GTX680 has 2 GB of global memory. The Kepler
SMs also have increased space for registers and can support up to 2048 threads
executing concurrently per SM. On the Kepler architecture global memory loads
and stores are only cached in L2 and not in L1. The L1 cache is reserved for
accesses to local memory and register spilling. However, the amount of shared
memory per SM on Kepler is exactly the same as on Fermi, 48 KB per SM.

Tesla K20
The Tesla K20 is the first Tesla GPU of the Kepler architecture (GK110) [60] and
includes several features that were not included in the GTX680. These features
include Dynamic Parallelism, Hyper-Q, and GPU Direct [60]. The Tesla K20m
GPUs in the DAS-4 system have 2496 CUDA cores running at 0.7 GHz, giving a
theoretical peak compute performance of 3519.36 GFLOP/s single precision and
1762.18 GFLOP/s for double precision. The Tesla K20m has 5 GB of device
memory and a global memory bandwidth of 208 GB/s when ECC support is
disabled. The Tesla K20m is connected over PCIe 2.0 and has 2 copy engines for
concurrent DMA transfers.
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GTX Titan
The GTX Titan is a high-end consumer GPU of the same architecture as the
Tesla K20. The GTX Titan has 2688 compute cores at 0.88 GHz, producing a
theoretical peak compute performance of 4499.71 GFLOP/s single precision and
2249.86 GFLOP/s for double precision. The GTX Titan has 6 GB of device
memory and a theoretical peak global memory bandwidth of 288.4 GB/s. The
GTX Titan is the only GPU in the DAS-4 system that is connected over PCIe
3.0 and has 1 copy engine for DMA transfers.
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User transparent parallel
multimedia computing on
GPU clusters
Multimedia Content Analysis (MMCA) investigates methods of automated knowledge extraction from image, video, and multimedia data. Research in the domain
is driven by applications, ranging from medical image registration [81] and remote
sensing [93], to computer vision and video indexing [86]. Computerized access
to the content of such data is a huge problem, as digital video produces high
data rates, and multimedia archives steadily run into Petabytes of storage space.
The massive amounts of data in these applications makes storing, cataloging,
processing, and retrieving of information a very challenging task. As a result,
high-performance computing is indispensable in the MMCA domain.
It is essential to develop efficient programming models that hide the intrinsic
complexities of the underlying computing hardware, as it is unrealistic to expect
application domain experts to also become experts in high-performance computing. In the literature, a number of such user transparent parallel programming
models have been described for traditional cluster systems (e.g. see [23, 56, 45,
36, 66, 77]). These programming models are based on a software library of preparallelized compute kernels that cover the bulk of all commonly applied MMCA
functionality. Generally, these kernels are designed for data parallel execution on
traditional compute clusters. However, the inclusion of GPUs at every node in a
GPU cluster system introduces an additional level of complexity. Clearly, there
is a need for easy-to-use and efficient programming models for high-performance
multimedia computing on GPU-equipped cluster systems.
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This chapter covers challenges 1, 2, and 3.
First, we investigate how an existing user transparent parallel programming
model for Multimedia Content Analysis for traditional cluster systems, named
Parallel-Horus, can be extended to facilitate execution on GPU clusters (Challenge 1). Next, we apply a number of inter-kernel optimizations to ensure the
efficient integration of GPU kernels into the existing programming model. (Challenge 3). Finally, as part of our evaluation, we compare the performance of three
different implementations of a representative example application with the original Parallel-Horus system against the same applications implemented with our
extended Parallel-Horus system (Challenge 2). The results obtained on two different GPU clusters show that the resulting system is able to efficiently execute
applications on GPU clusters without requiring any additional parallelization or
programming effort from the application programmer.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the original ParallelHorus system and proposes our extensions. Section 2.2 discusses the translation
of the ’sequential’ compute kernels to CUDA-based compute kernels. Section 2.3
discusses the integration of CUDA-based kernels in Parallel-Horus using an approach called lazy parallelization. Section 2.4 presents a representative example
application for which we consider three different implementations. Section 2.5
presents an extensive evaluation of the extended programming model. Section 2.6
discusses future work and concludes.

2.1

Parallel-Horus

Parallel-Horus [77] is a user transparent parallelization tool for the MMCA domain. Implemented in C++ and MPI, it allows programmers to develop data
parallel multimedia applications as fully sequential programs. The library’s API
is made identical to that of an existing sequential library: Horus [41]. Similar
to other frameworks (e.g. [56]), Horus recognizes that a small set of algorithmic
patterns can be identified that covers the bulk of all commonly applied functionality. Horus includes pattern implementations for common MMCA functionality
such as unary and binary pixel operations, global reduction, neighborhood and
convolution operations, and geometric transformations (e.g. rotation, scaling).
Recent developments include patterns for operations on large data sets, as well
as patterns on increasingly important derived data structures, such as feature
vectors.
An example application for line detection (explained further in Section 2.4) is
shown in Figure 2.1. Although this application is specified as a purely sequential
program, it contains no code for parallelization, Parallel-Horus can execute the
program in a data parallel fashion. To this end, Parallel-Horus extends the Horus
library by introducing a thin layer right in the heart of the algorithmic patterns,

2.1. Parallel-Horus
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1 FOR all orientations θ DO
2
RotatedIm = GeometricOp ( OriginalIm , " rotate " , θ) ;
3
ContrastIm = UnPixOp ( ContrastIm , " set " , 0) ;
4
FOR all smoothing scales σu DO
5
FOR all dif f er en t ia ti o n scales σv DO
6
FiltIm1 = GenConvOp ( RotatedIm , " gaussXY " , σu , σv , 2 , 0) ;
7
FiltIm2 = GenConvOp ( RotatedIm , " gaussXY " , σu , σv , 0 , 0) ;
8
DetectedIm = BinPixOp ( FiltIm1 , " absdiv " , FiltIm2 ) ;
9
DetectedIm = BinPixOp ( DetectedIm , " mul " , σu × σv ) ;
10
ContrastIm = BinPixOp ( ContrastIm , " max " , DetectedIm ) ;
11
OD
12
OD
13
BackRotatedIm = GeometricOp ( ContrastIm , " rotate " , −θ) ;
14
ResultIm = BinPixOp ( ResultIm , " max " , BackRotatedIm ) ;
15 OD

Figure 2.1: Pseudo code for a line detection application, referred to as ConvRot.
HORUS API (sequential)

ALGORITHMIC
MPI extensions

PATTERNS

SEQUENTIAL
COMPUTE
KERNELS

CUDA-BASED
COMPUTE
KERNELS

Figure 2.2: General overview of Parallel-Horus and its CUDA-based extensions.
as shown in Figure 2.2. The layer uses MPI to communicate image data and
other structures among the participating compute nodes. Parallel-Horus executes
each of the operations in Figure 2.1 by combining the original sequential compute
kernels with a number of MPI-based communication steps [80]. Usually, an image
is scattered among the nodes in a cluster, leaving each node with a partial image.
Apart from the need for additional pre- and post-communication steps (such as
border handling in convolution operations), the original sequential compute kernel
available in Horus is now applied to each partial image individually.
It was realized that it is not sufficient to consider parallelization of Horus
operations in isolation. Therefore, the library was extended with a finite-state
machine based approach for communication minimization called, lazy parallelization, that automatically parallelizes a fully sequential program at run-time by
inserting communication primitives and additional memory management operations whenever necessary [79].
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Results for realistic multimedia applications have shown the feasibility of the
approach. Data parallel performance on traditional clusters is consistently optimal with respect to message passing programs [77]. Notably, Parallel-Horus
was applied in NIST TRECVID benchmark evaluations for content-based video
retrieval, and played a crucial role in achieving top-ranking results in a field of
strong international competitors [87, 77]. Later extensions to Parallel-Horus, that
allow for services-based distributed multimedia computing, have been applied
successfully in large-scale distributed systems, involving hundreds of compute
resources worldwide [77].
When extending Parallel-Horus for GPU-execution, we aim for a similar minimal level of intrusiveness. Therefore, we leave the thin communication layer as it
is, and focus on introducing CUDA-based alternatives to the sequential compute
kernels that implement the algorithmic patterns (see bottom half of Figure 2.2).
In this way, MPI and CUDA work in concert, allowing the use of multiple GPUs
on the same node, and on multiple nodes in a cluster system simultaneously,
simply by creating one MPI process for each GPU.

2.2

CUDA-based compute kernels

This section discusses the implementation of the compute kernels used in ParallelHorus that allow parallel execution on GPUs using the CUDA [62] programming
model. The result of the initial translation process discussed here is to be considered a naive implementation, meaning that the implementation is obtained
from the simplest possible translation of a sequential program into a parallel one.
Naive implementations are important as they do not contain any architecture
specific optimizations and are therefore easy to maintain. Naive implementations also provide a lower bound on the programming effort required to express
a certain problem in a massively parallel programming model, such as CUDA.
The process of evaluating and optimizing the performance of individual CUDA
kernels is discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, in the remainder of this chapter, we
do not include any architecture specific optimizations.
The image processing operations in the Horus library are categorized in a
number of algorithmic patterns that cover the bulk of all commonly applied operations. Each algorithmic pattern corresponds to one of the operation classes
defined in Image Algebra [70]. Each operation in Horus is implemented by instantiating the algorithmic pattern with the function to be applied to the input
image. Examples of algorithmic patterns in Horus are unary pixel operations, binary pixel operations, neighborhood operations, and geometric transformations.
Ultimately, all operations in Horus apply a certain function to every pixel in
an image. In this chapter, we consider only 2D images, but techniques presented
can be easily extended to 3 or more dimensions. All operations start with two

2.2. CUDA-based compute kernels

1 for ( y =0; y < imHeight ; y ++) {
2
for ( x =0; x < imWidth ; x ++) {
3
4
if ( dimension == 1) {
5
for ( i =0; i < kerWidth ; i ++) {
6
sum . x += sPtr - > x * kPtr - > x ;
7
sPtr ++;
8
kPtr ++;
9
10
}
11
} else {
12
for ( i =0; i < kerHeight ; i ++) {
13
sum . x += sPtr - > x * kPtr - > x ;
14
sPtr += totalWidth ;
15
kPtr ++;
16
}
17
}
18
19
sum . x /= kerWeight ;
20
iPtr - > x = sum . x ;
21
iPtr ++;
22
23
}
24 }

(a)
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y = threadIdx . y + blockIdx . y * BY ;
x = threadIdx . x + blockIdx . x * BX ;
if ( dimension == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < kerWidth ; i ++) {
sum . x += sPtr - > x * kPtr - > x ;
sPtr ++;
kPtr ++;
}
} else {
for ( i =0; i < kerHeight ; i ++) {
sum . x += sPtr - > x * kPtr - > x ;
sPtr += totalWidth ;
kPtr ++;
}
}
sum . x /= kerWeight ;
iPtr - > x = sum . x ;
iPtr ++;

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Implementation of the kernel that applies a separable convolution
operation in either the horizontal or vertical dimension. (b) Implementation of
the CUDA kernel for the same operation.

loops that iterate over all pixels in the image (see Figure 2.3(a)). The simplest
way to obtain a CUDA kernel for such an operation is to unroll the outer two
loops and let every CUDA thread compute a single iteration (see Figure 2.3(b)).
In other words, every CUDA thread computes the value of a single pixel in the
output image. For most operations, consecutive CUDA threads will load and
store consecutive pixel values to and from global memory, ensuring coalesced
access and high utilization of the global memory bandwidth. However, for some
operations, such as geometric transformations, coalesced access to global memory
cannot be guaranteed.
The kernel that results from this simple transformation may perform very
little work per thread. For example, for a unary pixel operation each CUDA
thread loads the value of one pixel, performs a single instruction, stores the
outcome in the output image, and terminates. The CUDA programming model
offers an extremely lightweight version of the concept of a thread. However, for
operations such as unary and binary pixel operations, the amount of work per
thread is too low to be very efficient. On the other hand, for other functions,
such as neighborhood operations, the amount work per thread is much higher.
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host
device

UnaryPixOp()

UnaryPixOp()

Figure 2.4: Two CUDA kernel invocations for a Unary Pixel Operation and the
corresponding memory operations to move data between host and device.

host
device

UnaryPixOp()

UnaryPixOp()

Figure 2.5: Two CUDA kernel invocations for a Unary Pixel Operation and an
optimized sequence of memory operations to move data between host and device.

2.3

Lazy parallelization

Rather than optimizing the performance of compute kernels in isolation, we focus
here on optimizing the execution of multiple compute kernels applied in sequence
(as is typical for Horus applications). As such, several implementation strategies
can be considered when replacing the original Horus kernels with their CUDA
counterparts.
In the simplest approach, every call to a CUDA kernel is by default embedded
in code for allocating device memory, copying the image(s) to device memory,
executing the kernel, copying the resulting data structure back to main memory,
and finally deallocating device memory. As a result, the image is copied back
and forth between host and device even in the presence of consecutive kernel
invocations on the same data, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Although this approach is very simple to implement, a hand-coded version
of the same application will most likely be more efficient. In typical imaging
applications, the above approach will lead to unnecessary memory allocation

2.3. Lazy parallelization

Device

stale
up-to-date
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Host
stale
q0 :initial state
q2 :after kernel execution

up-to-date
q1 :after I/O operation
q3 :after synchronization

Table 2.1: Internal states for the finite state machine specification.
operations and redundant movements of data between device memory and host
memory. Figure 2.5 shows how two redundant data movements can be eliminated
without introducing any inconsistencies.
Linking up the CUDA kernels with the Parallel-Horus library must be done
carefully. This is because GPU copies of data structures can become stale due to
the normal workings of an imaging application itself, for example when an I/O
operation replaces an already existing image with a new one. More importantly,
some parallel versions of the imaging operations require the host copy of a data
structure to be up-to-date. One example is 2D convolution, which requires all
participating compute nodes in a parallel system to exchange border data using
MPI. This exchange is necessary as the evaluation of each individual pixel requires
information about that pixel’s neighbors. Hence, just before the border exchange,
a synchronization operation must be inserted to synchronize the host and device
copy of an image.
In Parallel-Horus [79], a fully sequential program is parallelized automatically at runtime by inserting communication primitives and additional memory
management operations whenever necessary. This approach, referred to as lazy
parallelization, introduces a simple finite state machine (FSM) for every data
structure that is processed in parallel. The rest of this section presents our
extensions to Parallel-Horus, where a second, simple, finite state machine is introduced for every data structure to avoid redundant GPU memory operations.
In our extension, it is assumed that every CUDA memory management operation
is redundant, unless proven otherwise. In other words, a memory operation is
only executed if its removal would introduce a data structure state inconsistency
(e.g. an operation executing on stale data).
The most up-to-date copy of the data structure resides either at the host,
the device, or both. Together with the initial state q0 our simple FSM has the
following four states, see Table 2.1. State q1 represents the state immediately after
an I/O operation, such as filling the data structure with input data read from a
file or immediately after an MPI communication operation has completed. State
q2 indicates that a CUDA kernel has been invoked on the device data structure.
Due to CUDA’s concurrent execution model, the host does not block to wait for
the kernel to complete execution. This means that the host can have multiple
pending kernel invocations, possibly on multiple data structures. However, when
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the host copy of a data structure is required to be up-to-data, the host thread
will block to wait for all kernel invocations on that data structure to complete
and copy the resulting data structure to host memory, which brings it to state q3 .
State q3 indicates that the data structure is up-to-date in both host and device
memory. Data structures that are only used as arguments to CUDA kernels
can remain in state q3 . The data structure is required to be up-to-date on the
device, however, as the device will not change the data, the host copy will remain
up-to-date as well.
The states of multiple data structures are not always independent. The output
data structures are the only structures that actually move from one state to
another. Other argument structures never change state, as these are accessed
only and never updated. All transitions that move a data structure to state q2
indicate parallel execution on a CUDA device. Additionally, all transitions that
cause a data structure to be moved to state q1 indicate I/O operations, such as
communication through MPI or disk I/O. Although writing a data structure to a
file does not change the data structure or its state, the data structure is required
to be present and up-to-date in host memory.
State transition functions related to the memory management of data structures are crucial to resolve data structure state inconsistencies, which may appear
in any executing imaging application. For example, whenever a CUDA kernel,
say a unary pixel operation, is invoked on a data structure that resides in host
memory (state q1 ), a data structure state inconsistency occurs, as UnaryPixOp
requires the input data structure to be in either state q2 or state q3 . This particular state inconsistency is automatically solved by inserting a HostToDevice
operation, which allocates device memory (if necessary) and performs a copy
operation that copies the data structure from host to device memory.
The DeviceToHost operation is a synchronizing operation, which blocks the
host thread to wait for all pending kernel invocations on the data structure to
complete. To facilitate concurrent execution between host and device, CUDA
kernel invocations return immediately. In other words, the host thread does not
block to wait for a kernel to complete execution. However, when a DeviceToHost
memory operation is executed the host thread will block, to wait for all pending
kernel invocations on that data structure to complete and then copy the output
data structure to host memory.

2.4

A line detection application

Before we evaluate the extended Parallel-Horus, we first introduce an example
application. The example application is selected because results for data parallel execution with Parallel-Horus are well available [80]. Despite being simple,

2.4. A line detection application
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Figure 2.6: Detection of C. Elegans worms (courtesy of Janssen Pharmaceuticals,
Belgium).
the application is representative of the behavior of many other realistic MMCA
applications [77].
As discussed in [24], the computationally demanding problem of line detection
is solved by considering the second order directional derivative in the gradient direction, for each possible line direction. This is achieved by applying anisotropic
Gaussian filters, parameterized by orientation θ, smoothing scale σu in the line
direction, and differentiation scale σv perpendicular to the line. When the filter
is correctly aligned with a line in the image, and σu , σv are optimally tuned to
capture the line, filter response is maximal, thus yielding line detection. Figure 2.6(a) gives a typical example of an input image, and (b) the result obtained
for a reasonably large subspace of (σu , σv , θ).
The anisotropic Gaussian filtering problem can be implemented in many different ways. We consider three possible approaches. First, for each orientation
θ it is possible to create a new filter based on σu and σv . In effect, this yields
a rotation of the filters, while the orientation of the input image remains fixed.
Hence, a sequential implementation based on this approach (which we refer to as
Conv2D) implies full 2-dimensional convolution for each filter.
The second approach (referred to as ConvUV) is to decompose the anisotropic
Gaussian filter along the perpendicular axes u, v, and use bilinear interpolation to
approximate the image intensity at the filter coordinates. Although comparable
to the Conv2D approach, ConvUV is expected to be faster due to a reduced number
of accesses to the image pixels. Pseudo code for the two algorithms is almost
identical, as presented in Figure 2.7.
Pseudo code for the third approach (referred to as ConvRot) has been given
in Figure 2.1 (see Section 2.1). In this case, the program starts by rotating
the original input image for a given orientation θ. In addition, for all (σu , σv )
combinations the filtering is performed by xy-separable Gaussian filters. For
each orientation the maximum response is combined in a single contrast image.
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1 FOR all orientations θ DO
2
FOR all smoothing scales σu DO
3
FOR all d if f er en t ia ti o n scales σv DO
4
FiltIm1 = GenConvOp ( OriginalIm , " func " , σu , σv , 2 , 0) ;
5
FiltIm2 = GenConvOp ( OriginalIm , " func " , σu , σv , 0 , 0) ;
6
ContrastIm = BinPixOp ( FiltIm1 , " absdiv " , FiltIm2 ) ;
7
ContrastIm = BinPixOp ( ContrastIm , " mul " , σu × σv ) ;
8
ResultIm = BinPixOp ( ResultIm , " max " , ContrastIm ) ;
9
OD
10
OD
11 OD

Figure 2.7: Conv2D and ConvUV, with "func" either "gauss2D" or "gaussUV".
Finally, the temporary contrast image is rotated back to match the orientation
of the input image, and the maximum response image is obtained.

2.5

Evaluation

We first evaluate the impact of lazy parallelization on the performance of applications implemented using our GPU-extended Parallel-Horus. Secondly, we
investigate the scalability of our example applications for different image sizes.
Finally, we compare the original Parallel-Horus implementation with our GPUextended version.

2.5.1

Evaluation of lazy parallelization

In this section, we evaluate the performance improvement of the lazy parallelization optimization technique presented in Section 2.3. We call the version of
Parallel-Horus with GPU extensions using no intra-kernel optimization and naive
kernel implementations naive, and we call the implementation that employs lazy
parallelization naive lazy. We evaluate the performance impact of lazy parallelization using two different GPU clusters, the Lisa GPU cluster and the DAS-4
cluster.
Lisa cluster
We have performed our measurements of the ConvUV and Conv2D applications
for an image size of 1024 × 1024 using the Lisa GPU Cluster (see Section 1.5.1).
In our experiments we use different configurations, each of which is denoted
differently by the number of nodes and GPUs used. For example, measurements
involving one compute node and one GPU per node are denoted by 1x1. Likewise,
4x2 means that 4 nodes are used with 2 GPUs per node. For the CUDA-based
executions, the latter case implies the concurrent use of 8 GPUs.

2.5. Evaluation
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Figure 2.8 shows that for the ConvUV application up to 40.1% of the execution
time can be saved when lazy parallelization is used to reduce the number of
redundant memory operations and data movements between device and host
memory. Figure 2.8 shows the execution times of the ConvUV application with
and without using lazy parallelization. The naive implementation demonstrates
good scalability when using configurations with 1 GPU per node. However, when
2 GPUs per node are used scalability is significantly worse. For the naive lazy
implementation the performance penalty when using multiple GPUs per node is
significantly reduced by using lazy parallelization.
The execution times for the Conv2D application are shown in Figure 2.9. Lazy
parallelization again improves performance for all cases, reducing up to 19.6%
of the execution time. The performance improvement is less than for ConvUV,
because a much smaller fraction of the execution time of Conv2D is spent on
redundant memory transfers.
Considering that the kernels used in this evaluation are naive implementations the total execution time of the applications can be significantly reduced
using more efficient kernel implementations. As such, the percentages presented
here represent a lower bound on the performance improvement achieved by the
lazy parallelization optimization, because the fraction of execution time spent on
memory management operations and data movements increases as the time spent
on computations is reduced.
Configurations 1x2 and 2x1 both employ the same number of GPUs, while
using a different number of nodes. The same holds for the 2x2 and 4x1 configurations. Despite the fact that for these configurations the number of GPUs is
pairwise identical, the implementations perform better for the 2x1 and 4x1 cases
than for 1x2 and 2x2 cases, respectively. When lazy parallelization is used to
reduce the number of memory management operations and data movements, the
difference in execution times becomes significantly less. This suggests that the
performance penalty caused by using multiple GPUs on the same node, instead
of different nodes, is caused by the large number of memory transfer operations.
DAS-4 cluster
We have also performed measurements of ConvUV, Conv2D and ConvRot with an
input image size of 4096 × 4096 on up to 20 GTX480 GPUs in parallel within the
DAS-4 cluster. The GTX480 is of the more recent Fermi architecture and has a
much higher theoretical peak performance than the M1060 available in the Lisa
cluster (1344.96 vs 622.08 GFLOP/s). For more details see Section 1.5.
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the performance of ConvUV, Conv2D respectively
with and without using the lazy parallelization optimization. While the performance of ConvUV is better when using a small number of GPUs, Conv2D demonstrates better scalability and therefore the execution times of both applications
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ConvUV on the Lisa Cluster
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Figure 2.8: The total application execution times for two versions of the GPUextended ConvUV application on the Lisa cluster.
Conv2D on the Lisa Cluster
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Figure 2.9: The total application execution times for two versions of the GPUextended Conv2D application on the Lisa cluster.
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Figure 2.10: The total application execution times for two versions of the GPUextended ConvUV application on the DAS-4 cluster.
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Figure 2.11: The total application execution times for two versions of the GPUextended Conv2D application on the DAS-4 cluster.
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are roughly equal when using 20 GPUs. For the ConvUV application the amount
of execution time saved by using lazy parallelization is up to 42.1% and 37.4% on
average. For Conv2D lazy parallelization saves up to 36.5% of the execution time
and 33.8% on average. The results show that lazy parallelization significantly
improves performance in all tested cases.
The performance of the ConvRot application is shown in Figure 2.12. The
ConvRot application scales well up to 4 GPUs after which the application becomes
communication bound and performance no longer improves by adding compute
nodes. These results are entirely in line with earlier speedup characteristics reported in [78] for a larger number of CPU nodes. The poor scalability of ConvRot
is due to the data dependencies present in the algorithm (i.e. the repeated image
rotations), and is not related to the capabilities of the Parallel-Horus system or
our GPU extensions. The fact that performance improvement from using lazy
parallelization for 8 or more nodes becomes significantly less also indicates that a
larger portion of the execution time is spent on communication rather than computation. In general, lazy parallelization improves the performance of ConvRot
by up to 51.82% and 30.0% on average. An overview of the scalability of all three
applications is shown in Figure 2.13.

2.5.2

Scalability for different image sizes

In this section we assess the scalability of Parallel-Horus applications based on
the size of the input image, which limits the amount of data parallelism within
the program. As such, we investigate to what number of GPUs an application
can scale efficiently given a certain input image size. In the previous section,
we have seen that the ConvRot application demonstrates poor scalability beyond
four GPUs, therefore in this scalability study we only use the Conv2D and ConvUV
applications.
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 shows the speedup for Conv2D and ConvUV, compared
to their execution time on a single GPU. We have used a number of different
input image sizes ranging from 1 megapixel (1 MP) to 16 megapixel (16 MP)
using up to 20 GTX 480 GPUs in the DAS-4 cluster. As shown in both figures,
the scalability of the application is better for larger image sizes. Using the 1 MP
input image Conv2D achieves a speedup of 9.56 on 20 GPUs, while at the same
number of GPUs ConvUV reaches a speedup of only 6.75. For both applications
using more than 2 GPUs simultaneously is hardly worth the effort. However, for
the largest problem size the Conv2D application experiences a speedup of 17.9
on 20 GPUs and ConvUV reaches a speedup of 16.2. In fact, the time spent in
computations is reduced so dramatically that, in this case, file I/O takes up a
significant fraction of the execution time. From these results we conclude that
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ConvRot on the DAS-4 GPU-Cluster
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Figure 2.12: The total application execution times for two versions of the GPUextended ConvRot application on the DAS-4 cluster.
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Figure 2.13: Application speedup results for the three different implementations
on the DAS-4 cluster.
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Speedup of Conv2D for different image sizes on DAS-4
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Figure 2.14: Speedup of Conv2D relative to single-GPU execution on DAS-4 using
different image sizes (MP is megapixel).
Speedup of ConvUV for different image sizes on DAS-4
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Figure 2.15: Speedup of ConvUV relative to single-GPU execution on DAS-4 using
different image sizes (MP is megapixel).
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the GPU extended Parallel-Horus system is able to create efficient applications
with good scalability properties.

2.5.3

User-perceived speedup

In order to assess the performance impact from using either CPUs or GPUs in
Parallel-Horus applications we define the notion of user-perceived speedup. Userperceived speedup is the speedup observed by the end-user of an entire application as a result from switching between different implementations of a parallel
programming model, without making any modifications to the application.
For the end-users of GPU applications it is very important to know the performance impact of using GPUs. However, the performance of an application
executing on either a CPU or a GPU can not easily be compared. First and
foremost because the performance being compared is obtained using applications
that have different implementations, use different compilers, and execute on completely different hardware. As was pointed out by Lee et al. [46], many performance comparisons between CPU and GPU applications that have been reported
in the literature are often unfair and therefore meaningless. This is often because
the GPU kernels are optimized towards the target architecture and are compared
against CPU kernels that contain little to no optimizations. In addition, Gregg
and Hazelwood [28] state that many CPU vs GPU performance comparisons do
not consider the fact that the data has to be transferred to and from GPU memory. This can also result in unfair performance comparisons, as transferring the
data to and from the GPU is necessary and can have a considerable impact on
application performance.
As such, we would like to stress that the comparison made using user-perceived
speedup is on the level of entire applications, as opposed to only compute kernels,
and therefore includes all data transfers between host and device memory. In
addition, all CPU and GPU compute kernels are naive implementations that do
not contain any architecture-specific optimizations.
For this experiment we have used the DAS-4 GPU cluster using up to 20
GTX480 GPUs and an input image size of 4096 × 4096. Table 2.2 presents the
execution times in seconds for Conv2D using 1 to 20 CPUs or GPUs. The CPU
runs use all four cores in the chip by allocating 4 MPI processes to each CPU. The
# of CPUs/GPUs
CPU (4 cores)
GPU
user-perceived speedup

1
2504.56
142.75
17.55

2
1259.93
70.58
17.85

4
663.69
37.77
17.57

8
342.95
18.72
18.32

16
193.98
9.54
20.33

20
166.34
7.98
20.84

Table 2.2: Execution times in seconds for Conv2D using 1 to 20 CPUs or GPUs.
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GPU runs simply use the single GPU present in each node. As shown in Table 2.2
the GPU extended version of Parallel-Horus achieves a user-perceived speedup
of at least 17.55. We would like to stress that the results for both architectures
are obtained using the same sequential application in combination with different
implementations of the user transparent parallel programming model, without
requiring any parallelization effort from the application programmer.

2.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the implementation of GPU-based extensions
to the user transparent parallel programming model, named Parallel-Horus, for
MMCA. The resulting programming system allows a fully sequential program to
execute on GPU clusters without any additional parallelization or programming
effort from the application developer. Instead of optimizing the performance of
compute kernels in isolation, we have focused on optimizing the execution of
multiple compute kernels applied in sequence.
First, we have replaced the compute kernels that implement the algorithmic
patterns of the Parallel-Horus system with equivalent CUDA-based implementations. Next, we have presented a finite state machine based approach to optimize
the execution of multiple compute kernels applied in sequence. Lazy parallelization in Parallel-Horus automatically parallelizes a sequential application by inserting communication operations and local memory management operations at
runtime, whenever necessary. We extend this approach by inserting GPU memory management operations at runtime, whenever necessary. Lazy parallelization,
based on a finite state machine specification, has proven to constitute a simple,
yet scalable and effective method for the inter-kernel optimization of MMCA applications on GPU-clusters. Due to the high abstraction level incorporated in
the finite state machine specification, the approach is easily applicable in CUDAbased automatic parallelization tools outside the MMCA application domain as
well.
We have evaluated the performance of the extended Parallel-Horus system
using multiple versions of an example line detection application on two different
GPU clusters. Our evaluation shows that lazy parallelization improves performance in all tested cases. The performance improvement due to lazy parallelization is higher for ConvUV, because a relatively larger part of the execution time of
ConvUV is spent on redundant memory transfers between device and host memory.
Our ConvUV and Conv2D applications perform better on configurations with
only a single GPU, compared to setups with multiple GPUs per node. When lazy
parallelization is used to reduce the number of memory management operations
and data movements, the difference in execution times becomes significantly less.
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The performance penalty that occurs for setups with multiple GPUs per node is
due to the reduced amount of PCIe bandwidth available to each GPU.
Finally, we have analyzed the scalability of a line detection application parallelized by Parallel-Horus with GPU extensions, on the DAS-4 GPU-cluster using
up to 20 GPUs. We have demonstrated that the model is capable of accelerating a fully sequential program, without requiring any additional effort from the
application developer.
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Chapter 3

Optimizing convolution
operations on GPUs
Convolution operations are essential to signal and image processing applications
and are frequently used to implement the most fundamental tasks in Computer
Vision, for example the detection of edges and lines in images [25]. Outside of
image processing, convolutions are used in probability [7], statistics [82], signal
processing [12], and differential equations [69].
In the context of image processing, a convolution operation computes the
linear combination of the weights in the convolution filter and a range of pixels
from the input image for each output pixel. A 2D convolution of an input image
I of size (w × h) and a convolution filter F of size (Fw × Fh ) computes an output
image O of size (w − Fw × h − Fh ):
O(y, x) =

Fh X
Fw
X

I(y + j, x + i) × F (j, i)

j=0 i=0

The computational complexity of the operation depends on the size of the image and convolution filter. As such, convolution operations are typically responsible for a large fraction of the execution time of image processing applications.
Convolution is a highly parallel operation, as it can be computed for all pixels
in the output image simultaneously and is therefore well suited for execution
on GPUs. However, creating efficient GPU implementations and optimizing for
performance can be extremely challenging. There are many different hardware
details and features of GPUs that have to be taken into account to optimize
GPU kernels for compute performance. In this chapter, we present an extensively
optimized library-based implementation for convolution operations.
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This work is part of a larger effort to obtain an implementation of the ParallelHorus [77] programming model that allows sequentially written MMCA programs
to execute as highly optimized applications for GPU-clusters without requiring
any parallelization effort from the application programmer. Because convolution operations can be parallelized over multiple compute nodes by splitting and
merging the input and output images across the nodes, this chapter only discusses
optimizations within a single GPU compute node.
Our work extends previous work on implementing and optimizing convolution
operations for GPUs. Many existing implementations require that the convolution filter has a fixed size that is known at compile time [35, 89, 103] or consider
only separable filters [68]. Separable filters are a special case of 2-dimensional
filters that can be decomposed into two 1-dimensional filters. While the approach
presented in this chapter focuses on 2D convolution, the techniques equally well
apply to separable convolution. As discussed in detail in Section 3.7, our implementation applies well-known optimizations that are discussed in the literature
and introduces several new optimization strategies.
In this chapter, we address Challenge 4 as defined in Chapter 1: How to maximize the efficiency of compute-intensive GPU kernels?. This chapter provides
the following contributions:
• We present an extensive study of the optimization process of 2D convolution
and separable convolution operations on modern graphics cards.
• We demonstrate that once the well-known optimization techniques have
been applied, there are many optimizations still possible.
• We introduce a new optimization approach for implementing efficient GPUenabled library-based convolution operations, called adaptive tiling, which
we also combine with loop unrolling.
• To the best of our knowledge, our implementation is the most optimized and
best performing implementation of 2D Convolution in the spatial domain
available to date.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discusses
well-known optimization techniques that have to be applied to our CUDA kernels before we can apply our own optimization approach. Section 3.2 presents
our approach for avoiding shared memory bank conflicts. Section 3.3 presents
our new optimization approach called adaptive tiling and discusses the performance improvements. Section 3.4 combines adaptive tiling with loop unrolling
to create our most efficient implementation. Section 3.5 evaluates the performance improvements of each optimization step on various graphics hardware.
Section 3.6 discusses the limitations that are inherent to spatial solutions to the
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2D convolution problem. Section 3.7 discusses related work and Section 3.8 and
concludes.

3.1

Naive implementation and well-known optimizations

This section presents a naive CUDA implementation and discusses existing optimization techniques that form a starting point for our own optimizations. The
discussion of these techniques is included to present the reader with a complete
overview of the optimization process. Readers with much experience in GPU
programming and optimization may choose to skip this section. As detailed in
Section 3.7, the implementation approach presented here also improves upon existing work.
In this chapter, we continuously report performance results obtained on the
Nvidia GTX680 Kepler GPU. Whenever necessary, we also report results obtained on the GTX480 Fermi GPU and the Tesla K20, also of the Kepler architecture. A detailed overview of the architectural differences between the GPUs
is detailed in Section 1.5.
In each of our measurements, the kernel performs a 2D convolution of an image
of 4096x4096 floating point pixels and uses filter sizes ranging from 3 up to 43 in
both dimensions. Using larger or smaller images influences the total execution
time of the operation, but only has a very limited effect on the performance
behavior of the kernel in terms of GFLOP/s. For the presentation of results
3D graphs are used as the performance of our 2D convolution implementations
often varies in both dimensions, for example some combinations of filter sizes and
resource limitations on the GPU may cause performance cliffs.

3.1.1

Naive implementation

A convolution operation computes a new value for every pixel based on a weighted
average of the original pixel and the pixels in its neighborhood. These weights are
stored in a convolution filter, which also determines the size of the neighborhood.
To ensure that every pixel can be evaluated (even at the edge of the image) we
assume that the input image includes a border and is thus larger than the output
image. Note that the performance of the convolution operation is independent of
the way the border is filled.
An implementation in C for the 2D convolution kernel, shown in Figure 3.1(a),
uses two loops to iterate over all pixels in the image. The inner two loops iterate
over each pixel in the neighborhood of the current pixel and compute a weighted
average using the weights stored in the convolution filter. The algorithm takes
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1 for ( y =0; y <Ih ; y ++) {
2
for ( x =0; x <Iw ; x ++) {
3
sum = 0;
4
for ( j =0; j <Fh ; j ++) {
5
for ( i =0; i <Fw ; i ++) {
6
sum += S [ y + j ][ x + i ] * F [ j ][ i ];
7
}
8
}
9
I [ y ][ x ] = sum / (Fw * Fh ) ;
10
}
11 }

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

x = threadIdx . x + blockIdx . x *Bw ;
y = threadIdx . y + blockIdx . y *Bh ;
sum = 0;
for ( j =0; j <Fh ; j ++) {
for ( i =0; i <Fw ; i ++) {
sum += S [ y + j ][ x + i ] * F [ j ][ i ];
}
}
I [ y ][ x ] = sum / (Fw * Fh ) ;

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Pseudo code for a simple 2D convolution. (b) Pseudo code for
the same algorithm implemented as a CUDA kernel.
an image I of size (Iw × Ih ) and a filter F of size (Fw × Fh ) as arguments. A
naive CUDA implementation, shown in Figure 3.1(b), is obtained by creating one
CUDA thread for each output pixel. This way, every CUDA thread computes
the weighted average of a single pixel’s neighborhood and writes a single pixel to
the output image. The input and output images can be padded to multiples of
the thread block width and height, to allow images of any size to be processed
by the kernel.

3.1.2

Constant and shared memory

The first step in the process of optimizing CUDA kernels is ensuring that the
kernel is not global memory bandwidth bound. This can be verified using the
Roofline Model [101]. The key idea behind the roofline model is to calculate
the arithmetic intensity (FLOP/byte ratio) of a kernel and multiply this by the
theoretical peak bandwidth of the device. The result is an estimate of the peak
performance that can be achieved by the kernel. If this exceeds the theoretical
peak performance of the device the kernel is compute bound, otherwise it is
memory bandwidth bound.
The arithmetic intensity of the 2D convolution kernel is calculated as follows.
For every weight in the convolution filter, each thread loads 2 floating point values, the pixel and the filter weight making up a total of 8 bytes. These two
inputs are multiplied and added to a local sum, giving an arithmetic intensity
of 0.25 FLOP/byte. On a device with no hardware managed caches, the maximum compute performance of the kernel is computed by multiplying the memory
bandwidth of the device with the arithmetic intensity of the kernel. However, on
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Using shared memory for Tiled Convolution

(1) Pixels processed
by this thread block

Thread BlockH

(2) Border pixels
loaded by this thread
block

Thread Blockw
Figure 3.2: Layout of the data stored in shared memory. Example shows a 16x16
thread block processing an 11x7 filter.
devices with hardware managed caches, many pixel values can be loaded from
the cache as neighboring threads will require the overlapping pixel data.
Rather than relying on the hardware caches to cope with the high memory
bandwidth requirements, parts of the data can be stored in different device memories. First of all, half of the loads in the kernel are values from the convolution
filter, of which all threads in a warp load the same value simultaneously. This
access pattern is ideally suited for constant memory. Secondly, threads within
a block can cooperate by sharing data through shared memory. As neighboring
threads will require largely overlapping regions from the input image, the threads
within a block may cooperatively load the entire area needed by all threads in
the block, this approach is occasionally referred to as tiled convolution [35] and
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. This way, the threads load the area required by this
thread block exactly once, instead of many times. For 2D convolution it is crucial
to assign 2-dimensional workloads to thread blocks, in order to maximize data
reuse. This is because threads that require overlapping regions from the input
image neighbor each other in 2 dimensions.
The exact bandwidth requirements of the kernel now depend on the convolution filter and thread block dimensions, and is given by (Fw − 1 + Bw ) × (Fh − 1 +
Bh ) × 4 bytes per thread block, where Fw and Fh are the width and the height of
the convolution filter and Bw and Bh are the width and the height of the thread
block. The arithmetic intensity then becomes,
AI =

2 × Fw × Fh × Bw × Bh
.
(Fw − 1 + Bw ) × (Fh − 1 + Bh ) × 4

(3.1)
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Given a thread block of 32 × 32 and the smallest possible 2D filter 3 × 3, the
arithmetic intensity is 3.99 FLOP/byte. Given that the GTX680 has 192.26
GB/s of global memory bandwidth, a 2D convolution kernel that uses shared
memory has a peak performance of 766.36 GFLOP/s, which is still lower than
the theoretical peak of the device (3090.43 GFLOP/s). However, arithmetic
intensity increases as the filter size increases. For most filter sizes in our test
range, except for the 20 smallest, the theoretical peak of the kernel exceeds the
theoretical peak of the device and therefore the kernel is compute bound rather
than memory bandwidth bound for most filters. In Section 3.3, we will discuss
how the arithmetic intensity, especially for the smallest filters, can be further
increased using our adaptive tiling approach.
Figure 3.3 shows the performance for the compute bound kernel that uses
constant and shared memory. The performance first increases as the filter size
gets larger. However, as the filter size increases the amount of shared memory
used by the kernel also increases, reducing the performance as fewer thread blocks
can run concurrently on each SM. In Figure 3.3(a), the number of thread blocks
that execute concurrently on each SM decreases from 8 to 3 as the filter size
increases. This is visible in the graph as five distinct edges where performance
decreases slightly. Between these edges performance slightly increases again,
because larger filter sizes have a higher arithmetic intensity.
Figure 3.3(a) also shows a few performance peaks, the largest at the high edge
when the filter width is 33. This high edge occurs because the other filter sizes
suffer from shared memory bank conflicts that occur when multiple threads try
to access different values in the same bank. Our techniques for avoiding shared
memory bank conflicts in 2D convolution kernels are discussed in Section 3.2. The
smaller peaks occur at filter widths 5, 9, and 17, which execute with fewer bank
conflicts than other filter widths, except for width 33. This is because multiple
rows of border and pixel data add up to multiples of 32 banks, for these filter
widths, and therefore some of the memory accesses will run conflict free. For
more information on shared memory bank conflicts see the CUDA Programming
Guide [62].

3.1.3

1xN Tiling

In the convolution kernels, discussed so far, each thread block processes a single
tile of pixels from the input image. However, the number of tiles each thread block
computes can be increased. The approach of processing multiple tiles in the horizontal dimension is often referred to as 1xN tiling [74] or thread-block merge [103].
Increasing the amount of work per thread eliminates redundant instructions such
as array index calculations, loop accounting, and loading values from the convolution filter that were previously distributed across different threads, as shown in
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2D Convolution kernel using shared memory and 16x16 thread block on a GTX 680
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2D Convolution kernel using shared memory and 32x32 thread block on a GTX 680
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the kernel using shared memory and (a) a 16x16
thread block size and (b) a 32x32 thread block size.
1 sum0 = 0 , sum1 = 0;
2 for ( j =0; j <Fh ; j ++) {
3
for ( i =0; i <Fw ; i ++) {
4
sum0 += S [ j *Sw + i ] * F [ j ][ i ];
5
sum1 += S [ j *Sw i +Bw ] * F [ j ][ i ];
6
}
7 }

Figure 3.4: Pseudo code for the main loop of the 1x2 tiled 2D convolution kernel.
Figure 3.4. Additionally, a thread block that computes two neighboring tiles from
the input image no longer needs to load the overlapping borders between the two
tiles, further increasing arithmetic intensity. The total amount of shared memory
allocated to each thread block increases to (Fw − 1 + Bw × N ) × (Fh − 1 + Bh ),
when 1xN tiling is used. When the amount of work per thread is doubled, only
half the number of thread blocks are created to execute the same kernel.
Figure 3.4 shows how 1x2 tiling may be applied to the 2D convolution kernel. S
is the dynamically allocated shared memory. Bw is the width of the thread block.
The code on Line 5 is inserted to allow threads to compute two intermediate
sums, while reusing the filter weight stored in F. Register usage increases by one
register per thread to store the additional intermediate result. Tiling increases
the amount of work per thread, which requires more registers per thread and
more shared memory per thread block. Therefore, the tiling factor can only be
increased within the resource limits of the device.
Figure 3.5 shows the performance of the 1x2 and 1x4 tiled kernels on a
GTX680 using a 32x32 thread block. Using large thread blocks reduces memory
bandwidth consumption of the kernel, because with fewer thread blocks there
are fewer overlapping neighborhoods between the tiles processed by each thread
block. Because of the large number of threads in each thread block at most two
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2D Convolution kernel 1x4 tiled with a 32x32 thread block on a GTX 680

2D Convolution kernel 1x2 tiled with a 32x32 thread block on a GTX 680
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Figure 3.5: Performance of (a) 1x2 and (b) 1x4 tiled kernels executed with 32x32
thread block.
2D Convolution kernel 1x2 tiled with a 16x16 thread block on a GTX 680
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Figure 3.6: Kernels executed with a 16x16 thread block, most filter widths cause
bank conflicts, (a) using a 1x2 tiled kernel (b) using a 1x4 tiled kernel.
thread blocks can execute on each SM at any given time. However, as the filter size increases shared memory usage also increases, which limits the number
of thread blocks that can execute concurrently on each SM. The edge in both
performance graphs is exactly caused by this drop in occupancy, from 64 warps
(i.e. two 32x32 thread blocks) to 32 warps (i.e. a single 32x32 thread block). In
fact, for the 1x4 tiled kernel, filter sizes (41x43) and (43x43) require more shared
memory than available per SM and therefore cannot be executed.
Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the 1x2 and 1x4 tiled kernels on a
GTX680 using a 16x16 thread block. The performance in both figures decreases
as the filter size increases, because increased shared memory usage decreases the
number of thread blocks that can execute concurrently. Overall, the performance
for both kernels is dominated by shared memory bank conflicts, except when the
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filter width is exactly 17. The next section explains why shared memory bank
conflicts occur and how they can be avoided.

3.2

Avoiding shared memory bank conflicts

The previous section discussed an implementation of the 2D convolution kernel
based on existing optimization techniques, such as 1xN tiling. We showed that
kernels with higher tiling factors often execute more efficiently, but may require
more shared memory than available on the device when combined with a large
thread block size (32x32). The shared memory requirements of the kernel can be
reduced by reducing the thread block size to, for example 16x16. However, using
smaller thread blocks may cause shared memory bank conflicts. Therefore, this
section explains in detail why shared memory bank conflicts occur and presents
a novel approach to avoid bank conflicts in convolution kernels.
To understand why bank conflicts can occur we need to understand how the
threads access the shared memory data structure. The code for loading the data
into shared memory is shown in Figure 3.7. In 2D convolution, it is crucial to
assign 2-dimensional workloads to thread blocks to maximize data reuse. In our
approach, the threads within a thread block cooperatively load the area needed
from the input image and store it in shared memory as shown in Figure 3.7. The
statement at Line 4 sets the input image pointer to the start of the area loaded
by the thread block. Note, that this does not include individual thread indexes
yet. The for-loops on lines 9 and 10 ensure that each thread loads a different
item and that the threads cooperatively load the required 2D area of pixels into
shared memory.
In modern graphics hardware, any shared memory read or write of n addresses
that fall in n distinct memory banks can be serviced simultaneously, yielding an
overall bandwidth that is n times as high as the bandwidth of a single module [62].
In CUDA, multi-dimensional arrays are wrapped row-wise across different shared
memory banks. Whenever two threads from the same warp access different values
in the same memory bank, a shared memory bank conflict occurs, causing the
accesses to be serialized. Given the access pattern in Figure 3.7, it depends on
the thread block width and the convolution filter width whether or not a shared
memory bank conflict will occur. Note that when the thread block width is equal
to the number of memory banks, no shared memory bank conflicts occur as all
threads in each warp access values in different banks, independent of the filter
dimensions.
Figure 3.8 illustrates how bank conflicts occur when the thread block width is
16 and the convolution filter width is 23. The light gray colored values represent
the values that belong to the first row of pixels required by this thread block. The
dark gray colored values belong to the second row; note that both rows include
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int ty = threadIdx . y ;
int tx = threadIdx . x ;
iPtr += blockIdx . y *Bh *Iw + ( blockIdx . x *Bw ) ;
int jEnd = Fh -1 + Bh ;
int iEnd = Fw -1 + Bw ;
for ( j = ty ; j < jEnd ; j += Bh ) {
for ( i = tx ; i < iEnd ; i += Bw ) {
shared_mem [ j *Sw + i ] = iPtr [ j *Iw + i ];
}
}
__syncthreads () ;

Figure 3.7: Pseudo code that allows threads within a thread block to cooperatively load a rectangular area of size (Fh − 1 + Bh ) × (Fw − 1 + Bw ) and store it
in shared memory.

border pixels. The top row of numbers (in bold) number the 32 memory banks.
The other numbers represent the 32 threads in a warp that all request the value
of the first pixel in their neighborhood. In the top figure, bank conflicts occur as
threads 6 to 15 and 16 to 25 access different values in the same memory banks.
In the bottom figure, bank conflicts are avoided as threads 16 to 32 are directed
towards different memory banks. This can be achieved by introducing a number of
padding columns to the array stored in shared memory. Padding was introduced
as a technique to solve shared memory bank conflicts for a matrix transpose
kernel [71]. However, in matrix transpose adding a single padding column to the
2D array is enough to solve all bank conflicts. In 2D Convolution this is a much
harder problem as the required number of padding columns depends on the size
of the convolution filter and thread block dimensions.
Our approach to avoiding bank conflicts is to extend the 2-dimensional array
stored in shared memory with zero or more padding columns. The width of the
array without padding is defined as Sw = Fw − 1 + Bw . The width of the padded
array is obtained by increasing Fw − 1 to the first multiple of the number of
memory banks, Sw = d FwM−1 e × M + Bw , where M is the number of memory
banks. The new width of the array is chosen such that each consecutive group
of threads from the same row (i.e. with same threadIdx.y) within a single warp
starts at the first unused memory bank. This guarantees that all threads within
that warp access values in different memory banks, and thus guarantees conflict
free access to shared memory. Note that when Bw is a multiple of the number of
memory banks no padding is required, and when Bw is less than half the number
of memory banks this approach may use more padding than strictly necessary.
However, the advantage of this approach is that the same kernel code as listed in
Figure 3.7 may be used to obtain a bank conflict free implementation.
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Figure 3.8: Mappings between data and memory banks in shared memory, both
without padding (top figure) and with padding (bottom figure). The top row of
numbers (in bold) number the 32 memory banks. The other numbers represent
the 32 threads in a warp that all request the value of the first pixel in their
neighborhood. In the top picture bank conflicts occur as threads 6 to 15 access
different values in the same banks as threads 16 to 25.
An alternative approach to avoiding bank conflicts may consider rearranging
the order in which threads compute their local sum. The idea behind this approach is that threads may compute their local sum in any order, and as such,
may direct themselves to different memory banks in order to avoid bank conflicts.
There are two important drawbacks to this approach. First of all, when threads
within a warp compute their local sum in different orderings, weights from the
convolution filter can no longer be broadcast, increasing memory bandwidth consumption. Secondly, reordering the computations for threads within the same
warp introduces a significant number of instructions for index calculations, increasing the execution time.
The performance of both kernels with and without padding is shown in Figure 3.9, limited to square filters only for visibility. This clearly shows that the
kernel with padding outperforms the one without padding in nearly all cases.
For filter size 17x17 in Figures 3.9(a) and (b) the performance of both kernels
is exactly the same. This is because for this particular filter size all kernels run
conflict-free and no padding is required. For filter size 41x41, the additional
shared memory required for padding limits the occupancy and causes a drop
in performance larger than the performance hit caused by bank conflicts. Figure 3.9(b) shows that our approach for avoiding shared memory bank conflicts
also applies to the GTX480, because cards of the Fermi architecture also have 32
memory banks. The performance across different filter sizes is less stable on the
GTX680, compared to the GTX480, because drops in occupancy have a much
larger effect on performance for the GTX680 [61]. This is because the Kepler
cards have fewer, but larger SMs. Therefore, the SMs on Kepler are capable of
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Figure 3.9: Kernels executed with 16x16 thread block. Padding is used to prevent
bank conflicts. (a) shows execution on the GTX680 and (b) on the GTX480.

executing more thread blocks concurrently. However, as the amount of shared
memory per SM is the same for both Kepler and Fermi SMs, only smaller filters
can be executed at higher occupancy. A more detailed analysis of the implications
of both architectures on 2D convolution is given in Section 3.5.
Figure 3.10 shows the performance for the full range of tested filter sizes using
padding to prevent bank conflicts. Figure 3.10 may be compared to Figure 3.6 to
see that padding improves the performance of the kernel for nearly all filter sizes.
The performance drop that occurs right after the filter width is increased beyond
17 occurs because of the increase in shared memory use by the padding columns
that avoid bank conflicts. Performance drops in the other direction, when the
filter height is increased, also occur because the increase in shared memory usage
causes a reduction in the occupancy.
Convolution operations with large filters have large overlapping borders between tiles, and thus require more shared memory per thread block. Tiling increases the use of shared memory even further. In fact, the 1x4 tiled kernel,
shown in Figure 3.5(b), requires more shared memory than available on the device when executed with filter sizes (41x43) and (43x43). This shows the very
limited flexibility of the 1xN tiling approach. Therefore, tiling must be kept to
a minimum for large filters. However, when only small filters are used, which
is typical in many applications, a higher tiling factor may be applied to achieve
more efficient execution on the GPU. The next section presents our adaptive tiling
approach that addresses exactly this issue.

3.3. Adaptive tiling
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Figure 3.10: Kernels executed with 16x16 thread block. Padding is used to
prevent bank conflicts. (a) using a 1x2 tiled kernel (b) using a 1x4 tiled kernel.

3.3

Adaptive tiling

For many CUDA kernels, such as the matrix multiplication kernel described
in [74], there exists a one-size-fits-all best tiling factor that can be set at compile
time and will create the most efficient kernel for any input size used at runtime.
For convolution operations this approach is too restrictive as the efficiency of the
kernel is dictated by the size and shape of the convolution filter. In this section,
we present Adaptive Tiling as a new optimization approach for convolution operations on GPUs. With adaptive tiling the tiling factor is selected at runtime
depending on the input data and the resource limitations of the device.
Adaptive tiling allows our convolution operations with relatively small filters
to be executed with higher tiling factors and operations with relatively larger
filters by kernels with lower tiling factors. This approach further increases the
arithmetic intensity, especially for small convolution filters, which is given by
AI =

2 × Fw × Fh × Bw × T × Bh
(Fw − 1 + Bw × T ) × (Fh − 1 + Bh ) × 4

(3.2)

where T is the tiling factor.
In fact, to select a tiling factor at run time means to select a particular
implementation of a kernel to run. A small script is used to generate the variations
of the kernel for a set of tiling factors before compilation. These kernels are all
included in the library and can be selected by the run-time system. Instead of
using a script, one might also use for example, C++ templates. Our adaptive
tiling approach works independently of how the kernels are generated.
There are two main resource constraints that need to be considered when
increasing the tiling factor: shared memory and the register file. First, before the
tiling factor is increased, shared memory only contains the pixels processed by this
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thread block and their overlapping borders, using relatively little shared memory.
More efficient execution can be achieved when the tiling factor is increased, at
the cost of increasing the amount of shared memory the kernel uses. Therefore,
the tiling factor can only be increased as long as the tiles and the border around
them still fit in shared memory.
Second, as the tiling factor increases, more registers are required per thread.
Therefore, the tiling factor can only be increased up to the point where one thread
block consumes the entire register file on an SM. However, the total number
of registers used by a thread block may be reduced, by reducing the number
of threads per thread block. This slightly increases the use of global memory
bandwidth as more thread blocks will be required to complete the computation.
However, if the decrease in thread block size allows further increase in the tile
factor, the total number of thread blocks does not necessarily increase. This
suggests that it might be worthwhile to lower the number of threads per thread
block to allow for higher tiling factors.
Our approach uses a compile-time fixed thread block size, while the highest
possible tiling factor is selected at run time based on the largest possible fit within
the shared memory available on the device and the convolution filter size of the
operation at hand. Note that this means each SM can execute no more than
one thread block simultaneously, because this single thread block will consume
almost all of the available shared memory. While this approach yields a very
flexible and efficient implementation on GPUs of the Fermi architecture [58], the
selection scheme needs some fine tuning to be efficient for the Kepler cards.
The SMs of the Kepler architecture need roughly twice as much parallelism per
SM, compared to Fermi SMs [61]. For 2D convolution, increased parallelism per
SM can only be achieved by increasing occupancy, which means either creating
larger thread blocks or allowing multiple thread blocks to execute concurrently on
each SM. Both approaches for increasing occupancy imply a significant increase
in the required amount of shared memory, while the Kepler SMs do not have
more shared memory than Fermi SMs. For this reason our run-time selection
scheme on the Kepler chooses the highest possible tiling factor such that two
thread blocks can still run concurrently on each SM for small filter sizes. For
larger filter sizes it is still efficient to simply select the highest possible tiling
factor.
Figure 3.11 shows the achieved performance for the 2D convolution kernel
that uses the adaptive tiling optimization for the best performing thread block
sizes. The filter dimensions are used to determine the resource requirements of
the kernel, which are then used to select the best tiling factor within the resource
limitations of the device present at runtime. The edges in the performance graphs
(a) and (b) are caused by changes in the tiling factor. Figures (c) and (d) show
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2D Convolution kernel with Adaptive Tiling (32x32) on a GTX 680
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Tile factors used in the adaptive tiled kernel (16x32) on a GTX 480
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2D Convolution kernel with Adaptive Tiling (16x32) thread block on a GTX 480
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Figure 3.11: (a) and (b) performance using the adaptive tiling optimization on
GTX680 and GTX480. (c) and (d) the tiling factors selected by the run time
system.

the actual tile factors that were selected by the run-time system to create the
corresponding performance graphs shown in (a) and (b).
The adaptive tiling approach for the GTX680 uses a 32x32 thread block size,
similar to Figure 3.5. Compared to Figure 3.5(b) adaptive tiling improves the
efficiency of 121 out of the 441 tested filter sizes, for the other filter sizes the
same tiling factor is selected and therefore the performance is the same. Additionally, the adaptive tiling implementation is able to execute filter sizes 41x43
and 43x43, because the run-time system decreases the tiling factor if the resource
requirements exceed that of the device. The relatively large thread block size
used on the GTX680 limits the range of possible tiling factors, but is necessary
to supply sufficient parallelism to the Kepler SMs. However, the fixed thread
block size of 32x32 is not the best performing for each filter size within our test
range. Therefore, our parameter sweep discussed in the next section, also uses
different thread block sizes for operations with different filter sizes.
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Adaptive tiling combined with loop unrolling

One important optimization that we have not considered until now is loop unrolling. Loop unrolling introduces trade off between flexibility and efficiency, as
the number of iterations for all loops of a given kernel have to be known at compile time. This means that for each possible filter size we create a unique CUDA
kernel and optimize it individually. Instead of selecting the highest possible tiling
factor that still fits in shared memory, the run time system now selects the CUDA
kernel with the best performing combination of block size and tiling factor given
a particular filter size. We have implemented this using a look-up table which
holds this information for each possible filter size in the expected range of filter
sizes.
This approach has a number of drawbacks: First of all, the number of CUDA
kernels becomes quite large, which also increases compilation times. Secondly,
the range of filter sizes that may be used by the applications have to be known at
the time the library is compiled. However, it is important to know exactly how
much performance can be gained from unrolling each kernel. Although creating
an optimized library using this optimization is considerably more work, it is still
worthwhile considering that many researchers from the multimedia domain can
benefit from this effort.
We have generated the unrolled versions of our CUDA kernels for each possible filter size ranging from 3 to 43 in both dimensions. At the time the kernel is
generated the thread block width and height as well as the tiling factor have to
be known, as these determine the number of iterations of each unrolled loop. For
each filter size, a search is performed through a range of selected thread block dimensions and tiling factors. The selected ranges for thread block dimensions are
powers of two from 16 to 64 in the x-dimension and 4 to 64 in the y-dimension.
The tiling factors range from 1 to 10. In this search, we have tested the performance of 110 (11 block sizes × 10 tiling factors) unrolled kernels generated
specifically for each of the 441 evaluated filter sizes. The results are stored in a
look-up table, which for each filter size stores a reference to the best performing
unrolled kernel as well as the execution parameters required at launch time, such
as the tiling factor and thread block dimensions.
Whenever the host code of the library is required to execute a 2D convolution operation on the GPU at run time, it uses the look-up table to select the
best performing implementation that should be used based on the filter dimensions of the operation at hand. The look-up table also specifies the tiling factor
and thread block dimensions, which are used to compute several execution parameters, such as the amount of dynamically allocated shared memory, possibly
including padding, and the total number of thread blocks required to complete
execution of the kernel.
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2D Convolution tiled and unrolled on a GTX 680
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Figure 3.12: Performance for 2D convolution using a uniquely generated tiled
and unrolled kernel for each filter size.
The look-up table, which is unfortunately too large to be included in this text,
essentially describes several of the properties of the underlying device and could
potentially be used to guide the optimization process of other kernels. For 2D
convolution, thread block size 16x32 was the best performing thread block size
for 49.7% of the tested filter sizes. In fact, 342 out of the 441 best performing
kernels use a thread block width of 16. This means our technique for avoiding
shared memory bank conflicts, as described in Section 3.2, is used in 77.6% of the
best performing 2D convolution kernels. Although using a thread block width
of 16 increases resource usage in terms of shared memory, and possibly reduces
the occupancy, the fact that the thread block size is small, allows for higher
tiling factors. High tiling factors significantly reduce the number of redundant
instructions previously spread across different threads, which has a large impact
on the performance of compute-bound kernels. The average tiling factor used in
the 441 best performing kernels is 4.16, tiling factor 2 is used for 21.3% of the
filter sizes, factor 4 in 33.6%, and tiling factors larger than 4 are used in 34.2%
of the kernels. This confirms the limitations of using a compile-time fixed tiling
factor and shows why adaptive tiling is so important to convolution operations.
Figure 3.12 shows the achieved performance for the 2D convolution kernel that
uses a specifically generated CUDA kernel for each filter size. In Figure 3.12, the
best performing kernel is the one that performs a convolution with filter size 17x43
and achieves about 938.4 GFLOP/s, which uses a thread block size of 16x64 and
tiling factor 6. More importantly, the smallest and most commonly used 2D filter
size (3 × 3) improved from 135.9 with adaptive tiling to 251.3 GFLOP/s when
combining adaptive tiling with unrolling.
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Separable Convolution kernel tiled and unrolled on the GTX 680
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Figure 3.13: Performance of separable convolution on the GTX680 using adaptive
tiling combined with unrolling.
The optimization approach presented here can also be applied to other operations from the image processing domain, including neighborhood operations,
such as erosion, dilation, separable convolution, and anisotropic Gaussian filtering. Separable convolution, for example, considers convolution operations with
2-dimensional filters that may be split in two 1-dimensional filters, which are
applied consecutively to obtain the same result as when performing a full 2D
convolution. The separable convolution operation has considerably lower complexity, but unfortunately cannot be used for all 2D convolution filters. We have
implemented separable convolution by implementing and optimizing the horizontal and vertical 1-dimensional filtering operations as two separate operations
and applied the adaptive tiling combined with unrolling optimization to both
operations.
The tested thread block sizes range from 16 to 64 in the x-dimension and 4 to
64 in the y-dimension. The tested range of tiling factors is from 1 to 20. Note that
tiling for the vertical filtering operation is performed vertically, instead of in the
x-direction as described in Section 3.1. This is necessary for increasing data reuse
within thread blocks, where horizontal tiling would only increase the number of
border pixels each thread block loads, without actually increasing data reuse.
Because of the 1D filters, the separable convolution operation uses considerably
less shared memory than 2D convolution. Therefore, it is possible to allow for
much higher tiling factors.
The resulting look-up table for separable convolution is considerably smaller
than the look-up table for 2D convolution and is therefore shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Look-up table for horizontal (left) and vertical (right) filtering as used
in separable convolution on the GTX680.

The look-up table again provides insights that could guide future optimization
searches for similar kernels. For the horizontal filtering operation we observe
thread block size 32x4 was the most efficient for the 10 smallest filters. For larger
filters, thread block size 16x8 created the most efficient kernels when combined
with tiling factors of 6 or higher. In 11 out of the 21 filter sizes a thread block
width of 16 is used, which means the kernel also uses our technique for avoiding
shared memory bank conflicts as explained in Section 3.2. However, for the
vertical 1D-filtering operation bank conflicts cannot occur, because no border
pixels are loaded in the x-direction. For the vertical filtering, thread block size
32x4 is the most efficient for 18 out of 21 filters using tiling factors ranging from
3 to 8. Figure 3.13 shows the performance of the kernels from Table 3.1 for both
horizontal and vertical filtering.
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Performance of different 2D Convolution kernels on GTX680
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Figure 3.14: Performance for several different implementations of the 2D convolution problem on the GTX680.

3.5

Evaluation

In this section, we present a short evaluation of the performance effects of each
individual optimization step for the GTX680. The performance results of each
optimization step are also given for the GTX480 and Tesla K20 GPUs to show
the effects on different architectures. To simplify the discussion we only show the
performance results for the square filter sizes in our test range, i.e. 3x3, 5x5, etc.
Figure 3.14 shows the performance of each optimization step discussed in this
chapter on the GTX680. The performance of the naive kernel implementation
is limited by the memory bandwidth and does not exceed 106.3 GFLOP/s. Figure 3.14 clearly shows that each optimization step we apply further improves
performance. The adaptive tiling optimization again uses a fixed thread block
size of 32x32 and dynamically chooses the tiling factor at runtime. The performance of the adaptive tiling and the statically 1x4 tiled implementation is
similar, because the adaptive tiling selects tiling factor 4 for the majority of the
square filters on the GTX680. Note that for filter size 43x43 the statically 1x4
tiled implementation cannot execute, as it requires more shared memory than
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Performance of different 2D Convolution kernels on GTX480
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Figure 3.15: Performance for several different implementations of the 2D convolution problem on the GTX480.

available per SM, while the adaptive tiling algorithm simply selects to execute
the 43x43 filter with tiling factor 3. Our final optimization step demonstrates a
performance improvement of up to a factor of 9.14 over the naive implementation. This is not only due to the unrolling optimization, but also because the
best performing combination of thread block size and tiling factor is selected for
each individual filter. Note that unrolling the loops is only possible when the
number of iterations of all loops is known at compile time. This means that an
individual implementation is created for each filter size.
The performance effects of each optimization step on the GTX480 is shown
in Figure 3.15. The performance of the naive implementation on the GTX480 is
quite similar to the naive performance on the GTX680. For filter sizes 3x3 and
5x5, the naive implementation outperforms the implementation that explicitly
uses shared memory. This is because the naive approach benefits from the fact
that global memory loads are cached in L1 on the GTX480. The shared memory
implementation also benefits from caching in L1, albeit with the introduction of
a small overhead for additional instructions and synchronization. However, using
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shared memory is very important to achieving high performance, for larger filter
sizes or when the tiling factor is increased. For filter size 43x43, the tiled 1x4
implementation cannot execute, because it requires more memory than available
on the device. The adaptive tiling implementation does not suffer from this
issue, because it simply selects the implementation with the largest possible tiling
factor that still fits in shared memory. The adaptive tiling implementation uses
a thread block size of 16x32, which means it also uses our approach for avoiding
shared memory bank conflicts as explained in Section 3.2. The adaptive tiling
combined with unrolling implementation again improves significantly over the
other implementations.
The GTX680 (Figure 3.14) outperforms the GTX480 (Figure 3.15) for most
filter sizes. However, the difference is less than what one would expect from the
theoretical peak performance of both devices. There are several architectural
differences between Kepler and Fermi that limit the performance of 2D convolution operations on Kepler cards. The most important one for 2D convolution
is that Kepler has 6 times less shared memory per compute core in each SM
compared to Fermi. Therefore, it becomes much harder to keep all 192 cores in
an SM occupied. When there is not enough shared memory, it is not possible to
either increase the thread block size or to increase the number of thread blocks
that run simultaneously on each SM. This causes low occupancy of each SM and
therefore low utilization of the 192 compute cores, as well as lower utilization
of global memory bandwidth and higher dependence on long latency operations.
All involved factors explain why performance is expected to be further from the
theoretical peak.
Figure 3.16 shows the performance of each optimization step on the K20. The
performance of the naive implementation on the K20 is about 24% faster than
the naive performance on the GTX480 and GTX680. It is important to note that
Figure 3.16 again shows that each optimization step we apply further improves
performance.
The K20 also has 48KB of read-only cache at L1 that may be used by global
memory loads for read-only data [60]. This requires that the global memory loads
are explicitly enclosed by the __ldg() intrinsic. The compiler transforms these
loads into non-coherent loads that pass through the read-only cache. In Figure 3.16, our most efficient implementation (adapt+unroll+nc) uses this specific
optimization. The fact that the performance of many of the kernels in Figure 3.16
improves by this optimization also indicates that the performance is related to
the achieved global memory bandwidth.
Note that Figure 3.16 shows only a very small subset of the filters that were
tested and that performance varies with the filter size in both dimensions. For
example, for filter size 17x43 our adaptive tiling combined with unrolling optimization executes at just over a teraflop. Finally, the adaptive tiling combined
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Performance of different 2D Convolution kernels on K20
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Figure 3.16: Performance for several different implementations of the 2D convolution problem on the K20.
with unrolling optimization, both with and without using the read-only cache,
demonstrates a performance improvement of up to a factor 8.3 over the naive
implementation.
We observe that the tiling factors used in the best performing kernels on
the GTX680 and the K20 are generally lower than on the GTX480. However,
selecting the tiling factor at run time is even more important on the GTX680 and
the K20, than on the GTX480. While the tiling factors for the best performing
kernels range from 2 to 10 on the GTX480 and from 1 to 8 on the K20, tiling
factor 4 is the most common for both cards accounting for 44.2% on the GTX480
and only for 24.9% on the K20.
The look-up tables for both the GTX680 and the K20 also demonstrate that
selecting the thread block size at run time is still very important. We observe that
the thread block sizes used in the best performing kernels on the Kepler cards are
on average 56.5% larger than on the GTX480. This confirms that larger thread
blocks are required to achieve sufficient occupancy on the Kepler cards. Thread
block size 16x64 is the most common among the best performing kernels on the
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GTX680 and K20, accounting for 49.7% and 36.5%. For both Kepler cards, the
vast majority of the best performing kernels use thread block width of 16, 83.2%
on the GTX680 and 92.1% on the K20. Therefore, for most filter sizes in our
test range, the best performing kernel has a thread block width that requires
the use of our approach to avoid shared memory bank conflicts, as described in
Section 3.2.

3.6

Limitations

A 2D convolution operation in geometric space can also be implemented as a
point-wise multiplication in frequency space. Nvidia’s white paper [67] explains
their implementation of 2D convolution based on the CUFFT library. The advantage of this method is that it has lower complexity for very large filters. This
presents a limitation that is inherent to spatial solutions to the 2D convolution
problem. We therefore present a short comparison of both approaches.
The FFT approach has some minor limitations in the fact that it uses more
memory than a spatial solution. The input image needs to be rounded up to the
nearest power of two if the padded dimension is less than or equal to 1024, or to
the nearest multiple of 512 otherwise. Then the filter is wrapped and stored in
another image of the same size, roughly doubling the amount of GPU memory
required for the operation. However, due to the lower complexity the FFT-based
approach will become increasingly faster than any spatial solution as the filter
size increases. The question is which approach is fastest for which range of filter
sizes.
We have tested both our implementation and Nvidia’s implementation for
the FFT-based approach [67] that uses the CUFFT library, on the GTX680
given an image size of 4096x4096 for a filter range of 3 to 43 elements in both
dimensions. The contour plot, shown in Figure 3.17, shows the relative speedup
of our approach over the FFT approach. For the most commonly used filter sizes,
3x3 and 5x5, the speedup of our approach over the FFT-based approach is 18.96
and 10.09, respectively. Operations with filter sizes below and left of the ’1’ line,
the gray area in the figure, execute faster with our implementation than with the
FFT-based implementation. However, for very large filter sizes the FFT-based
approach is faster, simply because of the lower complexity of the algorithm.
It should be noted that the use of very large filters is rare in the MMCA
applications. It is however also possible to implement a library routine for 2D
convolution such that a run time choice is made between our implementation and
an FFT-based implementation based on the filter size of the operation at hand.
We consider this as future work.
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Figure 3.17: Speedup of spatial solution over the FFT-based approach. Filter
sizes in the gray area are executed faster with our implementation than with the
FFT-based implementation.

3.7

Related work

The work presented in this chapter extends earlier work on implementing and
optimizing convolution operations for the GPU. Very early work on implementing
convolution operations on GPUs used shader programs in graphics APIs [64,
21], which can support only limited filter sizes due to the limited number of
instructions per pixel. This section discusses more recent work which is all based
on CUDA. We also present performance results to compare our method of using
shared memory for tiled convolution against a different method suggested by
Hwu [35]. Finally, we compare our optimized kernels with kernels created by the
auto-optimizing source-to-source compiler by Yang et al. [103].
OpenCV [1] is an open source library for Computer Vision and contains several
implementations for many image processing operations. OpenCV has a special
module named GPU operations, which also contains various implementations for
convolution operations. The 2D convolution operations discussed in this chapter
correspond with the filter2D method in OpenCV. OpenCV’s current implementation of 2D convolution for GPUs uses CUDA and is limited to 2D filters with
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a total size not greater than 256 elements. The only optimization that is applied to their CUDA implementation is the use of constant memory to store the
convolution filter. No shared memory or other optimizations are used.
Russo et al. [72] compare various implementations of separable convolution on
GPUs using CUDA, on FPGAs using Verilog and on CPUs using C and Matlab.
The optimizations that are applied to their CUDA implementation consist of
using shared memory and static 1xN tiling. They conclude that CUDA on GPUs
outperforms their FPGA and CPU implementations.
Hartung et al. [29] compare various implementations of 2D convolution using CUDA on GPUs and ANSI-C and OpenMP on CPUs. They refer to the
implementation of 2D convolution in the spatial domain as applying a spatiallyvarying kernel. The optimizations they apply to their CUDA implementation
are using shared memory and static 1xN tiling. They conclude that their CUDA
implementation outperforms their various CPU implementations.
Nugteren et al. [57] introduce a classification of algorithmic skeleton implementations for image processing, which enable GPU code generation and mapping
of the algorithm to the GPU hardware. 2D convolution is discussed as an example of the skeleton class for neighborhood-to-pixel image processing operations.
Local data reuse is exploited through the use of shared memory. The thread
block size is increased to the maximum allowed by the hardware to minimize the
amount of border pixels shared between thread blocks. No further optimizations
to increase arithmetic intensity or instruction efficiency, such as 1xN tiling, are
applied.
Al Umairy et al. [2] attempt to improve the performance of Nvidia’s FFTbased implementation of 2D convolution. They optimize towards a specific use
case within the domain of electromagnetic diffraction modeling. While they argue
that many applications use small convolutions, it is unclear if this refers to small
input data or small convolution filters. Their conclusion is that the CUFFT
library should be extended with an operation that directly performs a complete
2D convolution operation, as opposed to using separate forward and inverse FFT
transformations. Their solution is not compared to an implementation in the
spatial domain.
Dastgeer et al. [17] have developed two performance metrics based on either
occupancy or tiling factor for our Adaptive Tiling optimization, based on our
earlier work [97]. These metrics help to guide the decision making process in
selecting the tiling factor at run time. Their experimental results confirm that
maximizing the tiling factor rather than occupancy results in the best performance for GPUs of the Fermi architecture and older cards. As we have shown
in Section 3.3, GPUs of the Kepler architecture require a more balanced approach. In this chapter, we also show that even more efficient implementations
can be obtained by combining adaptive tiling with unrolling and choosing the
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best performing combination of thread block size and tiling factor for each filter
size.
The 2D convolution problem is well known in the context of GPU Computing
and is often used as example to illustrate or teach how constant and shared
memory may be used to reduce the global memory bandwidth consumption of
a kernel [89, 35, 34]. However, these descriptions of the optimization process do
not go beyond the discussion of well-known techniques presented in Section 3.1
and only consider a static 5x5 filter size.
In contrast to our approach of using shared memory (explained in Section 3.1),
Hwu [35] suggests keeping the number of elements in shared memory equal to
the number of threads in the block. This simplifies the loading process, as each
thread loads only one element from the input image. As a consequence, not all
threads can be active during the computation as the threads near the edge of
the tile do not have enough information to complete their computation. There
are two important drawbacks to this approach. First, as some threads are not
participating in the computation, more thread blocks must be created to complete
the computation. This limits the opportunity for data reuse within the thread
block and increases overall global memory bandwidth consumption. Secondly,
this approach does not scale with increasing filter sizes. For the 5x5 filter size,
threads in the last four rows and columns do not participate in the computation.
As the filter size is increased, the number of active threads within each thread
block drops dramatically. More importantly, while the opportunity for data reuse
increases with larger filter sizes, data reuse in this approach actually decreases as
there are less active threads in each thread block to reuse data.
The question that remains is which approach executes more efficiently considering only the 5x5 2D convolution filter. We have implemented both approaches
to using shared memory and unrolled both kernels since the filter size is known
at compile time. We have tested on GTX480 with an image of 4096x4096 and
a static filter of 5x5. Our implementation of Hwu’s approach achieves 180.8
GFLOP/s, while our approach of having some threads load multiple elements
and keep all threads active during computation achieves 229.8 GFLOP/s.
We have also compared our optimized kernels with kernels created by the
auto-optimizing source-to-source compiler by Yang et al. [103]. Their GPGPU
compiler takes a slightly modified naive kernel as input and outputs an optimized
kernel. The optimization strategy that the source-to-source compiler applies
to the 2D convolution kernel is primarily focused on using shared memory to
convert noncoalesced global memory accesses into coalesced memory accesses.
To this end, the compiler assumes that the number of loop iterations is always a
multiple of 16. This results in a kernel where the data required for the first 16
iterations of the innermost loop is loaded into shared memory by all threads in
the thread block, following the design that some threads load multiple elements.
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This guarantees coalesced memory accesses, as well as data reuse within each
block of 16 iterations for the innermost loop.
Unfortunately, many opportunities for data reuse are unexploited. After the
first 16 iterations the data in shared memory is overwritten with the data required
for the next 16 iterations which are again loaded from global memory, although
the elements could have been reused from shared memory as well. In contrast,
our implementation tries to maximize data reuse in both dimensions and for all
iterations, instead of only within each block of 16 iterations in the horizontal
dimension. However, we do believe that the optimization techniques presented
in this chapter could be integrated into an auto-optimizing compiler such as the
GPGPU Compiler.
To confirm that our approach yields a more efficient kernel, we have tested the
performance of a 2D convolution kernel created for a static filter size of 32x32.
On the GTX480 with an input image of 4096x4096, the optimized kernel created
by the GPGPU compiler for a 32x32 filtering operation takes 143.7 ms, achieving
239.0 GFLOP/s. Our optimized kernel took 45.8 ms for the same operation,
achieving 749.6 GFLOP/s.

3.8

Conclusions

Convolution operations are an essential tool in signal and image processing and
are typically responsible for a large fraction of the application’s execution time.
In this chapter, we have discussed the implementation and optimization of convolution operations for the domain of multimedia content analysis (MMCA). As
part of our work on transparent parallelization tools for the MMCA domain,
our goal is to obtain an efficient library based implementation for convolution
operations.
We have evaluated the performance effects of many different implementations
for the 2D convolution operation and separable convolution on the GTX680,
GTX480 and Tesla K20 graphics cards. We have introduced a new approach for
solving shared memory bank conflicts in the context of convolution operations as
well as an optimization approach, called adaptive tiling, for implementing efficient,
yet flexible, convolution operations on modern GPUs. We have also presented
an implementation that combines adaptive tiling with loop unrolling to obtain a
less flexible, yet highly efficient implementation. The approach is less flexible, as
the filter sizes used by the application at runtime have to be known at compile
time. While the approach presented in this chapter focuses on 2D convolution,
the techniques also apply to separable convolution.
All optimizations combined do have a very large impact on performance. More
importantly, each optimization step we introduce provides a significant performance improvement for each tested GPU. For the GTX480, the most commonly
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used 2D filter size in image processing (3x3) executes at 50.8 GFLOP/s using
the first naive implementation, 141.2 GFLOP/s when adaptive tiling is used, and
finally 336.0 GFLOP/s using tiling combined with loop unrolling. The best performing kernel on the GTX480 is the one that performs a convolution with filter
size 7x39 and achieves about 854 GFLOP/s, which is at 63.6% of the theoretical
peak performance of the GTX480. For the GTX680, the 3x3 filter executes at
66.6 GFLOP/s using the naive implementation, 133.2 GFLOP/s with adaptive
tiling, and finally 251.3 GFLOP/s using tiling combined with loop unrolling. The
best performing kernel on the GTX680 is the one that performs a convolution
with filter size 17x43 and achieves 938.4 GFLOP/s, using a thread block size of
16x64 and tiling factor 6. GPUs of the Kepler architecture have much less shared
memory and less global memory bandwidth per compute core compared to GPUs
of the Fermi architecture. As a result, the compute performance of 2D convolution operations does not come as close to the theoretical peak performance as on
the GTX480. For example, our best performing kernel on the K20 executes a 2D
convolution operation with filter size 17x43 and achieves about 1003 GFLOP/s,
which is only at 28.5% of the theoretical peak performance.
The look-up table stores the results of a search through a set of generated
unrolled CUDA kernels and stores which thread block size and which tiling factor
was used in the creation of the best performing kernel for each filter size. The
resulting table essentially describes some of the properties of the underlying device
and could potentially be used to guide the optimization process of other kernels.
The look-up table also demonstrates the importance of our approach for solving
shared memory bank conflicts, which enabled us to also use thread blocks with a
width of 16 threads in an efficient manner. For 2D Convolution on the GTX480,
76.2% of the best performing kernels use a thread block width of 16 threads. For
the GTX680 and the K20, even 83.2% and 92.1% of the best performing kernels
use a thread block width of 16 and therefore require padding to avoid bank
conflicts. While padding increases resource usage in terms of shared memory,
and possibly reduces the occupancy, the fact that the thread block size is small,
allows for higher tiling factors. High tiling factors significantly reduce the number
of redundant instructions previously spread across different threads, which has a
large impact on the performance of compute-bound kernels.
Our evaluations show the limitations of implementing convolution operations
with a compile time fixed tiling factor. The look-up tables for 2D convolution
and separable convolution demonstrate the importance of our adaptive tiling approach. For example in 2D convolution on the GTX480, tiling factor 2 is used
for 24.0% of the filter sizes, factor 4 in 44.2%, and tiling factors larger than 4
in 31.8%. Selecting the tiling factor at run time is even more important on the
GTX680 and the K20. While the tiling factors for the best performing kernels
range from 2 to 10 on the GTX480 and from 1 to 8 on the K20, tiling factor 4
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is the most common for both cards accounting for 44.2% on the GTX480 and
only for 24.9% on the K20. This again shows why our adaptive tiling approach
is so important to optimizing convolution operations. Our evaluation also shows
that selecting the thread block size at run time is also very important for high
performance. We observe that the thread block sizes used in the best performing
kernels on the Kepler cards are on average 56.5% larger than on the GTX480.
This confirms that larger thread blocks are required to achieve sufficient occupancy on the Kepler cards.
FFT-based implementations of the 2D convolution operation have a lower
complexity for convolution operations with very large convolution filters, compared to spatial implementations such as the ones discussed in this chapter.
Therefore, for very large 2D convolution filters an FFT-based implementation
will outperform any spatial solution to the 2D convolution problem. However,
for the most commonly used 2D filter sizes, 3x3 and 5x5, the speedup of our
approach over Nvidia’s FFT-based approach on the GTX680 is a factor 18.96
and 10.09, respectively.
The look-up tables used for selecting the most efficient tiled and unrolled kernel implementation are tightly linked to a specific GPU architecture. Therefore,
future work is directed towards developing performance models, as constructing the look-up table currently requires a considerable amount of performance
testing.
We have made the source code of our kernels available from the author’s
homepage as part of the data-parallel Parallel-Horus programming model. The
look-up tables for all tested GPUs and our performance measurement data is also
made available on the web.
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Improving the performance of
the Parallel Ocean Program ∗
In the previous chapters, we have considered compute-intensive applications from
the domain of Multimedia Content Analysis. In this chapter we focus on an application domain at the other end of the spectrum, Climate Modeling. The Parallel
Ocean Program is a representative ocean modeling application that is used as the
ocean component of the coupled Community Earth System Model (CESM) [22].
The Parallel Ocean Program is characteristic for applications with data-intensive
workloads that are difficult to scale up and yet perform large amounts of floatingpoint calculations, spread over a large number of iterations.
It is currently not well known what specific parts of ocean models can benefit
the most from execution on GPUs, how the existing software should be revised
to efficiently use GPUs, and what impact the use of one or more GPU clusters
will have on performance. In this chapter, we aim to answer these questions that
correspond to Challenges 2, and 3, as defined in Chapter 1.
The field of Ocean Modeling is currently undergoing a paradigm shift in the
understanding of the processes controlling the global ocean circulation. Two
factors have contributed to this shift: (i) the now about twenty-year long record of
satellite data and (ii) the possibility to simulate the ocean circulation using highresolution models which include processes on relatively small scale (10–50km).
Resolving this scale captures the instability processes that lead to ocean eddies
(a local swirling of the ocean created when the fluid flows past an obstacle), which
subsequently interact and affect the large-scale ocean flow [94].
∗ I would like to acknowledge Jason Maassen who had a major contribution in the development of the hierarchical load balancing scheme presented in Section 4.4.1 and who also
performed the multi-cluster experiments discussed in Section 4.4.4.2.
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The level of realism (in relation to available observations) in simulating the
ocean with high-resolution, strongly eddying models substantially increases compared to the low-resolution models in which the effects of eddies are parametrized.
For example, it leads to a much better simulation of the different oceanic boundary currents, in particular the separation of the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic.
Also, the degree to simulate the surface kinetic energy distribution, which can be
compared with satellite data, markedly improves [51, 85].
The use of the strongly eddying models is, even on the supercomputing platforms currently available, still computationally expensive, and simulations have
a long turn-around time. Typical performances are from one to a few model
years per 24h using thousands of cores [19]. Considering the fact that it takes at
least 1000yr to reach a near statistical equilibrium state, innovations to increase
the performance of these models and to efficiently analyze the data from the
simulations have a high priority.
GPUs have been used to successfully accelerate weather prediction models [27, 55, 83] and atmospheric models [18, 37]. However, for the field of ocean
modeling GPUs have only been successfully used for simple fluid dynamics computations [76, 91], barotropic ocean models [9], and regional models [50].
We present two innovations to improve the performance of a widely-used
global ocean circulation model, the Parallel Ocean Program (POP). First, we address alternative domain decomposition schemes and hierarchical load balancing
strategies which enable multi-platform simulations such that further scaling can
be achieved. Second, we show how POP can be adapted to run on GPUs and
study the effect of GPU usage on its performance.
The source code of our modified version of POP can be obtained from https:
//github.com/NLeSC/eSalsa-POP/. POP is also used as the ocean component
of the much used Community Earth System Model (CESM). We have applied our
modifications to a standalone version of POP (v2.1). However, we have confirmed
through source code inspection that all of our changes are also applicable to and
fully compatible with the latest release of CESM (v1.2.0). In the near future, we
plan to integrate our extensions to the CESM version of POP.

4.1

Load balancing

The model considered here is the global version of POP [20] developed at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. We consider the strongly eddying configuration,
indicated by R0.1 , as used in recent high-resolution ocean model simulations
[51, 99]. This version has a horizontal resolution of 0.1◦ (10 km) using a 3600 ×
2400 horizontal grid with a tripolar grid layout, having poles in Canada and
Russia. The model has 42 non-equidistant z levels, increasing in thickness from
10m just below the upper boundary to 250m just above the lower boundary at
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Figure 4.1: (a) Sketch of the blockwise subdivision of the domain in POP. (b)
The halo regions of a block; image from Smith et al. [84].
6000m depth. In addition, bottom topography is discretized using partial bottom
cells, creating a more accurate and smoother representation of topographic slopes.

4.1.1

Domain decompositions and block distributions

POP supports parallelism on distributed memory computers through the Message Passing Interface (MPI). To distribute the computation over the processors,
POP uses a three-dimensional mesh, sketched in Fig. 4.1a. The domain is decomposed into equal-sized rectangular blocks in the horizontal direction. Each
block also contains several layers in the vertical direction (depth). The blocks
are then distributed over the available MPI tasks, where each task receives one
or more blocks. Blocks consisting only of land points may be discarded from
the computation. Below we will assume that a single MPI task is assigned to
a processor core (unless stated otherwise).
Each block is surrounded by a halo region (Fig. 4.1b) that contains a copy
of the information of the neighboring blocks. These halos allow the calculations
on each block to be performed relatively independently of its neighbor blocks,
thereby improving parallel performance. Nevertheless, the data in the halo regions needs to be updated regularly. This requires a data exchange between the
blocks, which leads to communication between the MPI tasks, the amount of
data depending on the width of the halo, the size of the blocks, and the block
distribution over the MPI tasks.
In POP, the halo width is typically set to 2. For an example block size of
60×60, the number of elements that need to be exchanged per block in every halo
exchange is 4 × (60 × 2) + 4 × 4 = 496. This number may need to be multiplied
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by the number of vertical levels, depending on the data structure on which the
halo exchange is performed. Some data structures, like the horizontal velocity,
store a value for every gridpoint at every depth level. As a result, a 3-D halo
exchange is required that exchanges elements from every depth level. Others data
structures, such as surface pressure, only consist of a single level. There, a 2-D
halo exchange is sufficient.
For neighboring blocks that are assigned to the same MPI task, the data
exchange is implemented by an internal copy and no MPI communication is
required. Also, no data needs to be exchanged with (or between) land elements.
Therefore, the amount of data that needs to be communicated between MPI tasks
depends heavily on the way the blocks are distributed over the MPI tasks.

4.1.2

Existing block partitioning schemes

POP currently supports three algorithms for distributing the blocks over the
available MPI tasks, Cartesian, rake [52], and space-filling curve [19]. The Cartesian algorithm starts by organizing the tasks in a two-dimensional grid. Next,
the blocks are assigned to these tasks according to their position in the domain.
If the number of MPI tasks does not divide the number of blocks evenly in either dimension, some tasks may receive more blocks than others. In addition,
some tasks may be left with less work (or even no work) if one or more blocks
assigned to it only contain land. As shown by Dennis et al. [19], load imbalance
between tasks can significantly degrade the performance of high-resolution ocean
simulations.
The rake algorithm attempts to improve the load balance by redistributing
the blocks over the tasks. Note that this requires that the number of blocks is
significantly larger than the number of MPI tasks. The rake algorithm starts with
a Cartesian distribution and the corresponding two-dimensional MPI task grid.
First, the average number of blocks per task is computed. Then, for each row in
the task grid, the algorithm takes the first task in the row and determines whether
the number of blocks exceeds the average. If so, the excess blocks are passed on
to the next task. This process is repeated for all tasks in the row. The process
is repeated for all columns of the task grid. As described by Smith et al. [84],
the algorithm “can be visualized as a rake passing over each node and dragging
excess work into the next available hole”. In an attempt to keep neighboring
blocks close together, constraints are placed on block movements that prevent
blocks from moving too far from their direct neighbors. Unfortunately, there are
instances where the rake algorithm actually results in a worse load balance where
blocks get raked into a corner. As a result Dennis et al. [19] state that “We do not
consider the current implementation of the rake algorithm... sufficiently robust.”
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Figure 4.2: Examples of the space-filling curve load balancing algorithm, with the
Hilbert (left panel), meandering Peano (middle panel) and Cinco (right panel)
curves; image from Dennis et al. [19].
The space-filling curve algorithm [19] uses a combination of Hilbert, meandering Peano, and Cinco curves to partition the blocks (Fig. 4.2). Conceptually, it
draws a single line that visits each of the blocks exactly once. It then splits this
line into equal-sized segments, each segment visiting the same number of blocks.
Due to the way the line is drawn, the blocks in each segment are also continuous
in the two-dimensional domain. This solution degrades slightly when the landonly blocks are discarded, which introduces “cuts” in the curve. Nevertheless,
the space-filling curve algorithm significantly improves the load balance between
MPI tasks. A limitation of this approach is that each of the space-filling curves
can only partition domains of a specific size. For example, a domain P × P can
be partitioned by a Hilbert curve if P = 2n , or by a meandering Peano curve if
P = 3m , where n and m are integers. By using combinations of different curves,
the set of supported problem sizes can be extended.

4.1.3

Hierarchical block partitioning

None of the load balancing algorithms described in the previous section takes into
account the inherent hierarchical nature of modern computing hardware. This
typically consists of multiple cores per processor, multiple processors per node,
multiple nodes per cluster, and even the availability of multiple clusters for a numerical simulation. The communication performance drops as we go up in the
hierarchy. The cores in a processor share cache memory and can therefore communicate almost instantaneously, while communication between processors has
to go through main memory, which is much slower. Communication between different nodes must go through an external network, which is orders of magnitude
slower, and communication between clusters in different locations is again orders
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of magnitude slower. Therefore, simply balancing the load for the individual processors (or cores) is not sufficient. Instead, a hierarchical load balancing scheme
must be used that takes both processor load and the communication hierarchy of
the target machine into account. We suggest using a similar approach to the one
used in Zoltan [105, 90]. However, where Zoltan supports dynamic load balancing
(where the work distribution may change during the application’s lifetime), we
compute a single static solution before the application is started.
Our hierarchical load balancing scheme, like the rake and space-filling curve
algorithms described earlier, assumes that the number of blocks is significantly
larger than the number of processors. Instead of simply specifying the number of
MPI tasks for which to create a partitioning, the user must now specify a sequence
of partitionings. For example, a sequence 2 : 16 : 8 indicates that the blocks must
first be partitioned into 2 sets (preferably of equal size), each of which is then
partitioned into 16 pieces, which are further divided into 8 pieces. The sequence of
partitionings relates directly to the hierarchy that is present in the computational
platform. For example, the 2 : 16 : 8 partitioning can be used for an experiment
on two clusters, each containing 16 nodes of 8 cores.
Once the user has specified the desired partitioning, the algorithm proceeds by
repeatedly splitting the available blocks into N (preferably equal-sized) subsets.
We try to partition the domain in such a way that the shape of each of the subsets
is as close to a square as possible. This will reduce the amount of communication
out of each subset in relation to the amount of work inside each subset.
When splitting a domain, multiple solutions may be available which are equivalent from a load balancing perspective. However, the amount of communication
required between subsets may vary between these solutions due to assignment
of blocks to MPI tasks and the location of land-only blocks. Our algorithm
therefore compares these solutions and selects the one which generates the least
communication between subsets.
To explain our algorithm in more detail, we use the simplified example domain
shown in the upper left panel (a1) of Fig. 4.3. This example domain contains
1200 × 1000 grid elements. It is divided into blocks of 100 × 100, resulting in
12 × 10 blocks, of which 20 are land-only blocks. To divide this domain into 10
subsets, the algorithm starts by computing the required number of blocks per
subset. The 100 non-land blocks must be divided into 10 subsets, resulting in
10 blocks per subset. Next, the algorithm tries to arrange the desired number of
subsets in a (roughly) rectangular grid. The dimensions of this grid, consisting
of N subsets, is determined as follows:
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Step 1: Split domain column wise

(a1): initial domain

(a2): select 30 blocks
for rst column

(a3): select 30 blocks
for second column

(a4): select 20 blocks
for third column

(a5): select 20 blocks
for fourth column

(a6): initial split
completed

Step 2: Split column selections row-wise
(only rst column selection is shown)

(b1): rst
column

(b2): select (b3): select (b4): select
10 blocks
10 blocks
10 blocks
for rst
for second
for third
set
set
set

(b5): rst
column
completed

(c): nal result

Figure 4.3: Description of the hierarchical load balancing scheme for an example
of 12 × 10 blocks, of which 20 are land-only blocks, as shown in panel (a1). The
initial column-wise split is shown in panels (a2)–(a6), the next row wise split in
the panels (b1)–(b5) and the final results is shown in panel (c).
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Figure 4.4: Example subdivisions of a square into 4, 6, 8, and 10 rectangular
sections.
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In the first two cases of the algorithm shown above, a square or rectangular
decomposition is available containing exactly N subsets. In the last two cases, the
decomposition contains (f ∗c−N ) or (c∗c−N ) subsets too many respectively. To
correct this, we repeatedly remove a single subset from each row until the desired
number of subsets is reached. Figure 4.4 shows four example subdivisions, for
values of N = 4, 6, 8, and 10, that correspond to each of these four cases. For
our example domain we will use the rightmost subdivision in Fig. 4.4 for N = 10
named [3, 3, 2, 2], which represents the number of blocks in each column.
Next, we compute the required number of blocks per column using the average
number of blocks per subset and the selected subdivision. For our example, we
will use the [3, 3, 2, 2] subdivision as in Fig. 4.4 and the 10 blocks/subset average,
which will result in columns containing [30, 30, 20, 20] blocks. We then split the
domain into subsets by traversing the blocks in a vertical zigzag fashion and
selecting all non-land blocks until the desired number of blocks for that column
in reached. It should be noted that the partitioning scheme is not a flood-fill
type of algorithm, which may skip over isolated points. Instead, our partitioning
scheme simply skips over any land points encountered while scanning in a certain
direction, and continues scanning in a zigzag fashion until the required number
of ocean (i.e. non-land) points have been selected.
The panels (a2–a6) in Fig. 4.3 show how the example domain is split into
the 4 columns. We subsequently split each of the columns in a horizontal zigzag
fashion into the desired number of subsets for that column. Panels (b1–b5), show
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permutation
(3,3,2,2)
(2,3,3,2)
(2,2,3,3)
(2,3,2,3)
(3,2,2,3)
(3,2,3,2)
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blocks
per task
10
10
10
10
10
10

communication per task
(min/avg/max)
1440/2186/2888
1244/2187/2888
1240/2188/3100
1240/2188/3300
1240/2229/3720
1440/2265/2876

Table 4.1: Permutations of the [3,3,2,2] example distribution showing the number of assigned blocks and the communication per task in grid points per level.
The entries are sorted by average communication per task. The topmost entry
provides the best solution.
an example for the first column, which needs to be split into 3 subsets of 10 blocks
in each case. A similar subdivision is applied to the other columns. The final
block distribution for the example domain is shown in Fig. 4.3c.
As explained above, the subdivision shown in panel (c) of Fig. 4.3 is only one
out of a series of options. Several permutations of the [3, 3, 2, 2] subdivision can be
created that are equivalent from a load-balancing perspective but require a different amount of communication. In addition, the subdivision can also be rotated,
thereby initially dividing the domain row-wise instead of column-wise. Finally,
when selecting the blocks in a zigzag fashion (as shown in Fig. 4.3) a choice can
be made from which position to start the selection, top or bottom, or left or right.
In our algorithm we simply compute all unique permutations of the subdivision
in all possible rotations, with all possible starting points. We then select the
solution with the lowest average communication per subset. If multiple equivalent solutions exist, we select the one with the lowest maximum communication
per subset. Table 4.1 shows the best scoring results for all permutations of the
[3, 3, 2, 2] subdivision. All solutions use the same number of blocks per task, but
the amount of communication varies per solution. Once a domain has been split
into the desired number of subsets, the algorithm is repeated for each of these
subsets for the next split.

4.1.4

Hierarchical partitioning of tripole grids

In the application of the hierarchical load balancing scheme to POP, the tripolar
grid layout, where the North Pole is replaced with two poles located (on land)
in Canada and Russia, needs special attention. Note that tripolar grids are frequently used in ocean models because the grid spacing in the Arctic is much more
uniform and the cell aspect ratios are closer to one when compared to traditional
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: (a) A subdivision of the topography into 60 by 40 blocks. The
two tripoles are depicted by the red dots on the upper boundary. Note that the
leftmost and rightmost dots represent the same tripole; the tripole communication
is (partially) shown by the arrows. (b) A remapping of the grid that moves an
area of 30 × 7 blocks. The original tripole boundary is shown as a red line.
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latitude-longitude (dipole) grids [84]. In this case, additional communication is
required for the blocks located on the line between these poles [84]. These blocks
are located on the upper boundary of the grid, as shown in Fig. 4.5a. To support a tripolar grid layout in our hierarchical load balancing scheme, we add
the additional tripole communication to the communication requirements of the
subset whenever a subset contains a tripole block. The extra communication will
then be taken into account in the search phase of the algorithm. Although this
approach will improve the partitioning, the result will not be optimal. As shown
in Fig. 4.5a, two communicating tripole blocks may be located on opposite sides
of the grid. This makes it difficult for our partitioning scheme to put these two
blocks into the same subset. We overcome this problem by remapping the grid
before we start the partitioning (Fig. 4.5b). By simply moving blocks from one
side of the grid to the other, we enable our partitioning algorithm to optimize
the tripole communication. Note that this remapping is only performed on the
grid used in our partitioning algorithm. No change to POP is required, as POP
only uses the result of the partitioning in which the original block numbering is
maintained.

4.2

Results: load balancing

In this section we will compare the performance of our hierarchical algorithm to
the Cartesian, rake and space-filling curve block partitioning schemes. In our
experiments we carry out a 10 day simulation with the R0.1 version of POP, as
described at the beginning of Sect. 4.1, and show performance measures averaged
over these 10 days. For these experiments we have used the Huygens supercomputer (see Section 1.5.2) and DAS-4 (see Section 1.5.3). We use DAS-4 in a single
cluster and two cluster experiment. In the two cluster experiment, the clusters
are connected using an internet link with a maximum bandwidth of 1 Gbit/s.
The average round trip time between clusters is 2.6ms. As the link is shared with
other users, the available bandwidth and round trip latency may vary over time.

4.2.1

Using MPI for multiple clusters.

For POP to run on multiple clusters, an MPI implementation is required that
is capable of communicating both within and between clusters. This is far from
trivial, as clusters are often protected by a firewall that disallows any incoming
communication into the cluster. Also, it is common for the compute nodes to
be configured such that they can only communicate with the cluster frontend,
but not directly with the outside world [49]. To solve this problem, we created
wrapper code that is capable of intercepting the MPI calls in POP. For each
intercepted call, the MPI wrapper decides whether it should be forwarded to the
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Figure 4.6: An example of POP running without the MPI wrapper on a single
cluster (left panel) and with the MPI wrapper on a multi cluster (right panel).
local MPI implementation, or whether it should be sent to another cluster. To
use the MPI wrapper code, POP needs to be recompiled using a different MPI
library, however, no changes to the POP code itself are required.
To communicate between clusters, one or more support processes, so-called
hubs, are used. Each hub typically runs on the cluster frontend, and serves as
a gateway to the other clusters. If necessary, multiple hubs can be connected together to circumvent communication restrictions caused by firewalls. In Fig. 4.6,
the left panel shows a traditional POP run on a single machine, while the right
image illustrates how a hub is used in DAS-4 to connect two clusters together.
Only a single hub is needed, as all compute nodes in DAS-4 can communicate
with all head nodes, even those of other clusters. However, compute nodes cannot
directly communicate with compute nodes in other clusters.

4.2.2

Performance

Table 4.2 shows the configurations of the partitioning schemes. For each experiment we use 256 MPI tasks. The Cartesian distribution uses a 225 × 150 block
size, resulting in exactly one block per MPI task (no land blocks are discarded).
Both rake and space-filling curve use a block size of 60 × 60 and discard 628
of 2400 blocks (i.e. 26%). The table also shows the minimum, average, and
maximum communication per MPI task, as well as the amount of traffic generated between the clusters for the two cluster experiment. We will discuss these
below. As can be seen from Table 4.2, the hierarchical domain distribution significantly decreases the amount of traffic between the clusters compared to rake and
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block
size

blocks
blocks
communication
communication
per core
discarded
per task
between clusters
(min/max)
(min/avg/max) (messages/volume)
cartesian 225 × 150
1/1
0 (of 256)
0/1267.4/2408
22.3 M/99.0 GB
rake
60 × 60
5/8
628 (of 2400) 748/1940.5/3936 77.9 M/337.4 GB
sfc
60 × 60
6/7
628 (of 2400) 1007/1707.7/2960 41.0 M/212.7 GB
hierarchical 60 × 60
6/7
628 (of 2400) 504/1394.9/2584 20.0 M/82.5 GB

Table 4.2: Configuration of the Cartesian, rake and space-filling curve (sfc) and
hierarchical distributions.
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of POP using Cartesian, rake, space-filling
curve and hierarchical block partitioning schemes on three different hardware
configurations, each using 256 MPI tasks.
space-filling curve. As a result, the performance overhead of using two clusters
is limited.
The performance results of POP are shown in Fig. 4.7 in model days/day. On
Huygens and single cluster DAS-4, the rake and space-filling curve block distribution clearly improve the performance over the Cartesian distribution. On Huygens, the performance improvement of space-filling curve is close to the amount of
work discarded (23% vs. 26%). On DAS-4 the improvement is much greater (54%
vs. 26%) due to the better cache behavior of smaller blocks. The space-filling
curve distribution outperforms the rake distribution in all cases, due to the better
load balancing characteristics, as shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.7 also shows that
for the two cluster DAS-4 experiments the performance degrades. Interestingly,
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Configuration
1 cluster, 16 nodes
1 cluster, 32 nodes
2 clusters, 16 nodes each

Performance
(modeldays/day)
82
155
142

Speedup
1.0
1.9
1.7

Table 4.3: Speedup on DAS-4 for one and two cluster configurations using a hierarchical domain distribution.

the performance reduction for Cartesian is only 10%, while space-filling curve
(41%) and rake (44%) are much more affected. This difference is caused by the
increased communication caused by these two block distributions, as shown in
Table 4.2.
Although rake and space-filling curve both decrease the amount of work per
MPI task, they also significantly increase the amount of communication between
tasks. On supercomputers, where POP is traditionally run, this problem is mitigated by high-speed network interconnects, but in a multi-cluster environment,
the internet link between clusters becomes a bottleneck. In Table 4.2, the column “communication between clusters” clearly shows that compared to Cartesian,
rake causes a 3.4x increase in the communication between clusters. The increase
caused by the space-filling curve is smaller, a factor of 2.1, but still significant.
The hierarchical scheme performs slightly better than the space-filling curve
scheme on Huygens and single cluster DAS-4 (Fig. 4.7). This is to be expected,
as the communication overhead is small on these systems due to the fast local
network interconnects. On two cluster DAS-4, however, the hierarchical domain
distribution provides a significant performance improvement over the existing
algorithms. When running on two clusters, the performance drop compared to
a single cluster run is only 8% for the hierarchical domain distribution, compared
to 10% for Cartesian, 41% for space-filling curve and 44% for rake.
Table 4.3 shows the speedup on DAS-4 compared to a 16-node run on a single
cluster. The speedup on 32-nodes on a single cluster is, with a factor of about
1.9, almost perfect. Although the speedup on two clusters (of 16-nodes each) is
slightly lower, about a factor of 1.7, the performance gain compared to a single
cluster is still significant. These results clearly demonstrate that using multiple
clusters can be beneficial, especially to increase the number of machines beyond
the size of a single cluster.
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Execution on graphics processing units

This section discusses the main challenges that exist when moving parts of the
computation in POP to a GPU. We use the CUDA programming model [62]
in order to have fine-grained control over our GPU implementation and to be
able to explain and improve performance results. Many different software tools,
libraries, (directive-based) parallelization tools, and compilers aim to assist in
the development of GPU code. However, it is our goal to gain a deep understanding of the performance behavior of POP, which requires more control over
the implementation and in particular how data is transferred between the host
memory and GPU device memory. We are currently not aware of the capability
to implement GPU kernels that overlap GPU computation with CPU-GPU communication in any of the existing directive-based parallelization tools for GPUs.
However, if this were possible, it would require a collection of directives similar
to the collection of calls to the CUDA runtime that are currently responsible for
achieving this overlapping behavior. While directive-based parallelization tools
do leave the kernel code in the same language as the original, understanding the
underlying architecture is still required in order to modify that parallelized code
and assess its correctness. In the following sections, we use CUDA terminology
[62], although our methods could just as easily apply to OpenCL [39].
POP consists of a large Fortran 90 codebase, and in this chapter we therefore limit ourselves to the most compute-intensive parts of the program and only
offload those computations to the GPU. The main challenge with this approach
is to overcome the PCIe bus bottleneck. Whenever computations are to be performed on the GPU, the input and output data has to be transferred from host
memory through the PCIe bus to GPU device memory and vice versa. The
achieved bandwidth to GPUs connected through the PCIe 2.0 bus is approximately 5.7 GB/s from host to device and 6.3 GB/s from device to host. This is
significantly lower than the bandwidth between host memory and a CPU and the
bandwidth between GPU device memory and the GPU. Therefore, it is crucial
that we maximize the overlap of data transfers to the GPU with computation
and with transfers from the GPU back to the host.
To overlap GPU communication and computation we need fine-grained control over how data is transferred to the GPU. There are several alternative techniques for moving data between host and device using the CUDA programming
model. The most commonly used approach is to simply use explicit memory copy
statements to transfer large blocks of memory to and from the GPU.
Alternatively, CUDA streams may be used to separate the computation into
distinct streams that may execute in parallel. This way, communication from
one stream can be overlapped with computation and communication in other
streams. GPUs with 2 copy engines, such as Nvidia’s Tesla K20, can use the PCIe
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% time
15.09
6.69
5.79
5.33
5.25
4.62
4.07
3.83
3.66
3.34
3.27
3.27
3.17
3.12
3.10
2.88

function
state
hdiffu_del4
advu
bldepth
hdifft_del4
chrongear
ri_iwmix
vmix_coeffs_kpp
impvmixt_correct
blmix
impvmixt
clinic
advt_centered
btropoperator
baroclinic_driver
ddmix

module
state_mod
hmix_del4
advection
vmix_kpp
hmix_del4
pop_solversmod
vmix_kpp
vmix_kpp
vertical_mix
vmix_kpp
vertical_mix
baroclinic
advection
pop_solversmod
baroclinic
vmix_kpp

#calls
29562112
4865280
4865280
115840
4865280
115840
115840
115840
115840
115840
231680
4865280
4865280
14705152
115840
115840

computes
density of water and derivatives
horizontal diffusion of momentum
advection of momentum
ocean boundary layer depth
horizontal diffusion of tracers
conjugate-gradient solver
viscosity and diffusivity coefficients
vertical mixing coefficients
implicit vertical mixing corrector step
boundary layer mixing coefficients
implicit vertical mixing of tracers
forcing terms of baroclinic momentum
centered differencing tracer advection
barotropic solver operator
integration of velocities and tracers
add double-diffusion diffusivities

Table 4.4: List of the most compute intensive functions in POP, covering 76.48%
of the total computation time. The reported time does not include time spent in
functions called by this function.
bus in full duplex with explicit memory copies in different streams. This way,
communication and computation from different streams can be fully overlapped.
Finally, the mapped memory approach uses no explicit copies, but maps part
of the host memory into device memory space. Whether this approach is feasible
depends on the memory access pattern of the kernel. Typically, mapped memory
can only be used efficiently if each input and output element is read or written
only once by the GPU function, called kernel. Although this approach results in
very clean host code, requiring no explicit copy statements, it requires complex
kernel implementations with intricate memory access patterns to ensure high
performance.

4.3.1

Targets for GPU implementation

To determine which part of POP to port to the GPU, we must first get an impression of where the most time is spent. It is well known that the three-dimensional
baroclinic solver is the most computationally intensive part of POP [38, 102]. We
therefore limit ourselves to analyzing the performance of the baroclinic solver.
Figure 4.8 gives an overview of the structure of function calls in POP. The
function step is called repeatedly to advance the model by one time step, which
consists mainly of performing neighborhood communication, calling the barotropic
and baroclinic driver functions, and some correction steps. Table 4.4 lists the
most compute intensive functions from Figure 4.8. These profiling results of are
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Figure 4.8: Callgraph of the Parallel Ocean Program. Obtained using gprof and
gprof2dot, edited to fit this page and format. Subfunctions of barotropic_driver
and set_surface_forcing have been cropped for readability.
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obtained from one month of simulation using the R0.1 version (see beginning of
Sect. 2) on the DAS-4 cluster (described in Sect. 4.1). For this experiment we
have used a Cartesian distribution with blocks of size 255 × 300 and 8 processes
per node on 16 nodes.
Table 4.4 lists the percentage of the total execution time spent in this function, not including subfunctions. All functions in Table 4.4, except those from
the module pop solversmod, belong to the baroclinic solver. Our profiling results indicate that the baroclinic solver does not contain any true computational
hotspots. That is, no individual function consumes a major part of the computation time.
However, the density computations from the equation of state are requested
by several different parts both within the baroclinic solver and at the end of each
time step. The computation of water densities is required so frequently by the
model that their computation time consumes 15.09% of the total execution time
on average.
The functions from the vmix_kpp module in Table 4.4 are part of the computation of the vertical mixing coefficients for the KPP mixing scheme [42], which
in total consumes about 35.3% of the total execution time. We therefore focus on
obtaining a GPU implementation for the equation of state and for the computation of vertical mixing coefficients, in particular the three functions state, buoydiff
(the computation of buoyancy differences) and ddmix. We focus on buoydiff()
and ddmix() since they are among the most compute intensive functions and are
responsible for 64.9% of the calls to state().
It is well-known that kernel-level optimizations focused on increasing computation throughput are generally not worthwhile when memory bandwidth is the
primary factor in limiting performance [73]. A frequently used tool for performance analysis on multi- and many-core hardware using the Roofline model [101]
is the arithmetic intensity. For example, the Nvidia Tesla K20 GPU has a theoretical peak performance of 1173 GFLOP/s for double precision and a theoretical
peak global memory bandwidth of 208 GB/s. However, in practice the achieved
memory bandwidth is (roughly) 160 GB/s, as reported by the bandwidthTest
tool in the Nvidia CUDA SDK. A rough estimation tells us that an arithmetic
intensity of at least 7.3 FLOP/byte is required for the kernel to become computebound. Thus, if the arithmetic intensity is less than 7.3 FLOP/byte, we know
the kernel is memory bandwidth-bound when executed on the K20.
The arithmetic intensity of the state() function is computed as follows. Although POP supports various implementations for the equation of state, we focus
on the MWJF 25-term equation of state [53] because it is the most commonly
used implementation. The MWJF state() function requires the temperature and
salinity tracers as inputs as well as 25 coefficients, of which 6 depend on the
water pressure, the rest is constant. The state() function outputs the density of
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- Explicit implementation (uses explicit copy statements)
CPU-GPU Comm.

GPU Computation
- Implicit implementation (uses device-mapped host memory)
CPU-GPU Comm.

GPU Computation
- Streams implementation (uses CUDA Streams and explicit copy statements)
CPU-GPU Comm.

GPU Computation

Figure 4.9: Schematic of the three different implementations, Explicit, Implicit,
and Streams, that shows the potential overlap between computation and communication.
water and optionally also outputs the derivatives of the water density with respect to temperature and salinity. When only the density of water is computed,
state() performs 40 floating point operations per grid point with an arithmetic
intensity of 2.5 FLOP/byte, assuming that all 25 coefficients can be stored in onchip caches and can be fully reused. When all outputs are requested, 89 floating
point operations are executed per grid point, resulting in an arithmetic intensity of 5.56 FLOP/byte. With an arithmetic intensity of either 2.5 or 5.56, the
MWJF state() kernel is memory bandwidth-bound. Therefore, we focus on optimizing the time spent on communication between host and device, rather than
kernel-level optimizations.

4.3.2

Efficient integration of GPU code

We now describe how POP should be revised to efficiently use GPUs. For our
discussion, we focus on three functions in POP state(), buoydiff(), and ddmix().
Due to a lack in GPU performance models that consider asynchronous PCIe
transfers, it is currently impossible to predict what kind of implementation will
be the most efficient. For each function we have therefore implemented three
different versions that we call Explicit, Implicit, and Streams. We first describe the
three versions in general and then discuss the specific implementations for state(),
buoydiff(), and ddmix() in detail. Figure 4.9 provides a schematic overview of the
three different implementations with regard to the way GPU computation (shown
in green) and CPU-GPU communication (shown in blue) could be overlapped.
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Explicit is a bulk synchronous implementation that uses explicit memory copy
statements to copy all the required input data to GPU and from the GPU for
the entire three-dimensional grid. The kernel used in Explicit creates a twodimensional array of threads, i.e. one thread for each horizontal grid point, which
iterate the grid points in the vertical dimension. Implicit uses mapped memory
and therefore requires no explicit memory copy statements. Instead, data is
requested by the GPU directly from the host memory and sent over the PCIe
bus. The performance of accessing the memory in this way is very sensitive to
the order in which data is requested and care must be taken not to create gaps or
misalignments from the mapping between threads and data. Therefore, Implicit
uses a kernel implementation that creates a one-dimensional array of threads with
size equal to the number of grid points in the three-dimensional grid. Each thread
then computes its three-dimensional index from its one-dimensional thread ID to
direct itself to the correct part of the computation. The Streams implementation
creates one stream for each vertical level and uses explicit copy statements to copy
the corresponding vertical level of the input and output variables to and from
the GPU. If the computation of one vertical level requires input from multiple
vertical levels, CUDA events are used to delay the computation until all inputs
have been moved to the device and vice versa. The kernel used in Streams is
similar to the kernel used in Explicit, except for the fact that the kernel only
computes the grid points of one vertical level.
The three different implementations are very different in terms of code and the
effort to create them. All three implementations use very distinctive host codes as
well as modified GPU kernels. For example, the Implicit implementation barely
requires any host code, whereas the Streams implementation requires multiple
loops of memory copy operations and kernel invocations with advancing offsets.
Note that, except for the differences described here, the kernels do not contain
any architecture-specific optimizations.
While the state() function computes the density of water at a certain vertical
level k, the function is mostly used directly surrounded by a loop over all vertical
levels. These code blocks can safely be replaced by a call to a single function that
directly computes the water densities for all vertical levels. Our Explicit implementation uses explicit copies to move the three-dimensional grid of tracer values
between host and device and creates one thread for each horizontal grid point,
which compute all outputs in the vertical direction. However, this approach is
unable to overlap communication to and from the device with GPU computation.
It is possible to also parallelize the computation of different vertical levels using
CUDA streams. Our Streams implementation ensures that GPU computation
can be overlapped with GPU communication of different vertical levels and thus
alleviates the PCIe bus bottleneck to a large extent. Because of the simple access
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pattern in state(), where each input and output element is read or written only
once, it is also a good candidate for the highly parallel Implicit implementation.
More complex uses of the equation of state are found within the computation
of the vertical mixing coefficients for the KPP mixing scheme [42], in particular in
the computation of buoyancy differences (buoydiff) and double-diffusion diffusivities (ddmix). In POP the vertical mixing coefficients are sequentially computed
for all vertical levels. The computation of buoyancy differences at level k requires
the density of both the surface level and level k − 1 displaced to level k, as well as
the water density at level k. These values can be computed for each level in parallel as long as all the data is present on the GPU. Overlapping data movement
from the host to the GPU with GPU computation and data movement from the
GPU to host becomes significantly more difficult, because the tracers for levels 1,
k − 1, and k need to be present on the GPU to compute the buoyancy differences
at level k. The Streams implementation first schedules memory copies to the
GPU for all vertical levels in concurrent streams and then invokes GPU kernel
launches for all levels. However, before the execution of the kernel in stream k
can start, the memory copies in stream 1, k − 1, and k need to be complete.
The kernel executing in stream k outputs to different vertical levels for different
variables. Therefore, some of the memory copies from device to host in stream k
have to wait for the kernel in stream k − 1 to complete. We use the CUDA event
management functions to guarantee that no computations or memory transfers
start prematurely.
In the ddmix function, the computation of diffusivities at level k requires the
derivatives of density with respect to temperature and salinity at level k and
k − 1. That is, the computation of level k reuses the derivatives that were used
to compute level k − 1. At a first glance, it would seem that the computation of
all vertical levels cannot be parallelized. The sequential approach prevents that
these values have to be recomputed, but inhibits the ability to overlap communication and computation of different vertical levels. Therefore, our implementation
also parallelizes the computation in the vertical dimension by introducing double
work. The cost of computing the derivatives twice is significantly less than the
inability to overlap computation and communication. Similarly to the buoyancy
differences computation, the kernel executing in stream k requires the memory
copies of stream k and k − 1 to be complete. Again, CUDA event management
functions are used to guarantee that no data is copied from the GPU back to the
host before GPU computations have finished.

4.4

Performance of POP on GPUs

In this section, we will describe the performance of the R0.1 version of POP on
a single cluster and on multiple GPU clusters. In the first subsection below,
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we focus on the performance impact on individual POP subroutines when using
a GPU. In the second subsection, we address the performance of the whole POP
code on a single GPU and on multiple GPU clusters.

4.4.1

Performance impact of GPU usage: individual routines

First we evaluate the performance of single functions that were taken out of POP
for individual benchmarking. We test our three implementations (Explicit, Implicit, and Streams) for each discussed function of POP on a single node equipped
with a Nvidia Tesla K20 GPU in the DAS-4 cluster. The Tesla K20 has 2496
CUDA cores running at 705 MHz providing a theoretical peak double precision
performance of 1173 GFLOP/s. The K20 has 5 GB of device memory and a theoretical peak memory bandwidth of 208 GB/s. The K20 is connected through
a PCIe 2.0 bus and has 2 copy engines which enable full duplex use of the PCIe
bus for concurrent explicit memory transfers. The grid dimensions used for the
experiments discussed here are 229 × 304 × 42. This is the same block size as
used to obtain our profiling results, with 2 ghost cells in both horizontal dimensions. The performance results presented here are averaged execution times of
five distinct runs. The execution times of these individual routines on the tested
GPUs show minimal variance.
For all three implementations the majority of the execution time is spent
on transferring the data to and from the GPU. For example, for the Streams
implementation of state() only 10.3% of the execution time is spent on GPU
computation, and only 19.4% and 13.3% for buoydiff() and ddmix(), respectively.
Note that the reported times for buoydiff() and ddmix() include the time spent
within state() when called as a subfunction. In fact, calls to state() from the
GPU kernels of buoydiff() and ddmix() are inlined to optimize the data access
pattern of these kernels.
Figure 4.10 shows the performance results for all three functions with three
different GPU implementations. For the state() function the Implicit implementation provides the best performance. Although the kernel implementation used
by Implicit is slightly less efficient than the kernel used by Explicit, the total
execution time is significantly less because a large part of the memory transfers between host and device and computation are overlapped. While Streams
achieves overlapping behavior similar to Implicit, it is more coarse-grained with
one vertical level at a time rather than individual grid points. That explains why
Implicit outperforms the Streams implementation for the state() function.
The buoydiff() function has a very low arithmetic intensity and therefore the
computation again accounts for only a small part of the total execution time.
The Implicit implementation is slower than Explicit because the access pattern
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Figure 4.10: Performance results for the three POP functions on a GPU with
three different implementations as obtained on the Tesla K20 GPU with a 229 ×
304 block size.
in buoydiff() requires several input elements multiple times. As a result, the Implicit approach transfers more data than necessary over the PCIe bus. Although
these transfers can be overlapped with computation and with transfers in the
opposite direction, the performance penalty for transferring data multiple times
reduces the overall performance. The Streams approach again benefits from the
fact that data transfers and computation can be overlapped, but without the
restrictions that come with the Implicit approach. The data access pattern in
buoydiff() requires that operations in some streams may have to wait for operations in another stream to complete before they can start. The overhead of these
synchronizations accounts for on average 3.26% of the total execution time of the
Streams implementation.
To parallelize the computation of ddmix() in the vertical dimension, the Implicit and Streams implementations do some double work. That is, some values
are computed twice by different threads operating at different vertical levels,
whereas a thread in the Explicit approach may reuse that value from the computation of a previous vertical level. Therefore, the time spent in computation for
Implicit and Streams is higher than that of Explicit. However, due to the overlap
of computation and PCIe transfers in both directions, both Streams and Implicit
do outperform the Explicit implementation in terms of total execution time. The
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Implicit implementation again suffers from the fact that, although overlapped
with communication and computation, data has to be transferred multiple times
through the PCIe bus.
In the GPU implementation of the POP we use in the next section, the Implicit implementation for state() and the Streams implementation for buoydiff()
and ddmix() are used. As buoydiff() is executed before ddmix() as part of the
computation of vertical mixing coefficients, ddmix() reuses the tracers that have
been copied to the GPU by buoydiff(). Additionally, for all three functions, the
execution on the GPU as well as all data transfers are overlapped with the computation of other functions on the CPU. Therefore, the CPU never has to wait
for the results of GPU computations.

4.4.2

Performance of POP on multiple (GPU) clusters

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the combination of the two approaches presented in this chapter. The goal of this evaluation is to assess whether
the addition of a GPU is at all beneficial for performance on the application level.
This is certainly not trivial, considering that large amounts of data have to be
moved back and forth between the different memories over a relatively slow PCIe
link. Additionally, only a small number of functions are executed on the GPU
and a single GPU is shared between the various CPU cores. As such, we compare
the performance of two versions of the program: one that only uses CPUs and
one that uses the available CPUs as well as the GPU.
We recognize that a truly fair comparison between the different experimental
setups is very hard to achieve. We take the achieved performance in terms of
the number of model days per day of simulation as a measure for comparison.
We have chosen not to normalize these results using additional metrics such as
hardware costs or power consumption to keep the experimental setup as simple
as possible. Hardware costs of both CPUs and GPUs are influenced by different
factors in addition to their performance capabilities. Power consumption is an
important factor in the operational costs for modern supercomputers. However,
as only a small fraction of the code currently executes on the GPU, it is clear
that with the current state of the software, the GPU will be idle for a large
fraction of the execution. Whether a complete GPU implementation of POP is
more efficient than a CPU-only implementation in terms of power consumption
is an interesting issue, but it is outside the scope of this thesis.
For this evaluation we use the DAS-4 cluster (see Section 1.5). First, 8 compute nodes each containing two quad-core Intel E5620 CPUs (8 cores per node in
total) and a Nvidia GTX480 GPU are used. In addition, we also use 8 compute
nodes each containing two six-core Intel E5-2620 CPUs (12 cores per node in total) and a Nvidia Tesla K20 GPU each. As a reference for the CPU-only version
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Figure 4.11: Performance of POP using 8 compute nodes of the DAS-4 cluster,
with and without GPUs, using hierarchical partitioning with 60 × 60 block size.
of POP we use the original POP code with the hierarchical partitioning scheme
described in Sect. 4.1.3. Comparisons against other load balancing schemes can
be derived from Figure 4.7. All configurations in this section use a block size of
60 × 60.
Figure 4.11 shows the performance of POP using 4, 8, and 12 MPI tasks per
node, with and without GPU. Note that only a single GPU is available in each
node. Therefore, the GPU is shared between the multiple MPI tasks on a single
node. For the 8-core DAS-4 nodes, the performance gained by using the GPU is
approximately 20%, both when using 4 or 8 MPI tasks. This directly corresponds
with the execution time consumed by POP code that has been ported to the
GPU. The figure also shows that the scalability of POP itself is far from perfect.
Running on 8 MPI task per node, only provides a speedup of 1.4 compared to 4
MPI tasks per node, both for the CPU-only and GPU versions.
For the 12-core DAS-4 nodes, the performance gained by using the GPU is
approximately 15% when using 4 MPI tasks per node, and 13% when using 8 or
12 MPI tasks per node. Although this relative performance gain is lower than for
the 8-core nodes, the absolute performance gain is much higher due to the better
performance offered by the (newer) six-core CPU and K20 GPUs. In addition, the
scalability of POP on the 12 core nodes is also much better, achieving a speedup
of 1.9 on 8-cores and 2.6 on 12-cores (both relative to the 4-core experiment).
The results show that it is possible to combine the hierarchical partitioning
scheme with GPU execution and still obtain a performance increase. This is
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Figure 4.12: Performance of POP using 16 compute nodes of the DAS-4 cluster,
on one or two clusters, using hierarchical partitioning with 60 × 60 block size.

a remarkable result, as the hierarchical partitioning scheme prefers small block
sizes, such as 60 × 60, to eliminate as many land-only blocks as possible and
distribute load evenly among MPI tasks, while the GPU code would prefer largersized blocks to increase GPU utilization. However, GPU utilization is already
increased by the fact that all MPI tasks running on a single node share a single
GPU for all their GPU computations. It is important to understand that this
would not have been possible with larger block sizes because of the limited size
of the GPU memory. As such, the two approaches presented in this chapter work
in concert to improve the performance of POP.
As a final experiment, we study the performance of POP on multiple platforms
including GPUs. For this experiment, we use 8-core DAS-4 compute nodes with
an Nvidia GTX480 GPU (described in Sects. 1.5 and 4.4.2).
Figure 4.12 compares the performance of a 16-nodes single cluster run with
a 2 × 8-node two cluster run. Results are shown for CPU-only and CPU+GPU
experiments. The results show a performance increase of 15% on one cluster
and 13% on two clusters when using GPUs. The performance loss when switching from one to two clusters is 5% for the CPU-only version and 6% for the
CPU+GPU version. These results clearly indicate that running POP on multiple GPU clusters is feasible and also beneficial in terms of performance. Moreover,
it allows users with access to multiple smaller GPU clusters to scale up to well
beyond the size of a single GPU cluster.

4.5. Conclusions
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Conclusions

High-resolution ocean and climate models are becoming a very important tool in
climate research. It is crucially important that multi-century simulations with
these models can be performed efficiently. In this chapter, we presented a new
distributed computing approach to increase the performance of the POP model.
We first have shown that it is possible to optimize the load balancing of POP
such that it can run successfully in a multi-platform setting. The hierarchical
load balancing scheme was shown to perform much better than the existing load
balancing schemes (Cartesian, rake and space-filling curve), mainly due to the
reduction in communication between the MPI tasks. In the future, we plan to
take advantage of the Zoltan library to extend our load balancing scheme to
also take performance differences between machines into account. Secondly, it
was demonstrated that it is advantageous to port part of POP to GPUs (and
get a performance increase), even though POP itself does not contain any real
hotspots and is therefore not an obvious candidate for using GPUs.
In the experiments shown, only three functions in POP were implemented on
a GPU. Another substantial portion of the execution time is spent computing the
advection of momentum and the horizontal diffusion of momentum and tracers.
Obtaining a GPU implementation for these functions is deferred to future work.
The advection of tracers also uses the equation of state to compute the potential
density referenced to the surface layer, which is used to compute a variety of time
averaged fields. Currently, the majority of the execution time per kernel is spent
on PCIe transfers. When more computation is moved to the GPU, more data can
be reused, and some intermediate data structures that result from computation
may even never have to leave the GPU. In that case, some PCIe transfers can
be eliminated completely. In future work we hope to produce a complete GPU
implementation of the vertical mixing part of POP.
The software presented in this chapter has the same portability properties as
the original POP. The GPU code is written in CUDA, which is a widely used
language for GPU Computing applications. To increase portability across different GPU architectures no architecture-specific optimizations have been included.
OpenCL is a well-known alternative to CUDA that aims at a wider set of manycore compute devices and different compilers are available for different platforms.
However, there are no real linguistic differences between CUDA and OpenCL,
and porting the code will be a simple engineering effort. The use of both extensions (domain decomposition or GPU functions) can be enabled, disabled, and
controlled individually through the well-known pop_in namelist file.
Finally, we have shown that the combination of these two approaches also improves performance. Although we demonstrated this only for the DAS-4 cluster,
it opens up the possibility to submit a POP job in the near future over multiple
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supercomputing platforms (with or without GPUs). The new hierarchical load
balancing scheme and the MPI wrapper methodology are crucial elements for
maintaining the performance of POP. Future work is to port more of POP to
GPUs and to scale up the multi-cluster experiments to production size hardware.
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Chapter 5

Performance models for
CPU-GPU data transfers
Many studies of GPU computing applications focus on individual kernel performance and ignore the fact that many applications have to regularly transfer data
over the PCIe bus [28]. In particular large-scale supercomputing applications
suffer from this issue, either because the data does not fit into the GPU memory,
inter-node communication at the end of each time step requires data to be present
at the host, or parts of the application are executed on the CPU. Moreover, as
supercomputing systems are large investments even a 10% speedup can often save
millions of dollars [30].
This chapter focuses on Challenge 5 as defined in Chapter 1: How to optimize
data transfers between CPU and GPU? PCIe transfers can have a large impact on
performance, especially when considering that the bandwidth is much lower than
the GPU device memory bandwidth. Gregg and Hazelwood [28] state that GPU
kernel execution times can increase to between 2 and 50 times of the original,
when PCIe transfer times are included. The de facto way of transferring data to
the GPU is by delaying all GPU computation until the entire transfer is complete.
An important reason for this is that overlapping computation and communication
is challenging and requires a considerable effort from the programmer and results
in much more code [26, 100].
Transferring data to or from the GPU proceeds through explicit memory
copy statements or using device-mapped host memory. Overlap between computation and communication can be achieved using either CUDA streams or
device-mapped host memory. As we will show in this chapter, the most efficient implementations may even require a mix of these different approaches. The
different implementations require completely different host codes as well as modi-
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fications to the GPU kernel. For example, using mapped memory barely requires
any host code, whereas using CUDA streams may require multiple loops of memory copy operations and kernel invocations with advancing offsets. Currently,
if the application should run as efficiently as possible the programmer has little
choice but to implement all alternatives and run benchmarks to see which method
performs best. Implementing all different options is often a large programming
effort and not feasible. Knowing which method to apply in advance can save the
application developers a lot of time.
In order to solve these issues and provide insight in the performance of GPU
applications that require regular transfers across the PCIe bus, we propose an
analytical performance model that includes for PCIe transfers and overlapping
computation and communication. The model is capable of classifying the alternative implementations with regards to their relative performance. While the
parameterized model is specified analytically, it may be instantiated empirically
to provide performance estimates for a target hardware platform.
The reason to develop an analytical performance model, as opposed to alternative methods such as simulation, is that analytical models tend to be easier
to use and provide more high-level insight [30]. While cycle accurate or modelbased simulators can produce extremely accurate projections, the vast amount
of data that is generated may not lead to the desired insight within a time frame
that is reasonable for application developers. Our goal is to create an analytical
performance model with a reasonably small number of parameters. This ensures
that the model is easy to use by application developers while performance is
characterized correctly.
Using our performance model programmers should be able to quickly answer
questions such as: What is the dominant factor for my programs’ performance,
kernel execution or PCIe transfers? How much can be gained from overlapping
computation and communication? Do I have to use memory copy operations or
mapped memory? If I use streams, what number of streams is likely give the best
performance? How will switching to PCIe 3.0 platforms over PCIe 2.0 impact
performance?
The model is presented in two stages. First, we model to what extent computation and communication can be overlapped. Second, we create a model to
accurately predict PCIe transfer times and combine the two to create a set of
performance estimations for different methods of overlapping computation and
communication. We show that our performance models can be used to correctly
classify the best performing implementation strategy for a small set of kernels
and GPUs.
In this chapter, we use CUDA terminology [62], although our method can just
as easily be applied in OpenCL [39]. The CPU is referred to as the host and the
GPU accelerator as the device, which are connected through PCI Express. We
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use the term communication in this chapter to refer to data transfers between
host and device.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 discusses related work. Section 5.2 explains what methods for overlapping computation and communication
are available and provides upper bounds to indicate performance gain. Section 5.3
presents our models for kernels using CUDA streams. Section 5.4 shows how PCIe
transfers can be modeled accurately. Section 5.5 combines the models from Sections 5.3 and 5.4, presents our model for mapped memory kernels, and provides
estimates for the number of streams to use as part of the classification. Section 5.6 evaluates the presented performance models, leading to the conclusions
in Section 5.7.

5.1

Related work

This section discusses related work on performance modeling for GPU applications grouped into three categories, models for kernel execution time, models for
GPU cluster applications, and models that consider overlap between computation
and communication.

5.1.1

Models for GPU kernel execution time

Various performance models for modeling GPU kernel execution times exist in
the literature. For example, Zhang and Owens [104] have developed a semiempirical model to analyze and predict kernel execution times. Hong and Kim [31]
and Baghsorkhi et al. [6] presented detailed analytical models to predict the
performance of GPU kernels. These models are intended for use in compilers to
guide kernel optimization. They require low-level information about the kernel,
such as the amount of warp- and instruction level parallelism, which makes them
difficult to be used directly by the programmer. Therefore, in this chapter we
assume the execution time of the kernel is known by the programmer, either by
experimentation or by using any of the existing performance models. Modeling
the kernel execution time is outside the scope of this chapter.
The roofline model [101] is an insightful high-level model that provides an
upper bound on performance of parallel software on multi-core architectures.
The model abstracts the machine into two performance metrics: peak memory
bandwidth and peak compute performance. Application kernels are abstracted
into a single value (operational intensity) that describes the number of floatingpoint operations per byte of DRAM traffic. The upper bound on the performance
of the kernel is then given as the minimum of the peak compute performance and
the product of the peak memory bandwidth and operational intensity of the
kernel.
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For GPU applications, the model can be used assuming that all data fits in
the DRAM of the device. In the absence of caches or data reuse, arithmetic
intensity (the number of floating-point operations per byte of input) can used
instead of operational intensity. In Section 5.2, we explain how we extend the
roofline model to also capture the impact of transferring data between host and
device.

5.1.2

Models for GPU cluster applications

Another class of performance models considers not only the kernel execution
time but also the performance in a GPU cluster setting. For example, Schaa en
Kaeli [75] describe a model for predicting the performance of GPU applications for
multi-GPU systems. PCIe transfer time is modeled using a constant bandwidth
as the only parameter. Overlapping computation and communication is not part
of the model.
cudaMPI [43] is a system that provides MPI-like message passing to communicate data stored on device memory in a GPU cluster setting. Lawlor [43]
argues against the use of streams and suggests to use mapped memory instead.
Bernaschi et al. [8] compare the performance of several other GPU-aware MPI implementations (OpenMPI, MVAPICH2 and APEnet) using the Heisenberg spin
glass model as a benchmark application. They argue that the use of CUDA
streams is instrumental to achieving the best performance.
Aspen [88] is a domain specific language for developing analytical performance
models. Aspen consists of two parts, one that models the application and one
that describes the target machine. For example, Aspen is used to develop a performance model for a 3D FFT application in a GPU cluster setting [88]. Aspen
assumes a completely connected intra-node topology that operates at a fixed link
bandwidth. As such, their abstract machine model currently has no language features for describing the PCIe bus and it is assumed that communication between
host and device operates at a fixed data rate of 8 gigabytes per second.
These performance models for GPU cluster applications have to capture PCIe
transfer times to some extent. However, it is not their goal to provide the application developer with insight in to what extent computation can be overlapped with
communication and how such overlap can be achieved. Therefore, in this chapter
we develop an accurate model for predicting PCIe transfer times and combine
that with models that capture overlap between computation and communication. Finally, our model may be included in performance models for GPU cluster
applications that do consider overlap between computation and communication.
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5.1.3
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Models that consider computation and communication overlap

Hoefler et al. [30] have proposed a method for developing application performance
models for supercomputing systems. Their method does not explicitly consider
the use of GPUs, but it may well be applicable to GPU applications. Through several different steps their method abstracts the application into three performance
metrics, required memory traffic, floating-point instructions, and fixed-point instructions. Their method tells the modeler to extract the duration of overlappable
serial computation and communication for each kernel. Unfortunately, the paper does not detail how the modeler is to extract this information and this step
is also omitted in the application example discussed in the paper. The performance models we present in this chapter can be used by application developers
to perform this step of Hoefler’s method.
Meswani et al. [54] have developed a framework for predicting the performance
of applications executing on accelerators. Using automatically extracted application signatures and a machine profile based on benchmarks, they aim to predict
the application runtime before the application is ported. PCIe transfer rates are
modeled as a function of the size of the data to be transferred between host and
device. The PCIe throughput rates reported in their paper are much lower than
what we observe, even when considering they assume a hardware setup with two
GPUs per node. Unfortunately, their paper does not detail how these numbers
were obtained.
Meswani et al. define a performance metric called data transfer ratio, which
denotes the fraction of the duration of the total data transfer that is to be added
to the execution time on the accelerator. For a selected number of kernels they
list data transfer ratios, indicating what fraction of the data transfer needs to be
overlapped in order for the GPU kernel to outperform the CPU. They conclude
that in general 70% of data transfer time between host and device needs to be
overcome in order to benefit from using accelerators. This stresses the importance of effectively overlapping data transfer times and computation for HPC
applications. However, the analysis of how the overlap between computation and
data transfer should be achieved, as well as the methods for achieving such data
transfer ratios are outside the scope of their paper.
Gómez-Luna et al. [26] have studied the performance of CUDA streams for
the older GTX 280 and GTX 480 graphics cards. In this chapter, we do not
consider GPUs that predate Fermi cards. They model the execution time of a
kernel using CUDA streams including transfers between host and device.
Gómez-Luna et al. model the performance of an application using CUDA
Streams on a Fermi GPU using the stream creation time as the only drawback to
the use of streams. To include the stream creation time in kernel execution time
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estimates may be reasonable for applications that consist of a single GPU kernel,
such as benchmarks or CUDA SDK examples, but for real-world applications this
is not correct. Streams are typically created at the start of the application and
destroyed only when the application has finished. Once created, a stream may
be used for thousands of kernel invocations. They estimate the stream creation
time at 0.03 ms per stream [26], clearly this becomes negligible if the stream can
be reused for many kernel invocations. Stream creation times are not a limiting
factor in the performance of streamed CUDA applications in general.
When the stream creation time is removed from their performance estimates,
no drawback from using additional streams is left in the model. As such, the
model suggests that an infinite number of streams results in optimal performance,
which is clearly not realistic as long as there is some overhead associated with
using additional streams. We may interpret their model as a semi-empirical model
that abstracts all per stream overhead into some constant amount of time per
stream. This model however does not provide much insight in the working of
streams other than that there is some overhead associated with their use. In the
following we explain how we model the execution time of streamed CUDA kernels
in a way that provides the necessary insight for the application programmer.

5.2

Overlapping computation and communication

This section explains what methods for overlapping computation and communication are available to application developers and provides upper bounds to
indicate how much performance can be gained.
Overlapping computation with communication requires fine-grained control
over how data is transferred to and from the GPU. There are several alternative
techniques for moving data between host and device in the CUDA Programming
model. The most commonly used approach is to simply use explicit memory copy
statements to transfer large blocks of memory to the GPU, invoke GPU kernels,
and copy the results back from the GPU. These explicit memory copy operations
can be invoked either synchronously or asynchronously with respect to the host.
While the host does not wait for an asynchronous copy to complete, the copy
operation will entirely precede GPU kernel execution and as such, computation
and communication are not overlapped.
The mapped memory approach uses no explicit copies, but maps part of the
host memory into device memory space. Whether this approach is feasible depends on the memory access pattern of the kernel. Typically mapped memory
can only be used efficiently if each input and output element is read or written
only once by the kernel. This is because every load or store on device-mapped
host memory may result in a transfer over PCIe. Although this approach results
in very clean host code, requiring no explicit copy statements, it may require
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more complex kernel implementations with delicate memory access patterns to
ensure high performance.
CUDA streams may be used to separate the computation into distinct streams
that may execute in parallel. This way, communication from one stream can be
overlapped with computation, and with communication in other streams. GPUs
with 1 copy engine can only use the PCIe bus in half duplex when data is moved
using explicit memory copies. As such, computation can only be overlapped with
communication in at most one direction. The only way for these GPUs to use the
PCIe bus in full duplex is to use device-mapped host memory instead. GPUs with
2 copy engines, such as Nvidia’s Tesla K20, can use the PCIe bus in full duplex
using explicit memory copies in different streams. This way, computation and
communication in both directions can be fully overlapped using different streams.
Streams may also be used to allow different kernels to execute concurrently, regardless of how data is transferred between host and device. This task-parallel
use of streams for exploiting application-level task parallelism is outside the scope
of this work.

5.2.1

Bounding the performance of kernels with overlap

We can apply the roofline model [101], outside of its intended scope, for modeling the performance of GPU kernels including PCIe transfer times. For this,
we need a metric different from operational intensity to filter out all redundant
loads and stores to device memory. This is similar to how the roofline model
uses operational intensity rather than arithmetic intensity to measure the traffic
between cache and DRAM rather than between processor and cache. To model
this correctly we need the ratio between the total number of floating point operations performed by the kernel and the amount of bytes transferred between host
and device memory. We call this data intensity, defined as the total number of
floating point operations divided by the total number of bytes transferred over
PCIe. The roofline model defines the attainable performance as
PRM = min(peak compute performance,
peak memory bandwidth × operational intensity).
Using data intensity we determine whether the execution time of a kernel will
be dictated by PCIe transfers or by kernel execution. This extended roofline
model is defined as
Pmax = min(peak compute performance,
peak memory bandwidth × operational intensity,
peak PCIe bandwidth × data intensity).
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Pmax gives the upper bound on the kernel performance assuming maximal
overlap between computation and communication. However, if the PCIe transfers
entirely precede and follow GPU kernel execution then the performance is limited
as follows:
Pzero =

total flops
,
flops
)
+ ( total
PRM

bytes transferred
( peak
PCIe bandwidth )

where PRM is the upper bound on performance provided by the roofline model.
The two estimates that we have just defined can be used to bound the performance for maximal or zero overlap between computation and communication.
As such, they can be used to indicate how much performance can be gained from
overlapping computation and communication. However, this model does not yet
express the performance gain that some extent of overlap between computation
and communication may have, nor does it give any insight into how such overlap
can be achieved.
The device-mapped host memory approach can achieve an overlap between
computation and communication at the highest possible granularity (i.e. warplevel). The mapped memory approach entirely forgoes the use of device memory
and as such we cannot use data intensity as a measure for the amount of data
that will be transferred. In fact, every request that would normally be served by
the device memory will result in a transfer over PCIe. As such, we can directly
use operational intensity combined with the PCIe bandwidth to provide an upper
bound on performance, by defining
Pmm = min(peak compute performance,
peak PCIe bandwidth × operational intensity).
The performance bounds introduced in this section can be used to determine
performance bottlenecks, but they cannot be used to model the performance
that a certain degree of overlap may provide nor do they provide insights in how
overlap may be best achieved. Therefore, the following sections introduce new
performance models that are specifically created to model the extent of overlap
between computation and communication.

5.3

Modeling computation and communication
overlap for streams

In order to model what extent of overlap can be achieved when streams are used,
we start using the same notation as Gómez-Luna et al. [26] and the CUDA Best
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Practices Guide [62]. Transfer times tT hd (host to device) and tT dh (device to
host) represent the sum of time spent on transfers for all streams combined. The
kernel execution time for all streams combined is written as tE . The time per
stream, whether spent on execution or transfers in either direction, is written
t
. As some overhead is associated with the use of streams, tT hd and
as nStreams
tT dh will generally be larger than the observed transfer time when no streams are
used. As such, the estimates presented in this section are too optimistic and are
refined at a later stage.
Based on what GPUs are currently available we identify three categories:
(1) devices with implicit synchronization (explained below) and 1 copy engine,
examples are GPUs from the Fermi architecture e.g. GTX 480 and Tesla C2050,
but also the Kepler GTX 680; (2) devices with no implicit synchronization and
1 copy engine, for example the GTX Titan; and (3) devices with no implicit
synchronization and 2 copy engines, for example the Tesla K20. Figures 5.1, 5.2,
and 5.3 show the possible overlap between computation and communication for
each category using 1, 2 and 4 streams. The blue bar on the left represents the
time spent on data transfers from host to device, the green bar represents kernel
execution time on the GPU, followed by another blue bar representing the time
spent on transferring data from device to host. From these diagrams we can
easily derive simple analytical models for the performance of a kernel that uses
CUDA streams.
The overlapping behavior of the execution is separated into two scenarios
depending on whether kernel execution or transfers are the dominant factor for
performance. A component is dominant for performance when the time spent
on that component is so large that, if the time spent on another component can
be overlapped with the dominant component, it will overlap with the dominant
component for all streams but one. While this separation helps to explain the
models, in practice when estimating the total execution time one can simply use
the largest estimate of both dominant kernel and dominant transfers scenarios.

5.3.1

Implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine

Implicit synchronization delays operations that require a dependency check to
see if a streamed kernel launch is complete until all thread blocks of all prior
kernel launches from any stream have started executing [62], as shown in Figure 5.1. In the dominant kernel scenario, computation can overlap with transfers
from host to device in different streams. In the dominant transfers scenario, the
transfers from host to device can overlap with computation in different streams.
Because of implicit synchronization, practically no overlap between computation
and transfers from device to host can be achieved. The extent of overlap between
host to device transfers and computation can be modeled as follows:
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dominant kernel

dominant transfers

Figure 5.1: Diagrams showing possible overlap for devices with implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine when using 1, 2, or 4 streams.
Dominant kernel
t=

tT hd
+ tE + tT dh
nStreams

Dominant transfers
t =tT hd +

tE
+ tT dh
nStreams

For devices with implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine, we come to the
same conclusions as Gómez-Luna et al. did for Fermi GPUs, although we derive
the model from the hardware specifications rather than extensive experimentation.

5.3.2

No implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine

On devices like the GTX Titan, computation can overlap with transfers in different streams in either direction, as shown in Figure 5.2. However, because there
is only 1 copy engine, transfers in the opposite direction can only start once all
transfers in the first direction have completed. For the dominant kernel scenario,
there is no implicit synchronization and rather than the entire time spent on
device to host transfers we will only see the time spent on the device to host
transfers in the last stream. The dominant kernel scenario is now able to entirely
hide the kernel execution time, depending on whether the host to device and
device to host transfers are large enough to hide all computation time.
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dominant transfers

Figure 5.2: Diagrams showing possible overlap for devices with no implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine when using 1, 2, or 4 streams.
Dominant kernel
t=

tT hd
tT dh
+ tE +
nStreams
nStreams

Dominant transfers
t =max( tT hd + tT dh ,
tT hd +

tE
tT dh
+
,
nStreams nStreams

tE
tT hd
+
+ tT dh )
nStreams nStreams
The last two expressions of the max() statement in the estimate for the dominant kernel scenario capture the fact that the transfer may not be large enough
to hide all computation time. To fully understand this, consider the dominant
transfers scenario in Figure 5.2 for 2 streams and imagine that either the host to
device transfers or the device to host transfers only consume about half of the
time that they do in the picture. In either case, it is clear that when there is not
enough time spent on transfers and the number of streams is low enough, some
amount of time spent on kernel execution will not be overlapped.

5.3.3

No implicit synchronization and 2 copy engines

With 2 copy engines, transfers in one direction can overlap with transfers in the
opposite direction in different streams, as shown in Figure 5.3. This means that all
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dominant kernel

dominant transfers

Figure 5.3: Diagrams showing possible overlap for devices with no implicit synchronization and 2 copy engines when using 1, 2, or 4 streams.
three components can be successfully overlapped with each other. The resulting
execution time can be modeled as the largest component plus the per stream
time spent on the other two components. For this reason, we can distinguish two
scenarios within the dominant transfer scenario: One where the host to device
transfer is dominant and one where the device to host transfer is dominant. As
explained earlier, when estimating the total time spent on transfers and execution
we can simply use the largest estimate of the different scenarios presented in this
section. Therefore, we provide a single estimate that captures the dominant
kernel and and both dominant transfers scenarios:
t = max

tT hd
tT dh
+ tE +
,
nStreams
nStreams

tT hd +

tT dh
tE
+
,
nStreams nStreams

tT hd
tE
+
+ tT dh )
nStreams nStreams
Comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3 we can also conclude that the 2nd copy engine
tT hd
tE
+ nStreams
> tT hd .
only improves performance if nStreams

5.4

Modeling PCIe transfer time

Communication between host and device memory proceeds over PCI Express.
PCI Express is a packet-based switched point-to-point interconnect [65]. As
such, we decided to use the LogP [14], LogGP [3], and parameterized LogP [40]
class of performance models as a base for modeling the performance of transfers
over PCI Express. Note that we only consider asynchronous transfers over DMA,
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Figure 5.4: Time spent on transferring data between host and device for two
consecutive messages of k1 and k2 bytes.
this corresponds to either using cudaMemcpyAsync on pinned memory in a nondefault stream or using device-mapped host memory.
LogP [14] abstracts the communication of fixed-sized short messages through
four parameters: communication latency (L), overhead (o), gap (g), and the
number of processors (P ). Latency is the amount of time it takes each byte
to travel from endpoint to endpoint in the network. The overhead is defined
as the length of time that a processor is engaged in transmission or reception.
The gap is the reciprocal of the available per byte bandwidth for short messages
per processor. LogGP [3] extends the LogP model, by introducing a separate
bandwidth for large messages (G). The bandwidth for short messages (g) is kept
as a parameter in order to model the startup bottleneck of the network. We take
LogGP as a starting point for our model, as PCIe transfers between host and
device typically consist of large messages sent over DMA.
To model the performance of a memory transfer between host and device we
adapt the LogGP model in the following way. Under LogGP transferring a single
large message of k bytes is modeled as t = L + o + (k − 1)G + o. For modeling a
single data transfer over PCIe we use: t = L + o + kG. The second o in LogGP is
for the time spent by the receiving processor. In our case, the transfer proceeds
over DMA and data is written directly into the memory at the receiving end,
therefore there is no receiving processor overhead. The sending overhead o that
is left, can be seen as the time the processor is involved in registering the DMA
request with the controller. We replace (k − 1) with k, which is only part of the
LogGP model to reduce to LogP for k = 1. Because all transfers happen over
DMA, sending the first byte is not considered to be part of the sending processor
overhead. Not including the −1 byte seems more natural.
Sending multiple large messages of k1 and k2 bytes under LogGP is modeled
as t = L + o + (k1 − 1)G + g + (k2 − 1)G, where g captures the startup bottleneck
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Host to Device
Device to host
L+o 0.009420 ms
L+o 0.009023 ms
Ghd 8.318392E-008 ms/byte Gdh 7.924734E-008 ms/byte
ghd 0.002503 ms
gdh 0.002674 ms
Table 5.1: Overview of model parameters for a PCIe 3.0 system

of the network. Just as in the LogP and LogGP models we assume a single port
model, i.e., only a single transmission can be active at any given time. Therefore,
if multiple streams are used to transfer a large message, we assume the per stream
transfers happen one after the other. As such, we model the transmission time of
large messages sent using multiple streams in a way similar to multiple consecutive
messages under LogGP. For example, we model 2 streams each transmitting half
of k bytes as t = L + o + 12 k × G + g + 12 k × G, or more generally for nStreams
streams
t=L+o+(

k
× G × nStreams) + g × (nStreams − 1),
nStreams

which equals
t = L + o + k × G + g × (nStreams − 1).
Figure 5.4 presents an overview of how the parameters impact transfer times.

5.4.1

Model validation

We validate the model using an Nvidia GTX Titan GPU connected over PCIe
3.0 in a system with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs running at 2.3GHz using CUDA
5.5. The model parameters are obtained as follows. L + o is approximated by
measuring the transfer time of a single byte transfer. G is estimated measuring
n transfers of size k1 , . . . , kn bytes. The sum of transfer times
tk1 + · · · + tkn = n(L + o) + G(k1 + · · · + kn )
gives
G=

tk1 + · · · + tkn − n(L + o)
.
k1 + · · · + kn

We have written a small benchmark application that extracts the model parameters using the averages of a large number of runs. The model parameters
for our test system are shown in Table 5.1. Because the parameters for host to
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Figure 5.5: Host to Device transfer performance for 16 MB over PCIe 3.0.
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Figure 5.6: Device to Host transfer performance for 16 MB over PCIe 3.0.
device transfers and device to host transfers differ, we will write Ghd , or Gdh
respectively, to distinguish between the two. We observe that g < L + o, which
means that the latency of consecutive transmissions can be overlapped.
We have tested the model accuracy for data sizes ranging from 16 MB to 1
GB and varying the number of streams from 1 to 256. For the host to device
transfers our model always underestimates performance with a maximum error of
1.18%. For device to host transfers the maximum overestimation error is 2.47%
and maximum underestimation is 0.65%. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the observed
and estimated PCIe transfer times for transfers of 16 MB varying the number
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Host to Device
Device to host
PCIe 2.0 explicit-explicit Ghd 1.741965E-007 Gdh 1.747120E-007
PCIe 2.0 explicit-mapped Ghd 2.491988E-007 Gdh 2.236644E-007
PCIe 3.0 explicit-mapped Ghd 1.193386E-007 Gdh 1.480396E-007
Table 5.2: Model parameters for bidirectional transfers in ms/byte.

of streams. We only show graphs for size 16 MB, which produced the largest
relative errors. While a more detailed model may be able to produce even more
accurate performance estimations, we consider our model to be accurate enough
for our intended purposes.
Some devices have 2 copy engines and therefore transfers in one direction
can overlap with transfers in the opposite direction. The performance of these
transfers cannot be expected to be exactly the same as the performance of nonoverlapped transfers. While the communication channel can function in full duplex, some resources, including the end points of both transfers, are still shared.
As such, we can expect that the transfer time increases while a concurrent transfer
in the opposite direction occurs. Similarly, we can expect that the performance of
a single large transfer in one direction will degrade when many smaller transfers
in the opposite direction occur due to accesses to device-mapped host memory.
Therefore, we simply provide the observed Ghd and Gdh for bidirectional transfers using streams on the Tesla K20 (PCIe 2.0) and for transfers colliding with
mapped memory transfers for both the K20 and the GTX Titan, see Table 5.2. A
separate performance model for the effective bandwidth under contention could
improve our performance estimations. However, performance modeling individual system parameters is beyond the scope of this work and not necessary given
the current accuracy of our performance predictions.

5.5

Overview of performance models

This section combines the model for PCIe transfers from Section 5.4 with the
models for computation and communication overlap using streams from Sections 5.3. In addition, we present our model for mapped memory kernels and
provide estimates for the number of streams to use as part of the classification.
An overview of all performance estimates we consider in this chapter is shown
in Figure 5.7. For applications using streams these are the estimates presented
in Section 5.3 with the PCIe transfer model from Section 5.4 filled in, shown
here as a reference for the reader. Note that the kernel execution time for all
tE
streams combined tE , as well as the per stream kernel execution time nStreams
have to be estimated using any of the existing performance models or be derived
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Implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine
Dominant kernel
t =L + o +

Bhd
× Ghd + tE + L + o + Bdh × Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1) (5.1)
nStreams

Dominant transfers
t =L + o + Bhd × Ghd + g × (nStreams − 1)+

(5.2)

tE
+ L + o + Bdh × Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1)
nStreams
No implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine
Dominant kernel
t =L + o +

Bhd
Bdh
× Ghd + tE + L + o +
× Gdh
nStreams
nStreams

(5.3)

Dominant transfers
t = max(

(5.4)

L + o + Bhd × Ghd + g × (nStreams − 1) + L + o + Bdh × Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1),
L + o + Bhd × Ghd + g × (nStreams − 1) +
L+o+

tE
Bdh
+L+o+
× Gdh ,
nStreams
nStreams

tE
Bhd
× Ghd +
+ L + o + Bdh × Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1))
nStreams
nStreams

No implicit synchronization and 2 copy engines
t = max(

(5.5)

tE
Bdh
L + o + Bhd × Ghd + g × (nStreams − 1) +
+L+o+
× Gdh ,
nStreams
nStreams
Bhd
Bdh
L+o+
× Ghd + tE + L + o +
× Gdh ,
nStreams
nStreams
Bhd
tE
L+o+
× Ghd +
+ L + o + Bdh × Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1))
nStreams
nStreams
Device-mapped host memory.
t = max(

(5.6)

L + o + Bhd × Ghd + L + o, L + o + tE + L + o, L + o + L + o + Bdh × Gdh )

Figure 5.7: Overview of performance models for using streams and for using
device-mapped host memory. Bhd is the number of bytes transferred from host
to device. Bdh is the number of bytes transferred from device to host.
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empirically. Also note that if the amount of data transferred per stream varies the
Bhd
Bdh
largest amount per stream should be used in place of nStreams
or nStreams
. The
individual models for streamed kernels have already been discussed in Section 5.3.
Therefore, the rest of this section discusses our model for a kernel using mapped
memory as well as estimates for a suitable number of streams.

5.5.1

Model for mapped memory

The model for kernels using mapped memory (Equation 5.6) reflects that computation as well as communication in either direction can overlap with each other.
As such, the performance can be estimated using only the longest of the three
components (host to device transfers, computation, or device to host transfers),
and the latency of the other components. For example, when the time spent on
transferring data from host to device is the longest component, the computations and device to host transfers can occur while additional data is still being
transferred from host to device. Therefore, the total time of the kernel can be
modeled as the time of the longest component and the latency of the overlapped
components. Because the performance of mapped memory kernels is not subject
to implicit synchronization or the number of copy engines, no separate models
are necessary.
The number of bytes transferred in either direction, Bhd and Bdh , should be
increased for elements in device-mapped host memory that are read or written
multiple times, as multiple accesses translate to multiple transfers over PCIe. In
addition, the accesses to device-mapped host memory must be fully coalesced,
otherwise the amount of traffic over PCIe should be multiplied for each serialized
access similar to noncoalesced accesses to device memory. This implies that
mapped-memory should in general only be used for kernels with simple access
patterns and may in other cases require that the kernel is rewritten to only
perform strictly coalesced memory accesses.
The model for mapped memory presented here is the result of a compromise
between accuracy and usability of the model. The model assumes that the two
smaller components can be overlapped with the component consuming the largest
amount of time, including possible transfer latencies of overlapped components,
but ignoring the possible compute latency. In extreme cases, this approach may
not be accurate enough. For example, when the amount of input or output data
for a single wrap is extremely large and that transfer is not the longest component,
the transfer latency for this warp will be underestimated by the model. Similarly,
when kernel execution is not the longest component, but the compute latency of
an individual warp is extremely large, it will be underestimated by the model.
We believe that a much more detailed model using warp-level granularity can
be more accurate for these extreme cases. This increased detail would require
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a large extension in terms of parameters to the model, including the modeling
of the kernel execution time at the granularity of individual warps. We consider
our model presented here to be sufficiently accurate, while providing a high-level
framework for algorithm design and analysis.

5.5.2

Limits on the number of streams

To identify which implementation strategy is the most efficient for a particular
problem, some number of streams must be chosen to calculate performance predictions for implementations using streams. The performance models shown in
Figure 5.7 show the possible drawbacks from using additional streams. As such,
we can also reason how long performance could be improved from increasing the
number of streams. The key idea of using more streams is to maximize overlap. However, at a certain point we expect performance to degrade because the
cost of using an additional stream is not outweighed by the performance gain of
increased overlap.
This section explains how to produce estimates for the number of streams, to
ensure that a representative number of streams is used as part of the classification.
For many applications, it is practical to limit the number of streams to one of
the input dimensions, but in this chapter we assume that no more than 128
streams are used. Unfortunately, we cannot use the estimates provided in this
section to accurately predict the optimal number of streams at runtime for a real
application, because the kernel execution time is also influenced by the number
of streams. However, these estimations may be used to limit the search space for
(auto-)tuning the number of streams once the implementation using streams has
been created.
For devices with implicit synchronization we can take the first derivative of
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 to find for the dominant
s kernel case:
Bhd × Ghd
nStreamsmax =
g
and for the dominant transfer case:
r
tE
nStreamsmax =
.
2g
For the dominant kernel scenario on devices with no implicit synchronization
and 1 copy engine, we can not derive a limit for the number of streams based
on Equation 5.3. As Equation 5.3 does not include the performance drawback
of using additional streams on the kernel execution time (tE ). Modeling kernel
execution time is outside the scope of this chapter.
From Equation 5.4 it would seem from the model that performance can only
be increased by decreasing the number of streams. As long as the transfers can
successfully overlap all kernel execution time, lowering the number of streams
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Figure 5.8: Performance as estimated by individual clauses of our performance
model varying the number of streams, for a device with no implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine, 128 MB of input data, 2 MB of output data, 10 ms kernel
execution time, and PCIe 3.0 system parameters.
will reduce the overhead from using additional streams. However, nStreams can
Bhd
Bdh
tE
tE
only be decreased until nStreams
× Ghd + nStreams
or nStreams
+ nStreams
×
Bdh
Gdh become larger than L + o + nStreams
× Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1) or L +
Bdh
× Gdh + g × (nStreams − 1), respectively. This is illustrated in
o + nStreams
Figure 5.8, where all individual clauses from the performance models for devices
with no implicit synchronization and 1 copy engine are shown. The performance
estimate produced by our performance model is the maximum of all clauses for
a given number of streams. The best performing number of streams according
to the model can be found by calculating the intersection of the top two lines in
Figure 5.8.
The largest number of streams for devices with no implicit synchronization
and 2 copy engines can be derived from Equation 5.5 in Figure 5.7. Again, for
the dominant kernel scenario a limit on the number of streams depends on how
tE increases with the number of streams. For the dominant transfer scenario we
can derive the maximum number of streams from Equation 5.5:
q
 Bdh ×Gdh +tE if (tT hd > tT dh )
g
nStreamsmax = q
 Bhd ×Ghd +tE if (tT dh > tT hd )
g

5.6. Evaluation
GPU
CEs IS CPUs
GTX 480
1 3 2 Intel Xeon E5620 @ 2.4GHz
GTX Titan 1 7 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 @ 2.3GHz
Tesla K20m 2 7 2 Intel Xeon E5-2620 @ 2.0GHz
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Interconnect
PCIe 2.0
PCIe 3.0
PCIe 2.0

Table 5.3: Overview of hardware used in experiments. CEs=Copy Engines.
IS=Implicit Synchronization.

5.6

Evaluation

This section evaluates the ability of our performance models to accurately classify
the performance of different kernel implementations for our target hardware platforms. We introduce several real-world examples of kernel implementations that
overlap computation and communication to demonstrate how our performance
models can be applied to model the execution times of each implementation.
For this evaluation we use the DAS-4 distributed supercomputer. DAS-4 is a
heterogeneous platform containing many different compute nodes and accelerators. We use three configurations detailed in Table 5.3 each using CUDA 5.5.
These configurations correspond with the three different categories introduced in
Section 5.3.
We evaluate our performance models using two kernels from the Parallel
Ocean Program [48], a 2D convolution kernel, and a matrix multiplication kernel. The kernels from the Parallel Ocean Program fall into the dominant transfer
scenario. Convolution and matrix multiplication are compute-intensive kernels
that are modeled using the dominant kernel performance models.

5.6.1

Implementations

For each kernel we consider four different versions that we call Explicit, Implicit,
Streams, and Hybrid. Each version is designed for different overlapping behavior
between CPU-GPU data transfers and GPU computation. We first describe the
four versions in general before discussing the specific kernel implementations in
detail.
Explicit is a bulk synchronous implementation that uses explicit memory copy
statements to copy all the required input data to the GPU and the produced output data from the GPU to host memory. The kernels used in Explicit implementations create a two-dimensional array of threads. The result is that for 2D data,
one thread computes one output element. For 3D data, used in the kernels from
the Parallel Ocean Program, each thread computes an array of output elements.
Implicit uses mapped memory and therefore requires no explicit memory copy
statements. Instead, data is requested by the GPU directly from the host memory
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and sent over the PCIe bus. The performance of accessing the memory in this way
is very sensitive to the order in which data is requested and care must be taken
not to create gaps or misalignments from the mapping between threads and data.
Therefore, Implicit uses a kernel implementation that creates a one-dimensional
array of threads with size equal to the number of output elements. Each thread
then computes its N-dimensional index from its one-dimensional thread ID to
direct itself to the correct part of the computation.
The Streams implementation partitions the computation into a number of
streams and launches a kernel for each partial computation. Explicit copy statements are used to copy the input and output data for each partial computation. If
the computation of one partition requires input from multiple partitions, CUDA
events are used to delay the computation until all inputs have been moved to the
device and vice versa. The kernel used in Streams is similar to the kernel used
in Explicit, except for the fact that each thread computes exactly one output
element. Note that, except for the differences described here, the kernels do not
contain any architecture specific optimizations.
The Hybrid implementation is similar to the Streams implementation in that
it uses explicit memory copies and streams to transfer the input data from host
to device and for invoking kernels. However, the kernel uses device-mapped
host memory to transfer the output from device to host. This may be somewhat
counter-intuitive, but the main idea behind this implementation is that input data
is often requested multiple times by different threads, therefore using mapped
memory for host to device communication is unlikely to give the best performance.
Since each output element is written only once, using mapped memory for device
to host communication is a good fit. This approach allows overlap between the
device to host transfers and host to device transfers in other streams even on
devices with only one copy engine and/or implicit synchronization. However,
there is no benefit for this method on devices with no implicit synchronization
and 2 copy engines. The performance of this implementation for all devices is
modeled as the performance of a streamed kernel for devices with 2 copy engines
and no implicit synchronization (see Figure 5.7, Equation 5.5).

5.6.2

State kernel

As explained in Chapter 4, the Parallel Ocean Program is a global ocean circulation model which solves the three-dimensional primitive equations for fluid
motions under hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations, in which depth is
used as the vertical coordinate. In this evaluation we use two kernels, state and
buoydiff, that are part of the computation of the vertical mixing coefficients [42]
within the Parallel Ocean Program [96].
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The state kernel computes the water density for each vertical level k based
on two variables, temperature and salinity. State optionally also computes the
derivatives of the density with respect to temperature and salinity, which totals
to three output variables. Our Explicit implementation uses explicit copies to
move the three-dimensional grid of variables between host and device and creates
one thread for each horizontal grid point, which computes all outputs for each
level in the vertical direction. This approach is unable to overlap communication
to and from the device with GPU computation. However, it is possible to also
parallelize the computation of different vertical levels using CUDA streams. Our
Streams implementation ensures that GPU computation can be overlapped with
GPU communication of different vertical levels. Because of the simple access
pattern in state, where each input and output element is read or written only
once, it is also a good candidate for the highly parallel Implicit implementation.
The Hybrid implementation uses CUDA streams and explicit memory copies to
move data from host to device, but uses device-mapped host memory to transfer
the output from device to host.
We have measured the performance of the state and buoydiff kernel on a
1024 × 1024 × 42 domain for each of the hardware platforms in Table 5.3. The
observed performance results are compared against the performance predicted by
our models for the state kernel in Figure 5.9. 42 CUDA streams are used in both
the Streams and Hybrid implementations. One stream is mapped to one vertical
level of the domain.
For the state kernel the Implicit implementation is the most efficient on each
of the hardware platforms. This is expected as each input and output element is
read or written only once and the Implicit implementation is capable of overlapping computation and communication in both directions to a very high extent.
This is also what is reflected by our performance models. The reason the Streams
implementation on the K20 outperforms Streams on the GTX 480 is not because
of the increased compute performance of the K20 or increased PCIe bandwidth,
but is mainly due to the second copy engine. This way the K20 is able to (partially) overlap kernel execution with device to host transfers. The difference
between Implicit and Hybrid on the GTX 480 is larger than on the Titan or
K20, because the effective device to host bandwidth degrades more rapidly under
contention from host to device transfers.

5.6.3

Buoydiff kernel

The buoydiff kernel is also part of the computation of the vertical mixing coefficients within the Parallel Ocean Program. Buoydiff computes the buoyancy
differences between different vertical levels in the ocean, and internally uses the
state kernel for the computation of potential density. The computation of buoy-
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Figure 5.9: Observed and estimated performance of the state kernel on three
different GPUs.
ancy differences at level k requires the density of both the surface level and level
k − 1 displaced to level k, as well as the water density at level k. These three
values can be computed for each level in parallel as long as all the data is present
on the GPU. Overlapping data movement from the host to the GPU with GPU
computation and data movement from the GPU to host becomes significantly
more difficult, because the input values (temperature and salinity) for levels 1,
k − 1, and k need to be present on the GPU to compute the buoyancy differences
at level k. Therefore, the Streams and Hybrid implementations first schedule
memory copies to the GPU for all vertical levels in concurrent streams and then
invoke GPU kernel launches for all levels. However, before the execution of the
kernel in stream k can start, the memory copies in stream 1, k − 1, and k need
to be complete. The kernel executing in stream k outputs to different vertical
levels for different variables. Therefore, for the Streams implementation, one of
the device to host memory copies in stream k has to wait for the kernel in stream
k − 1 to complete. We use the CUDA event management functions to guarantee
that no computations or device to host transfers start prematurely.
We model the dependencies between operations in different streams within
the Streams and Hybrid implementations of buoydiff by regarding the host to
device transfers in the first two streams as a sequential part of the execution.
The measured and modeled performance of the buoydiff kernel, using the same
experimental setup as for the state kernel, are shown in Figure 5.10. The Explicit
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Figure 5.10: Observed and estimated performance of the buoydiff kernel on three
different GPUs.
and Implicit implementations do not differ from the general description given in
Section 5.6.1.
As expected, the Implicit implementation is not the best performing for the
buoydiff kernel. The input data is requested multiple times by different threads,
which results in data being repeatedly transmitted. For the buoydiff kernel the
most efficient implementation differs from platform to platform. On the GTX
680 and the GTX Titan the Hybrid implementations are the best performing.
This is because the Hybrid implementation enables the kernel to utilize the PCIe
bus in full duplex, where this is not possible when using only explicit memory
copies. On the K20, which has 2 copy engines and no implicit synchronization,
there is no benefit to using a Hybrid implementation and as such Streams is the
best performing. These observations exactly match the classifications provided
by our performance models.

5.6.4

2D Convolution kernel

Convolution operations are essential to signal and image processing applications
and are used to implement the most fundamental tasks in Computer Vision,
for example the detection of edges and lines in images [25]. In the context of
image processing, a convolution operation computes the linear combination of
the weights in the convolution filter and a range of pixels from the input image
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Figure 5.11: Observed and estimated performance of a 2D convolution kernel on
three different GPUs.
for each output pixel. As such, the input image also includes a border to support
the computation of pixels near the edge of the image.
For this evaluation we have used a kernel that has been optimized for compute
performance (see Chapter 3). Optimizations that are applied are, among others,
the use of constant memory, shared memory, read-only cache (on the Tesla K20
and GTX Titan), adaptive tiling [95], and loop unrolling. The kernel computes a
2D convolution of a 4096 × 4096 image using a convolution filter of size 17 × 17.
The kernel execution time exceeds the device to host and host to device transfer
times and is therefore modeled using the dominant kernel scenario.
The Streams and Hybrid implementations use 64 CUDA streams to overlap
the device to host transfers with GPU computations by transferring blocks of
horizontal rows from the input image in different streams. The first stream
transfers an additional block of rows that includes the border data. Similar to
the buoydiff kernel, computation in stream x can start when the device to host
transfers in stream x − 1 and x have completed. Transfers from device to host
only consist of the output data computed by the kernel in that stream and require
no additional synchronization. The Explicit and Implicit implementations do not
differ from the general description given in Section 5.6.1.
The estimated and observed performance for our 2D convolution kernel is
shown in Figure 5.11. For both the GTX 480 and GTX Titan GPUs our performance models correctly predict the most efficient implementation. For the Tesla
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K20, the measured and predicted times of Streams and Hybrid are very close
to each other, with Hybrid being predicted as slightly faster than Streams. As
explained earlier, using the Hybrid implementation strategy is not beneficial on
devices with 2 copy engines, such as the Tesla K20. Therefore, we do not consider
this as a problem for our performance model.
Although the 2D convolution kernel falls into the dominant kernel scenario,
the time spent on kernel execution and transferring data from host to device and
device to host are all of roughly similar size. In particular on the GTX 480, the
total time spent on each component is very close (tT dh = 11.34ms, tE = 15.78ms,
and tT hd = 10.24ms). In fact, for the Hybrid implementation on the GTX 480,
where the effective device to host bandwidth is reduced because of contention, the
device to host transfer time increases such that it becomes the dominant factor
for performance. As such, the performance models for the dominant transfer
scenario are used to model its performance.

5.6.5

Matrix multiplication kernel

Matrix multiplication is one of the most extensively studied kernels for GPUs.
For this evaluation we have used a simple, naive implementation. The kernel
computes the product of two matrices C = A × B, all of size 4096 × 4096.
Matrix multiplication is a compute-intensive operation and is modeled using the
dominant kernel performance models.
The Streams and Hybrid implementations use 128 CUDA streams and achieve
overlap of the device to host transfers of matrix A by transferring the matrix in
row-wise blocks of data. As the computation of each row in A requires a different
column in B, matrix B is transferred from device to host beforehand without any
overlap. This is modeled in our estimates for Streams and Hybrid by adding the
estimated device to host transfer time of B. Transfers from device to host only
consist of the output data computed by the kernel in that stream and require
no additional synchronization. The Explicit and Implicit implementations do not
differ from the general description given in Section 5.6.1.
The observed and estimated performance of the matrix multiplication kernel
is shown in Figure 5.12. For each GPU the performance models correctly identify
the most efficient implementation, which is Hybrid for the GTX480 and Streams
on the GTX Titan and Tesla K20. The Implicit implementation is very inefficient
as all elements in the B matrix are requested for each row in A and thus have
to be transmitted repeatedly over the PCIe bus. This is because we have used a
naive kernel implementation, a more efficient kernel that reuses input data can
significantly reduce the bandwidth consumption.
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Figure 5.12: Observed and estimated performance of a matrix multiplication
kernel on three different GPUs.

5.6.6

Discussion

We have evaluated whether our performance models can be used to accurately
identify the most efficient implementation using a selection of kernels and one
GPU from each class that we consider. The results have shown that our performance models can be used to predict the most efficient implementation strategy
for each kernel on each device.
To evaluate the precision of the performance predictions for the individual
implementations, we use the error of the prediction relative to the measured total
execution time. In all cases, the prediction error is below 10% of the observed
execution time. The Explicit implementations are predicted with a mean error
of 0.79% and a maximal error of 3.11%, which occurs for the buoydiff kernel on
the GTX Titan. The Implicit implementations prove to be the hardest to predict
with a mean error of 3.60% and 9.74% maximum for the convolution kernel on the
K20. For Streams the mean error is 1.15%, with the highest at 3.70% occurring
for 2D convolution on the K20. Our Hybrid implementations are predicted with
a mean error of 2.17% that goes up to 6.75% for buoydiff on the GTX 480.
We have also used our performance models to detect subtle performance issues with our Streams and Hybrid implementations. In an earlier study [98],
we noticed that the observed times for the Streams and Hybrid implementations
were often higher than predicted by our models. This was due to the additional
synchronization used to wait for operations in other streams, as is used in our
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implementations of buoydiff and 2D convolution. At first, the cross-stream synchronization was placed just before the kernel launch, preventing the kernel from
launching prematurely. This setup, however, allows the device to host transfers
to occur in an arbitrary order, introducing unnecessary delays for some kernels
to be launched. We have resolved the issue by moving the synchronization to
before the device to host transfer. This way, we enforce a strict ordering of operations across streams and ensure a higher degree of overlap between device to
host transfers and kernel execution.
Our Hybrid implementation was the most efficient implementation for buoydiff and 2D convolution on the GTX 480 and GTX Titan, and for the matrix
multiplication kernel on the GTX 480. This implementation strategy uses CUDA
streams to overlap transfer from device to host with GPU computation and uses
mapped memory for overlapping the device to host transfers. This is an important result, as our Hybrid implementation improves performance over the Streams
implementation by up to 30.0% of the execution time, while the CUDA Programming guide [62] states there is no need to use streams when mapped memory is
used. We have shown that using streams and mapped memory for a single kernel
can be very beneficial on devices with one copy engine.
The performance improvement from overlapping computation and communication varies from kernel to kernel. For the state, buoydiff, and convolution
kernels the average performance improvement is a factor of 1.61, 1.95, and 1.90,
respectively. For our matrix multiplication kernel the performance improvement
is only up to 3.7% of the execution time, because the performance is dominated
by the long kernel execution time.

5.7

Conclusions

PCIe transfers can have a large impact on performance. In particular when
the entire data set does not fit into the GPU memory, inter-node communication at the end of each time step requires data to be present at the host, or
parts of the application are executed on the CPU. Overlapping computation and
communication can be challenging and requires a considerable effort from the
programmer and results in much more code. Several different methods for transferring data and overlapping computation and communication are available, but
little is known about when to apply which method. The different implementations require completely different host codes as well as modifications to the GPU
kernel. Implementing all alternatives is often a large programming effort and not
feasible.
In order to solve these issues and provide insight in the performance of GPU
applications that require regular transfers across the PCIe bus, we propose an
analytical performance modeling approach that includes for PCIe transfers and
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overlapping computation and communication. Our evaluation shows that our
performance model can be used to correctly select the best performing implementation strategy for four different kernels on three different GPUs. In all cases,
the prediction error of the observed execution time of individual implementations is below 10%. The largest error occurs in the estimations of the Implicit
implementation, which is explained by the fact the effective bandwidth under
contention from a large number of transfers resulting from reads and writes to
device-mapped host memory varies. We have also used our performance models
to detect subtle performance issues with earlier versions of our Streams and Hybrid implementations, clearly indicating the applicability and effectiveness of our
models.
The current set of parameters for the models presented in this chapter is a
compromise between capturing the main performance characteristics and providing a reasonable framework for algorithm design and analysis. While no small
set of parameters can describe all machine aspects completely, analysis becomes
more difficult with a large set of parameters.
We believe the performance models presented in this chapter open several avenues for future work. The degrading PCIe transfer performance for overlapping
transfers in opposite directions is currently captured by using a lower effective
bandwidth. Our performance models could be extended with a separate model
for the effective bandwidth under contention, which could further improve performance estimations. In addition, the performance models presented in this
chapter may be extended with a performance model for kernel execution time.
Such a unified model can be used to provide a complete overview of the behavior of kernels that overlap computation and communication. Our performance
models or extended versions may be applied within optimizing compilers or other
software development tools that automatically generate efficient host code for
CUDA programs.
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Conclusion
GPUs offer a large amount of compute power against low hardware costs and
power consumption. This is why GPUs are such a promising platform for supercomputing applications. As a result, supercomputing systems have become
more diverse, as different combinations of multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs
are used to build these systems. Developing scientific applications that execute
efficiently on these systems has become much more challenging, but not less important. Supercomputer systems are large investments and even a reduction of
10% in the execution time of applications can save millions of dollars [30].
In this chapter, we first summarize the contents of this thesis. This is followed
by a discussion of the contributions of our work towards answering the challenges
of using GPUs for scientific supercomputing, as presented in Chapter 1. After
this, we will present the overall conclusions of this thesis.

6.1

Summary

In this thesis we have investigated how to simplify the use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in scientific supercomputing applications, increase application
performance, and increase our understanding of the performance of these GPUenabled applications. In order to structure our approach we have formulated five
challenges that are covered in the different chapters of this thesis. The challenges
require much more work than is possible within the scope of this thesis to be
solved completely. Instead we aim to gain more understanding of the fundamental problems that give rise to these challenges and provide contributions towards
a general solutions for each challenge.
To develop techniques that are applicable to the entire landscape of floatingpoint intensive scientific applications, we have looked into two application do-
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mains, Multimedia Content Analysis and Climate Modeling. Multimedia Content
Analysis is a representative application domain for compute-intensive applications, whereas Climate Modeling is representative for data-intensive applications.
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on applications from the domain of Multimedia Content
Analysis, Chapter 4 on a Climate Modeling application, and Chapter 5 focuses
on a set of compute kernels from both these and other application domains.
In Chapter 2, we have shown how GPU execution can be integrated into
high-level parallel programming models that are ready to be used directly by
application domain experts. It is essential to develop such efficient programming
environments that hide the intrinsic complexity of GPU computing, as it is unrealistic to expect domain researchers to also become experts in high-performance
computing.
Specifically, we have replaced the compute kernels that implement the algorithmic patterns of the Parallel-Horus programming system for multimedia
computing with equivalent GPU kernels. Next, we have used a lazy parallelization approach to optimize the execution of multiple compute kernels applied in
sequence. Based on a finite state machine specification, we insert GPU memory management operations at runtime, whenever necessary. Our approach has
proven to constitute a simple, yet scalable and effective method for the interkernel optimization of MMCA applications on GPU-clusters.
We have evaluated the performance of the extended Parallel-Horus system
using multiple versions of a representative line detection application on two different GPU clusters. Our evaluation shows that lazy parallelization improves
performance in all tested cases. We have demonstrated that the model is capable of significantly accelerating a fully sequential program, without requiring any
additional effort from the application developer.
In Chapter 3, we have presented an extensive optimization study of 2D convolution, a representative operation for compute-intensive applications in many
application domains. Convolutions are essential to signal and image processing
applications, and are typically responsible for a large fraction of the application’s
execution time. We have introduced a new approach for solving shared memory
bank conflicts in the context of convolution operations as well as an optimization
approach, called adaptive tiling, for implementing efficient, yet flexible, convolution operations on modern GPUs. We have also presented an implementation
that combines adaptive tiling with loop unrolling to obtain a less flexible, yet
highly efficient implementation. The latter approach is less flexible, as the filter
sizes used by the application at runtime have to be known at compile time.
We have evaluated the performance impact of many different implementations for the 2D convolution operation and separable convolution on the GTX680,
GTX480 and Tesla K20 GPUs. All optimizations combined have a large impact
on performance. Our final optimization step demonstrates a performance im-
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provement of up to a factor 9.14 over naive GPU implementations. This is not
only due to the adaptive tiling combined with unrolling optimization, but also
because the best performing combination of thread block size and tiling factor is
selected for each individual filter.
In Chapter 4, we have investigated whether and how data-intensive applications can benefit from using GPUs. This chapter considers the Parallel Ocean
Program (POP), a representative climate modeling application. We have investigated the performance characteristics of POP to identify what specific parts of
the application can benefit the most from execution on GPUs. In addition, we
have described in detail how the existing software should be modified to efficiently
include GPU execution. Finally, we report the impact that the use of GPUs has
on performance, also when using multiple GPU clusters simultaneously.
We have identified three functions that are part of the vertical mixing pipeline
of POP to be good candidates for GPU execution. To efficiently include the use
of GPUs within the existing software, we have created multiple versions of each
GPU function to experimentally verify which version realized the highest overlap
between GPU computation and CPU-GPU communication. In addition, the
execution of all GPU kernels as well as all data transfers is fully overlapped with
the execution of other functions on the CPU. As such, the functions executing
on the GPU have practically disappeared from the application’s execution time.
Our evaluation shows that the use of GPUs is beneficial for performance, even
though the application itself did not have any real computational hotspots.
These are promising results, as currently the majority of the execution time
per kernel is spent on PCIe transfers. When more computation is moved to
the GPU, more data can be reused on the GPU, and some intermediate data
structures that result from computation may even never have to leave the GPU.
In that case, many the PCIe transfers can be eliminated completely. In future
work we hope to produce a complete GPU implementation of the vertical mixing
part of POP.
In addition, we have shown that it is possible to improve the load balancing
of POP such that it can run successfully in a multi-cluster setting. Moreover, our
evaluation shows that the combination of GPU execution and the hierarchical
load-balancing scheme improves performance even further. This is a remarkable
result, as the hierarchical partitioning scheme prefers small block sizes, while
the GPU code prefers larger sized blocks to increase GPU utilization. However,
GPU utilization is again increased by the fact that all MPI tasks running on a
single node share a single GPU for all their GPU computations. As such, the two
approaches work in concert to improve application performance.
In Chapter 5, we have presented techniques that are necessary to optimize
CPU-GPU communication intensive applications for performance. Many GPU
applications perform data transfers to and from GPU memory at regular inter-
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vals. Overlapping GPU computation with CPU-GPU communication can reduce
the costs of moving data. Several different techniques exist for transferring data
to and from GPU memory and for overlapping those transfers with GPU computation. The different implementations require completely different host codes as
well as modifications to the GPU kernel. Implementing all alternatives is often
a large programming effort and not feasible. This chapter provides insight in the
performance of GPU applications and proposes an analytical performance model
that includes PCIe transfer and overlapping computation and communication.
Our evaluation shows that the performance models can be used to correctly
select the best performing implementation strategy for a set of real-world kernels
on three different GPUs. In all cases, the prediction error is below 10% of the
observed execution time. We have also used our performance models to detect
performance issues in earlier versions of our implementations. Overlapping GPU
computation and CPU-GPU communication improves the performance of the
kernels in our evaluation by almost a factor of 2. The results clearly indicate the
applicability and effectiveness of our performance models.

6.2

Discussion

In this thesis, we set out to seek answers to the five challenges we have formulated
that cover the major difficulties of using GPUs for scientific supercomputing. In
the following, we discuss the contributions of our work towards answering each
challenge and formulate the insights gained from the research carried out as part
of this thesis.
Challenge 1 How to lower the threshold for domain experts to use GPU equipped
computing systems?
GPU computing has always been considered difficult. This is in part because
GPU computing programs are implemented using specialized programming models such as CUDA or OpenCL. While these programming models only expand the
C programming language with a few keywords, writing GPU programs requires
a different mindset on parallelism and concurrency.
Over the years, a variety of programming tools, such as compiler directives
and source-to-source optimizing compilers, have been developed to abstract away
some of the complexity of GPU programming. The problem with creating abstractions is that the features that are abstracted may be irrelevant for some
applications, but crucial to the performance of others. For example, many automatic optimization tools for GPUs apply optimizations that are known to improve
the performance of a matrix multiplication kernel. However, this approach is far
from guaranteed to yield efficient implementations of other GPU kernels.
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An orthogonal approach is to create a programming model intended for use
within a particular application domain, as opposed to a general purpose programming model. User transparent parallel programming models, like Parallel-Horus,
are excellent examples of programming models that focus on a particular application domain.
In this thesis, we have shown that it is possible to incorporate the use of GPUs
into a user transparent programming model. The resulting system allows applications that are able to execute efficiently on GPU clusters to be created in a fully
sequential manner, without requiring any parallelization or GPU programming
effort from the application programmer. While we have applied this approach to
a programming model for Multimedia Content Analysis, the approach in itself is
not limited to a specific application domain.
Challenge 2 How to measure the impact of the use of GPUs on application
performance?
The performance impact of using GPUs as a platform for computations can be
significant. As part of the work carried out in this thesis, we have seen that
many supercomputing applications do not consist of only highly optimized implementations of every compute kernel. In fact, many scientific applications use
code that would be called a naive implementation in GPU jargon, for the simple
reason that naive implementations are much easier to maintain and port to new
architectures. We believe that, for this reason in particular, it is perhaps more
relevant to compare the CPU versus GPU performance of naive kernel implementations. Additionally, there are other factors that are left out by a comparison
solely based on performance, such as the time invested to create highly optimized
implementations for either architecture.
The performance of an application executing on either a CPU or a GPU
can not easily be compared. First and foremost because the performance being
compared is obtained using applications that have different implementations, use
different compilers, and execute on completely different hardware. We recognize
that a truly fair comparison between different experimental setups is very hard
to achieve. In this thesis, we have chosen to directly report performance numbers and not normalize results using additional metrics such as hardware costs or
power consumption to keep the experimental setup as simple as possible. Hardware costs of both CPUs and GPUs are influenced by different factors in addition
to their performance capabilities. Power consumption is an important factor in
the operational costs for modern supercomputers. However, when only a small
part of the application executes on the GPU, it is clear that the GPU will be idle
for a large part of the execution.
To assess the performance impact from using either CPUs or GPUs in applications we have defined the notion of user-perceived speedup. User-perceived
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speedup is defined as the speedup observed by the end-user of an entire application as a result from switching between different implementations of a single
parallel programming model, without making any modifications to the application. For the end-users of GPU applications it is very important to learn the
performance impact of using GPUs.
In what manner the exact comparisons are to be made remains an active
topic of discussion within the scientific community [28, 46]. We believe that the
notion of user-perceived speedup allows for performance comparisons on the level
of entire applications in clear manner that can easily be explained to the end-users
of applications.
Challenge 3 How to efficiently integrate GPU kernels into large existing code
bases?
In this thesis, this challenge emerged on two occasions: first, when applying GPU
extensions to the library-based Parallel-Horus system; and second, when integrating GPU kernels into the Parallel Ocean Program. In this section, we summarize
the lessons learned from both exercises to arrive at a step-wise approach that
may guide the process of integrating GPU code into existing software.
When integrating GPU code into a software library, the problem is that it is
often unclear in what order and frequency the various functions of the library will
be called by the application. A naive approach would be to allocate and free GPU
memory and copy the input and output data to and from the GPU for each function called. A more efficient approach requires that a policy is defined regarding
the GPU memory management and the movement of data to and from the GPU.
An optimistic approach could for example asynchronously copy the GPU output
data back to main memory, expecting the next operation requires the data to
be present on the CPU. The policy we have implemented in Parallel-Horus is a
lazy approach. This approach assumes that all memory management operations
are redundant, unless not executing the operation would lead to inconsistencies
at runtime. This approach minimizes the number of redundant memory PCIe
transfers, but has the drawback that it eliminates every opportunity for overlap
between GPU computation and CPU-GPU communication. Whether lazy parallelization or overlapping CPU-GPU communication will be better for application
performance depends on the behavior expected from the applications that are
implemented using the programming model.
The Parallel Ocean Program is not implemented using a library of functions,
but as a monolithic application. As such, it was much more difficult to identify
suitable targets for GPU execution. In particular, because POP contains no true
computational hotspots. Because there was no opportunity for optimizing the
GPU kernels individually, we have focused on overlapping computation and communication as much as possible. In addition, based on the sequence in which the
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1. identify time
consuming operations
2. create naive kernel
implementations
3. optimize compute
kernels, if possible

software libraries

4. analyze inter-kernel
data flow

5a. minimize redundant
memory operations

standalone applications

5b. eliminate redundant
memory operations
6. overlap transfers and
GPU computations
7. overlap GPU kernels
with CPU execution

Figure 6.1: A step-wise approach for integrating GPU code into a large existing
codebase.
GPU kernels are called, we found that some of the input data of different kernels
could be kept on the GPU to eliminate redundant data transfers. Furthermore,
the execution of all GPU kernels as well as all data transfers to and from the
GPU are overlapped with the computation of other functions on the CPU.
Figure 6.1 shows a step-wise approach derived from our experience that may
be used to guide the process of efficiently integrating GPU code into existing
software. We distinct between either library-based or standalone applications,
as these different approaches present different constraints to the application developer. This is true for library-based software in particular, as it is often not
known beforehand in what order the various functions will be called. This limits the amount of overlap between data transfers and computation that can be
achieved. However, when GPU kernels are integrated into a standalone application the application developer has more information and can as such apply
techniques for overlapping computation and communication more effectively.
Challenge 4 How to maximize the efficiency of compute-intensive GPU kernels?
In this thesis, we have presented a detailed study of the optimization process of a
2D convolution kernel to find answers to this challenge. When kernel execution is
the limiting factor in the performance of a GPU application, applying kernel-level
optimizations becomes crucial for performance. These optimizations are applied
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by restructuring the GPU kernel code to reorder or regroup computations or
change data access patterns. Several features of the GPU architecture, such as
the memory hierarchy or notion of threads and thread blocks, are exposed within
GPU programming models. Other features such as memory coalescing, bank
conflicts, or occupancy have to be considered when creating GPU applications
but are not explicitly part of GPU programming models. All different facets
of GPU programming, implicit or explicit, have to be taken into account when
optimizing a kernel for performance. Implementing every possible configuration
in the kernel optimization space is often infeasible and several studies have tried
to develop heuristics to guide the optimization process.
From our experience with implementing convolution operations we have learned
that optimizing GPU kernels consists of a search for the best performing combination of resource utilization and optimization techniques. For the 2D convolution
operation, we found that applying kernel-level optimizations was mostly concerning the increase of data reuse at the cost of increased resource utilization, and
thus decreasing occupancy. One of the most difficult aspects of optimizing GPU
kernels is knowing how to exactly value occupancy against optimizations that
improve the throughput of the instruction stream. The performance impact of a
change in occupancy is not easily predicted and is as such difficult to develop an
intuition for.
Additionally, the occupancy, the number of warps that can execute in parallel
on each SM, is not always easy to calculate. Most factors used to calculate
the occupancy are known to the developer, except for the number of registers
per thread, which is determined by the compiler. We think it would be very
helpful if an SDK could indicate the expected occupancy for a kernel while the
optimizations are being applied. However, the performance impact of occupancy
varies per kernel and per GPU.
Another remarkable observation is that while optimizing convolution operations for compute performance, every optimization that we applied was actually
increasing data reuse and therefore lowering the memory bandwidth requirements
of the kernel. This indicates that strictly following the roofline model when optimizing GPU kernels may be too limited. Even if the kernel was no longer memory bandwidth bound, according to analysis using the roofline model, reducing
the memory bandwidth consumption still improved performance. The balance
between compute power and memory bandwidth, where in current GPU architectures compute power is abundant, while memory bandwidth is constrained,
is likely to change in the near future with the planned introduction of stacked
DRAMs [11] in Nvidia’s Pascal architecture [32]. Stacked DRAMs place the normally off-chip DRAM directly on top of the GPU chip. This should increase
the global memory bandwidth from several hundreds of gigabytes per second to
several terabytes per second.
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In this thesis, we have also learned when not to apply kernel-level optimizations. For example, for the kernels of the Parallel Ocean Program, there was little
to no opportunity for data reuse. Frequently applied optimizations to improve
the instruction stream such as tiling have significantly less effect if they do not
also increase data reuse.
Challenge 5 How to optimize data transfers between CPU and GPU?
Optimizing data transfers concerns maximizing the overlap between GPU computation and CPU-GPU communication. We faced this challenge when investigating how to efficiently integrate the GPU kernels into the Parallel Ocean Program.
Several different techniques are available for transferring data to and from GPU
memory and for overlapping those transfers with GPU computation. No performance models existed that could help to decide which method to use, therefore,
we implemented all and measured the performance. However, to provide a much
more general answer to this challenge we created an analytical performance model
that predicts PCIe transfer times and the potential overlap between computation
and communication.
Our performance models can be used to correctly select the best performing
implementation strategy before implementing each alternative and can therefore
save the application developer a large amount of time. We believe that the performance modeling techniques presented in this thesis have the potential of being
widely used by GPU application developers, because of their general applicability.
The long-term applicability of the performance models depends on whether
GPUs will remain separate computing devices. Microprocessor vendors have already developed so called APUs (accelerated processing units) [4], that contain
a small number of fast CPU cores and a larger number of smaller SIMD cores for
executing floating-point intensive workloads. However, the applicability of APUs
for supercomputing systems has currently not been demonstrated by a large supercomputing system ranked among the Top500 [92]. Nvidia has stated that for
the coming years, a heterogeneous chip containing both types of cores is currently
not on their roadmap [15]. Instead, Nvidia has announced NVLink [32], a new
interconnect that will replace PCIe 3.0 and reportedly improves the throughput over PCIe by a factor of 5 to 12. While the empirical parameters for the
bandwidth and latency of transfers are likely to change dramatically, we have no
reason to believe that our performance models will become any less relevant in
the near future.

6.3

Conclusions

GPUs can be a very efficient computing platform for scientific supercomputing,
but can be challenging to use efficiently. Therefore, the research question of this
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thesis was: "How can we simplify the use of GPUs in scientific supercomputing
applications, increase application performance, and increase our understanding
of the performance of these GPU-enabled applications?" The results of the work
presented in this thesis contribute to all three aspects of the stated research
question.
The GPU revolution has shifted the balance in the computing platform from
compute bound to memory bandwidth bound. This requires a completely different way of reasoning about efficiency when developing scientific applications for
such platforms. We have observed that parts of the Parallel Ocean Program were
written to minimize the number of performed floating-point operations by storing
intermediate results and using additional memory. Before multi-core CPUs and
many-core GPUs, this was a perfectly fine strategy for creating efficient applications. However, memory bandwidth is often the limiting factor in performance for
current supercomputers and communication is more expensive than computation.
The introduction of GPUs as a computing platform for supercomputing systems created a large gap between hardware and software. In particular the fact
that developing efficient GPU code requires a significant amount of expertise,
creates obvious risks for supercomputing centers. It is currently taking largescale scientific applications that consume many compute hours at several large
supercomputing sites around the world, such as the Parallel Ocean Program, a
long time to get adjusted to the new computing platform. This spawns the question of what we have learned from the GPU revolution that could expedite the
transition process when the next revolution in supercomputing systems arrives.
We believe that the underlying reason for the slow transition process of scientific applications is due to the fact that they are currently implemented in a way
that is too rigid. In other words, the amount of manual labor required to revise
and restructure the code is not proportional to the conceptually simple tasks at
hand. This is based on the observation that a huge amount of manual labor is
required to, for example, rework a computational-conservative algorithm into a
memory-bandwidth-conservative one. We believe that more powerful application
development tools are necessary to increase productivity and portability. We
consider our work on user transparent programming models and performance
modeling among the essential steps in that direction.
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Samenvatting
De inzet van grafische processoren
voor wetenschappelijke
supercomputing applicaties
Grafische processoren (GPU’s) bieden de mogelijkheid tot een enorme rekenkracht tegen lage aanschafkosten en stroomverbruik. Daarom zijn GPU’s een veel
belovend platform voor supercomputing applicaties. Supercomputers zijn als gevolg hiervan complexer en diverser geworden en worden tegenwoordig opgebouwd
uit combinaties van multi-core CPUs en many-core GPU’s. Het ontwikkelen van
wetenschappelijke applicaties die efficiënt gebruik kunnen maken van deze systemen is daardoor een veel grotere uitdaging geworden, maar niet minder belangrijk. Omdat supercomputers enorme investeringen zijn, kan zelfs een besparing
van 10% op de executietijd van applicaties al een miljoenenbesparing opleveren.
Om technieken te ontwikkelen die toepasbaar zijn voor de gehele scope van
wetenschappelijke applicaties, hebben we ons gericht op twee applicatiedomeinen, Multimedia Content Analysis en Climate Modeling. Multimedia Content
Analysis is een karakteristiek applicatiedomein voor reken-intensieve applicaties,
terwijl Climate Modeling juist karakteristiek is voor data-intensieve applicaties.
Daarna hebben we ons op gericht op het minimaliseren van de tijd die wordt besteed aan data transfers en het overlappen van deze transfers met berekeningen
op een manier die algemeen toepasbaar is voor GPU-computing applicaties.
In hoofdstuk 2, hebben we laten zien hoe GPU berekeningen geïntegreerd kunnen worden in hoog niveau parallelle programmeermodellen die direct gebruikt
kunnen worden door domeinexperts. Het is essentieel om efficiënte programmeeromgevingen te creëren die de intrinsieke complexiteit van GPU computing kunnen
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verbergen, omdat het onrealistisch is om te verwachten dat domeinexperts ook
experts worden op het gebied van GPU-computing.
Om dit doel te realiseren hebben we de rekenfuncties die de algoritmische
patronen in het Parallel-Horus systeem implementeren vervangen door functies
die uitgevoerd worden door de GPU. Vervolgens hebben we een lazy parallelization aanpak gebruikt om de uitvoering van meerdere rekenfuncties op de GPU
na elkaar te optimaliseren. Door middel van een finite-state machine worden
GPU geheugen operaties ingevoegd terwijl het programma draait. Deze aanpak
bleek niet alleen simpel te implementeren, maar ook een schaalbare en effectieve
methode voor de optimalisatie van MMCA applicaties op GPU-clusters.
We hebben de performance van het aangepaste Parallel-Horus systeem geëvalueerd met behulp van verschillende versies van een karakteristieke voorbeeld
applicatie die lijnen in een afbeelding detecteert. Onze evaluatie liet zien dat
lazy parallelization de performance verbetert in alle geteste gevallen. Hiermee
hebben we aangetoond dat het aangepaste systeem in staat is om een volledig
sequentieel programma uit te voeren op een GPU-cluster, zonder dat dit enige
extra aanpassingen of expertise van domeinexperts vereist.
Hoofdstuk 3 laat een uitgebreide studie zien van de optimalisatie van de 2D
convolutie operatie. Deze operatie is karakteristiek voor reken-intensieve applicaties en vormt een essentieel onderdeel van signaal en beeld verwerkingsapplicaties.
Convolutie operaties zijn doorgaans verantwoordelijk voor een groot gedeelte van
de executietijd van dit soort applicaties. We hebben een nieuwe methode geïntroduceerd voor het oplossen van shared memory bank conflicts in de context
van convolutie operaties evenals een nieuwe optimalisatie aanpak die we adaptive
tiling noemen. Met behulp van adaptive tiling is het mogelijk om efficiënte en
flexibele convolutie implementaties te creëren voor GPU’s. We hebben ook nog
een combinatie van adaptive tiling met loop unrolling geïmplementeerd om een
minder flexibele, maar zeer efficiënte implementatie te verkrijgen. Deze laatste
methode is minder flexibel, omdat de afmetingen van het convolutie filter dat
wordt gebruikt in de applicaties al tijdens het compilen bekend moet zijn.
We hebben de performance geëvalueerd van verschillende implementaties van
convolutie operaties op een reeks van moderne grafische processoren. Alle optimalisaties hebben samen een grote impact op de performance. Onze uiteindelijke
optimalisatie laat een performance verbetering zien van tot een factor 9.14 over
naïeve implementaties. Dit komt niet alleen door de combinatie van adaptive
tiling en loop unrolling, maar ook doordat de best presterende combinatie van
thread block afmeting en tiling factor wordt geselecteerd voor iedere filter afmeting.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we onderzocht hoe data-intensieve applicaties voordeel
kunnen halen uit het gebruik van GPU’s. Dit hoofdstuk buigt zich over het
Parallel Ocean Program (POP), een karakteristieke Climate Modeling applicatie.

We hebben onderzocht wat de performance eigenschappen zijn van het Parallel
Ocean Program om te kunnen identificeren welke specifieke onderdelen van de
applicatie het meeste voordeel kunnen halen uit executie op GPU’s. Daarnaast
hebben we in detail beschreven hoe de bestaande software aangepast dient te
worden om efficiënt gebruik van GPU’s te bewerkstelligen. Ten slotte hebben we
onderzocht wat de impact is van het gebruik van GPU’s op de performance ook
wanneer het programma wordt gedraaid op meerdere GPU-clusters tegelijkertijd.
We hebben drie functies geïdentificeerd voor implementatie op GPU’s, deze
functies vormen een belangrijk onderdeel van de berekening van verticale convectie in de oceaan. Om het efficiënt gebruik van de GPU te realiseren binnen de
bestaande software hebben we meerdere versies van iedere GPU functie geïmplementeerd, om experimenteel te kunnen verifiëren welke versie de beste overlap
behaalt tussen GPU berekeningen en communicatie van en naar GPU geheugen.
Daarnaast worden de berekeningen en de data transfers van en naar de GPU
overlapt met berekeningen op de CPU. Onze evaluatie laat zien dat het gebruik
van GPU’s bijdraagt aan de peformance, zelfs wanneer de applicatie geen echte
computationele hotspots bevat.
Dit is een veelbelovend resultaat, omdat het merendeel van de executietijd per
kernel nu nog opgaat aan PCIe transfers. Wanneer meer berekeningen worden
verplaatst naar de GPU, kan er meer data worden hergebruikt op de GPU en
sommige tussentijdse resultaten hoeven mogelijk zelfs nooit de GPU te verlaten.
In dat geval kunnen veel van de PCIe transfers volledig worden voorkomen. In de
nabije toekomst hopen we te komen tot een volledige GPU implementatie voor
de verticale mixing in POP.
Daarnaast, hebben we laten zien dat het mogelijk is om de werkverdeling in
POP te verbeteren, zodanig dat de applicatie kan draaien op meerdere clusters
tegelijkertijd. Nog belangrijker is dat onze evaluatie laat zien dat ook de combinatie van GPU executie en de hiërarchische werkverdeling ook performance
verbeterend werkt. Dit is een opmerkelijk resultaat, omdat het hiërarchische verdelingsschema de voorkeur geeft aan kleine blok afmetingen, om nauwkeurig het
werk te kunnen verdelen, terwijl de GPU juist grotere blokken nodig heeft om de
utilisatie op peil te houden. De GPU utilisatie wordt echter ook verhoogd door
het feit dat alle processen die draaien op de CPU cores slecht één enkele GPU
delen voor al hun berekeningen. Daardoor werken de twee verschillende methodes
eigenlijk hand-in-hand om de performance van de applicatie te verbeteren.
In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we technieken gepresenteerd die noodzakelijk zijn om
de performance van data-intensieve operaties te verbeteren. Eigenlijk alle GPU
applicaties voeren regelmatig data transfers uit van en naar GPU geheugen. Het
overlappen van berekeningen op de GPU en deze CPU-GPU communicatie kan
bijdragen aan het minderen van de kosten van het verplaatsen van data. Er
bestaan verschillende technieken om data van en naar de GPU te versturen en
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om deze transfers te overlappen met GPU berekeningen. Het implementeren van
alle alternatieven is doorgaans erg veel werk en niet haalbaar. Om inzicht te
verschaffen in de performance van GPU applicaties stellen wij het gebruik van
een analytisch performance model voor, dat rekening houdt met deze transfers
en de overlap tussen berekening en communicatie.
Onze evaluatie laat zien dat de performance modellen gebruikt kunnen worden
om de best presterende implementatie strategie te selecteren voor een verzameling
van functies uit bestaande en veel gebruikte applicaties voor drie verschillende
klassen van GPU’s. In alle geteste gevallen is de foutmarge van de schattingen
minder dan 10% van de geobserveerde executietijd. Ook hebben we onze performance modellen gebruikt om subtiele performance problemen in eerdere versies
van onze implementaties te ontdekken. Het overlappen van GPU berekeningen
en CPU-GPU communicatie verbetert de performance van de functies in onze
evaluatie tot een factor 2. Deze resultaten laten duidelijk de toepasbaarheid en
effectiviteit van onze performance modellen zien.
De introductie van GPU’s als een rekenplatform voor supercomputers heeft
een groot gat geslagen tussen hardware en software. We zijn van mening dat de
onderliggende reden hiervoor is dat de bestaande software eigenlijk te rigide is
geïmplementeerd. De hoeveelheid handmatig werk die nodig is om de code te
herzien en herstructureren staat niet in verhouding met hoe conceptueel eenvoudig die taak eigenlijk is. Wij zijn van mening dat krachtigere tools voor software
ontwikkeling noodzakelijk zijn om de productiviteit van dit proces te verhogen.
Wij zien het werk in dit proefschrift aan onder andere programmeermodellen en
performance modellen als essentiële stappen in deze richting.
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